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Abstract

The combinatorial decomposition approach, consisting of first solving a (nonlinear) re-
laxed problem and then computing appropriate roundings recuperating the discrete
controls, has become an established method for solving mixed-integer optimal control
problems. This thesis analyzes the rounding step in detail, provides a time complexity
investigation, and develops three new fast non-heuristical approaches for the rounding
step, enhancing the modeling capabilities of the decomposition approach. In particular,
the proposed algorithms can be used to solve rounding problems in the presence of
combinatorial constraints or switching costs up to optimality with respect to a wide
range of objective functions, e.g., the integral control deviation or the switching costs.
The first approach is concerned with rounding problems on equidistant grids and vanish-
ing constraints. We establish a connection between assigning discrete controls to grid
points in the discretization and computing a matching on a simple bipartite graph. Using
the graph-based view, we provide the tight bound for the integral control deviation and
develop a fast rounding algorithm for this setting, which solves the rounding problem
optimally in polynomial time.
For the second approach, we reformulate the rounding problem into a system of linear
algebraic equations modulo 2. Application of this formulation allows several combinatorial
constraints such as dwell times to be added to the rounding step. We generalize the
dwell-time setting and provide additional combinatorial constraint formulations enhancing
the modeling capabilities of the decomposition approach.
Finally, we show that the rounding problem becomes N P-complete when switching costs
are added that directly depend on the rounding decision made for the previous grid point.
For this setting, we develop a rounding framework based on computing a shortest path
in a directed acyclic graph. This framework is capable of quickly computing the discrete
control with minimal switching costs within a maximally allowed integral deviation. The
framework also provides the additional flexibility to solve all of the previously discussed
combinatorially constrained rounding problems and can be applied to optimal control
problems in the multidimensional setting.
Numerical experiments on several benchmark problems illustrate and support the theo-
retical findings.
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Zusammenfassung

Die combinatorial integral approximation Zerlegung hat sich in den letzten Jahren als
ein Verfahren zur Lösung beziehungsweise Approximation von gemischt-ganzzahligen
Optimalsteuerungsproblemen etabliert. Bei diesem Verfahren wird zunächst ein relaxiertes
(nichtlineares) Problem gelöst. Durch Anwendung eines geeigneten Rundungsalgorithmus
wird aus der relaxierten Lösung eine ganzzahlige Steuerung für das ursprüngliche gemischt-
ganzzahlige Problem generiert. Diese Arbeit erweitert sowohl die theoretischen als auch
die praktischen Anwendungsmöglichkeiten des Verfahrens, indem sie den Rundungsschritt
im Detail analysiert und drei schnelle neue nicht-heuristische Algorithmen entwickelt.
Insbesondere ermöglichen diese Algorithmen, Rundungsprobleme mit kombinatorischen
Nebenbedingungen oder Schaltkosten optimal im Bezug auf die gewählte Kostenfunktion,
wie beispielsweise der maximal zulässigen Abweichung zur relaxierten Lösung (integral
control deviation) oder den Schaltkosten, zu lösen.
Der erste Ansatz erlaubt es, Rundungsprobleme auf äquidistanten Gittern und mit
vanishing constraints in Polynomialzeit zu lösen. Wir ermöglichen dies, indem wir das
Rundungsproblem als ein Zuweisungsproblem (assignment problem) auffassen. Die mathe-
matische Sichtweise entspricht in diesem Fall dem matching problem auf einem einfachen
bipartiten Graphen, welcher durch Kontrollaktivierungen und Gitterpunkte modelliert ist.
Dieser graphenbasierte Ansatz gewährt zudem die Möglichkeit, die bestmögliche Schran-
ke der integral control deviation für vanishing constraint behaftete Rundungsprobleme
herzuleiten.
In einem zweiten Ansatz reformulieren wir das Rundungsproblem in ein linear-algebraisches
Gleichungssystem modulo 2. Diese Betrachtungsweise gestattet es, verschiedene kom-
binatorische Nebenbedingungen wie unter anderem Verweilzeiten (dwell-times) in den
Rundungsschritt mitaufzunehmen. Zudem verallgemeinern wir die Formulierung der
Verweilzeitnebenbedingungen und legen dar, wie zusätzliche kombinatorische Neben-
bedingungen in den Rundungsschritt aufgenommen werden können. Dies erweitert die
Modellierungsmöglichkeiten des gesamten Zerlegungsanssatzes.
Ein dritter Ansatz wird für Rundungsprobleme mit Schaltkosten benötigt. Wir zeigen,
dass dieses Problem bereits für Schaltkosten, deren Höhe unmittelbar von der Rundungs-
entscheidung auf dem vorherigen Gitterpunkt abhängt, N P-vollständig ist. Um diese
insbesondere für die Praxis wichtige Problemklasse von Rundungsproblemen dennoch
handhaben zu können, wird ein Ansatz basierend auf einer kürzesten Wege Formulierung
in azyklischen gerichteten Graphen entwickelt. Dieser Ansatz ermöglicht es, zuverlässig
und schnell diskrete Steuerungen mit minimalen Schaltkosten innerhalb einer vorgegebe-
nen integral control deviation zu berechnen. Des Weiteren ist der kürzeste Wege Ansatz
im Vergleich zu den anderen in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Algorithmen der flexibelste
hinsichtlich zusätzlicher kombinatorischer Nebenbedingungen, da er nicht nur jegliche der
zuvor diskutieren Rundungsprobleme lösen kann, sondern auch bei mehrdimensionalen
Optimalsteuerungsproblemen einsetzbar ist.
Abschließend werden die theoretischen Ergebnisse durch numerische Berechnungen
bestätigt und veranschaulicht.
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1Introduction

A wealth of real-world applications such as heating a building with renewable energy
[Bür+18] or optimizing supply chain networks [Kir+06], as well as examples from
other scientific disciplines such as biology, chemistry, economy, engineering, physics or
even humanities can be modeled, simulated, and optimized through the use of Mixed-
Integer Optimal Control Problems (MIOCPs). These problems usually consist of an
underlying dynamic process, often described by a differential equation, affected by
discrete decision variables (controls). Mathematically, MIOCPs generalize the two classes
of Optimal Control Problems (OCP) and Integer Programming Problems (IP), both
of which are challenging by themselves. This also holds true for MIOCPs, as even
approximating solutions of an MIOCP with a first discretize, then optimize strategy leads
to a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Program (MINLP) and usually cannot be solved in an
adequate time frame with well-established techniques for mixed-integer optimization.
From a theoretical vantage point this comes at no surprise as MINLPs belong to the class
of N P-complete problems [KM78]. The computational challenges in this context arise
due to the exponential growth of the decision tree when refining the grid, also known as
the curse of dimensionality.

The decomposition approach attempts to circumvent the need to solve the computationally
hard problem by first solving a relaxed problem and then recuperating the integral controls
through application of a rounding algorithm. This procedure allows to approximate the
relaxed solution up to a desired accuracy in terms of feasibility and optimality by refining
the grid if necessary, under the condition that any additional combinatorial constraints
are only mixed state-control constraints that depend on integer control variables.

However, the currently available fast rounding techniques are heuristical, and an in-
creasing refinement of the grid often leads to chattering of the control. This, in turn,
may result in infeasible controls for practical applications as these usually have to avoid
rapid control changes. Additionally, real-world applications may impose more sophisti-
cated combinatorial constraints, e.g., limiting the number of currently possible or total
switches, adding varying cost values to control activations or keeping controls active for
minimum time periods. These types of constraints even challenge the currently available
more involved rounding approaches, e.g., tailored branch and bound (BnB) algorithms,
warranting a high computational effort.
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Together, this drives the desire to develop new sophisticated rounding algorithms for the
decomposition approach capable of handling complex combinatorial constraints while
keeping the computational burden low, which is the main aim of this doctoral thesis.

1.1 Contributions

We consider several types of rounding problems arising in the context of the decomposition
approach for MIOCPs and develop tailored algorithms for different classes of rounding
problems.
We first examine the rounding problem without additional constraints as introduced
by Sager [Sag05] on equidistant grids. We develop a new approach, RVM, to optimally
solve this rounding problem in terms of deviation and provide sub-quadratic worst-case
runtime bounds. In the spirit of [Kir11; JKS13] we extend the rounding problem by
including vanishing constraints and show that the same algorithm can be applied. Based
on these results, we prove the tight bound on the integral control deviation for this
setting, supplementing results from [KLM20] for the SURVC approach. In the case of
dwell-time constrained rounding problems, we complement the investigations performed
in [ZRS20] by devising another new approach, SLAE, based on the solution of equations
modulo two. This approach permits to obtain an optimal solution of the dwell-time
constrained rounding problem in terms of the deviation.
Several extensions in terms of objective functions and constraints for the previously
mentioned rounding problems are also considered. The corresponding constructions to
optimally solve these problems as well as runtime estimates are derived for both of the
previously developed approaches.
While the above contributions show that certain rounding problems are polynomially
solvable, we further substantiate the complexity border for rounding problems in general.
On the one hand we show the strong N P-hardness for two classes of rounding problems
concerned with limiting or weighting the switching of the active control, e.g., switching
costs. On the other hand, we develop a new rounding framework, SCARP, applicable even
in this setting. This framework exploits the structure of the underlying integer program
(IP) and enables an efficient way to determine controls with minimal switching costs or
other similarly complex problems. We perform a detailed worst-case runtime analysis for
this framework and illustrate its flexibility by extending the considered problems towards
the multidimensional setting.
Complementing our findings, we perform numerical experiments validating the theoretical
results in terms of solution quality and computational efficiency.

Publications The results regarding the RVM approach, Sections 3.1–3.2, as well as
the complexity results presented in Section 5.1 have been submitted for publication
in the article [BK20], which is currently under review. The tight deviation bound
result, Theorem 3.9, has been published in the short proceedings paper [BK21]. The
results of Sections 6.1 and 6.3 have been published in [Bes+20]. We note that the
runtime analysis performed in this thesis improves the results presented in [Bes+20].
The extension for the multidimensional case, Section 6.4.5, have been published in the
article [Bes+22]. The numerical results presented in Sections 7.2 and 7.4 were also part
of the publications [Bes+20] and [Bes+22], respectively.
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1.2 Structure of the remainder
The main body of this thesis is structured in seven chapters and one appendix as follows.
Chapter 2 introduces the problem class of MIOCPs, the decomposition approach, and
the induced relaxations. We then provide an overview of the literature in the research
field of MIOCPs in general and the decomposition approach in particular and state the
theoretical justifications for the decomposition approach and the rounding step. We
introduce the formalized rounding problem without additional constraints and briefly
discuss the most widely used methods for obtaining solutions to this problem. The
introduction of combinatorial constraints and the formalization of the corresponding
rounding problems conclude the introductory chapter.
Chapter 3 presents the first of the three rounding approaches developed in this thesis. To
this end, we link the rounding problem on equidistant grids to the assignment problem
and show that the problem is solvable up to optimality in polynomial time. Additionally,
we prove the tight bound on the integral control deviation for control rounding problems
with mixed state-control constraints that depend on integer control variables and extend
the developed approach towards a simplified version of switching costs.
Chapter 4 is concerned with exploring the possibility of solving the rounding problem
under dwell-time constraints. We formulate an equivalent system of linear algebraic
equations and provide the means to solve dwell-time constrained rounding problems.
We then continue to expand the capabilities of this second approach by replacing the
equidistant grid assumption with a weaker assumption and consider other combinatorial
constraints.
Chapter 5 analyzes the complexity of rounding problems in the presence of sequence-
dependent switching costs and constraints limiting the availability of some switching
sequences. We prove strong N P-hardness for both investigated rounding problems.
Chapter 6 presents the SCARP framework for rounding problems with sequencedependent
switching costs. The framework is based on reformulating the cost function into an
integer linear program (ILP) combined with the construction of a DAG and is the most
flexible of the developed rounding approaches. Solving the shortest path problem on
the derived DAG leads to a binary control that minimizes the switching costs and stays
within chosen deviation bounds. We investigate the worst-case runtime in detail and
state adaptations of the framework together with corresponding runtime estimates.
In Chapter 7, we present numerical experiments performed on benchmark problems. We
compare the approaches to existing MIOCP solution techniques on four different settings
to demonstrate the efficacy and performance of the developed algorithms.
Chapter 8 provides a summary of the presented results as well as an outlook for future
research directions. The Appendix supplies brief introductions into graph and complexity
theory for the reader’s convenience. It also contains algorithms, theoretical results, and
additional details for some of the proofs.
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This chapter introduces the general problem class of MIOCPs considered throughout this
work in Section 2.2. An equivalent reformulation, as well as two relaxations derived in the
literature, are discussed. We also provide several fields of application for the general and
more specific problem classes here. Afterward, we summarize the theoretical findings and
obtained results from the literature for the reformulations in Section 2.3. We formalize
the rounding problem, which will be the main focus of this thesis, in its simplest form
and give an overview of the currently used algorithmic approaches from the literature in
Section 2.4. We continue by introducing additional combinatorial constraints originating
from practical applications in Section 2.5. In Section 2.6, we conclude the chapter by
formulating two generalizations for the considered rounding problems.

2.1 Notation

Before proceeding, we define some notational conventions used in this thesis. For N P N
we denote the set of numbers t1, . . . , Nu by rN s. The t0, 1u-valued characteristic function
of a set A is denoted by χA. An equivalence relation is symbolized with �. The i-th
canonical basis vector of an n-dimensional vector space, e.g., Rn, is denoted by ei, i P rns.
For a matrix A P RN�M , N, M P N the row slice of row i until row j is denoted by
Ai:j P Rpj�i�1q�M . Accordingly, a column slice of columns i to column j over all rows is
denoted by A:,i:j P RN�pj�i�1q.

2.2 Mixed-Integer optimal control and partial outer convexifi-
cation

This section introduces the abstract problem class as well as the theoretical foundation
on which the following chapters of this work are based on. For this purpose, we state the
general class of MIOCPs investigated in this work in Subsection 2.2.1. Subsequently, we
employ Sager’s partial outer convexification technique [Sag05] to reformulate and relax
the previously introduced problem class, Subsection 2.2.2.
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2.2.1 Problem statement

The general class of optimization problems investigated in this work is of the following
form:

inf
y,u,ν

» tf

t0

Jpt, y, u, νq dt

s.t. 9ypτq � fpypτq, upτq, νpτqq for a. a. τ P T ,

yp0q � y0,

0 ¤ dpypτq, upτq, νpτqq for a. a. τ P T ,

νpτq P tν1, . . . , νnV u for a. a. τ P T ,

(MIOCP)

where T � rt0, tf s � R is a finite time horizon, y denotes the state vector of an underlying
process, usually described by an ordinary differential equation (ODE) investigated over
T . MIOCPs can be extended to PDE constraints where the dynamic constraint is
expressed by a semilinear operator, usually in the form Bty �Ay � �fpypτq, upτq, νpτqq,
see, e.g., [MK20a]. The variable y0 specifies the initial state at the beginning of the
time horizon t0. The measurable function u P L8pT ,Rnuq denotes continuous control
inputs, and the measurable function ν P L8pT ,Rnν q is a discrete-valued control input.
We denote Du � Rnu as the codomain of the continuous control inputs and V :�
tν1, . . . , νnνu � Rnν as the codomain of the discrete control inputs. The continuous
function J assigns costs to the state vector y and the control choices made by u and
ν. The (non-)linear right-hand side function f : Dy � Du � V Ñ Rny describes the
dynamics of the underlying process. The function d : RnY � RnU � V Ñ Rnd denotes
combinatorial constraints. The set tν1, . . . , νnV u denotes the M different realizations for
integer controls represented in the model. For the presented theoretical results, we assume
that the functions J, f, d are sufficiently smooth and good-natured, more specifically that
at least J P C0pDy �Du � V,Rq, f P C0pDy �Du � V,Rnyq, d P C0pDy �Du � V, Rndq.
Furthermore, we require Lipschitz continuity of f and d in the first and second argument to
guarantee the existence of a solution for the relaxed problem, introduced in the subsequent
Subsection 2.2.2, and the existence of a discretization grid with small feasibility violation.
MIOCPs are a versatile modeling tool used in various application areas, such as gas, electric,
or traffic networks [Zav14; Fab18; HS19; Goe+21; GPZ17]; systems biology [Leb+05];
(hybrid) electric vehicles [WZC18; Rob+21a]; chemotherapy [ELS11; Wu+18]; cardiology
[Zei+20]; multi-modal chromatography [CKP20; Boc+21]; complex distillation [GAB04]
oil-spill response planning [YL11]; topology optimization [HM15; LMW21; MK20b]. We
will introduce further real-world applications in Section 2.5 when we discuss additional
combinatorial constraints.
From a mathematical vantage point, the problem class of MIOCPs is a generalization of
optimal control problems (OCPs) as the dynamics, the right-hand side function f of the
ODE or PDE, depend on discrete-valued and continuous control functions. Hence, some
of the solution methods derived for MIOCPs are historically based on their counterparts,
e.g., dynamic programming, indirect, and direct methods. We omit a closer inspection
and further details of these solution methods as the main focus of this thesis lies in the
investigation of the rounding step, detailed in the next section, and instead refer the
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readers interested in theory, solution methods and approaches for OCPs to the theses
of Sager [Sag05], Kirches [Kir11], Jung [Jun13], and Lenders [Len18] as well as the
monograph by Gerdts [Ger11].

2.2.2 Partial outer convexification and the canonical relaxation

While convexifications and the approximation properties have been intensively researched
in the optimal control community for some time, see, e.g., [Mar73; Ces83], the convex
reformulations and relaxations in the context of time-dependent MIOCPs were introduced
by Sager in [Sag05]. We describe the partial convexification and relaxations of the MIOCP
problem class and present the discretized problem formulations here. We then state the
abstract decomposition approach known as the combinatorial integral approximation
(CIA) methodology.
In his thesis, Sager derived a reformulation of the MIOCP problem by using a one-hot
or special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) encoding for the different control realizations
ν1, . . . , νM .

Definition 2.1 (Binary and relaxed control functions). Let T � rt0, tf s � R be a fixed
time horizon. We call a function w P L8pT , t0, 1uM q a binary control function if it
satisfies

M̧

i�1
wipτq � 1 for a. a. τ P T . (SOS1)

A function a P L8pT , r0, 1sM q is called a relaxed control function if it satisfies (SOS1).

The one-hot encoding allows to relocate the different control variables in the dynamics
and constraints outside of the functions f and d via convexification.

inf
y,u,ν

» tf

t0

M̧

i�1
wiptqJipt, y, uq dt

s.t. 9ypτq �
M̧

i�1
wipτqfipypτq, upτqq for a. a. τ P T ,

1 �
M̧

i�1
wipτq for a. a. τ P T , (BOCP)

0 ¤ wipτqdipypτq, upτqq for i P rM s and for a. a. τ P T ,

wpτq P t0, 1uM for a. a. τ P T .

This formulation is coined partial outer convexification [Sag09] as the convexification
happens outside the dynamic and constraint functions, f and d. Note that the dynamics
and constraints in (BOCP) can still contain non-convex and nonlinear functions. Different
reformulations for the ODE case, such as inner convexification, were investigated by Jung
in his thesis [Jun13]. There, Jung showed that usage of partial outer convexification
yields improved bounds for the deviation between relaxed and binary solutions when
compared to inner convexification. Additionally, the problems (MIOCP) and (BOCP)
are equivalent in the following sense.
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Theorem 2.2 (Equivalence of (MIOCP) and (BOCP)[Sag05; SBD12; Kir11; Man19]).
Problem (MIOCP) has a solution if and only if (BOCP) has a solution. Moreover, the
solution values are equivalent.

Proof. The mapping

L8
�
T , t0, 1uM�Ñ L8 pT , tν1, . . . , νnV uq , wpτq ÞÑ νpτq :�

M̧

i�1
wipτqνi,

defines the desired bijection between the subset
!

w P L8
�
T , t0, 1uM� ��°M

i�1 wipτq � 1
)

of L8
�
T , t0, 1uM�

and L8 pT , tν1, . . . , νnV uq. The bijection preserves the feasibility as
well as the objective function value.

Remark 2.3 (Exponential number of controls after outer convexification). Note that,
depending on the problem, the reformulation of (MIOCP) into (BOCP) via partial outer
convexification may result in exponentially many control functions wi, i P rM s, as it may
be necessary to enumerate all possible combinations of νj , j P nV .

Having an equivalent reformulation of (MIOCP) at hand, one naturally identifies two
possible relaxations of the problem. The first relaxation can be stated in terms of
a feasibility relaxation, where the mixed-state constraint equality is rephrased as an
inequality constraint with left-hand side �δ for δ ¡ 0. This feasibility relaxation is
also used in combination with the canonical relaxation, stated below, to extend the
convergence result made for (BOCP) and (ROCP) when the mixed-state constraint
0 ¤ wipτqdipypτq, upτqq is present. It reads as

inf
y,u,w

» tf

t0

M̧

i�1
wiptqJipt, y, uq dt

s.t. 9ypτq �
M̧

i�1
wipτqfipypτq, upτqq for a. a. τ P T ,

1 �
M̧

i�1
wipτq for a. a. τ P T , (BOCPδ)

� δ ¤ wipτqdipypτq, upτqq for i P rM s and for a. a. τ P T ,

wpτq P t0, 1uM for a. a. τ P T .

Obviously, (BOCPδ) relaxes (BOCP). However, (BOCPδ) still constitutes a difficult
problem. To this end, the canonical relaxation for (BOCP) is derived by relaxing the
integrality constraint on w:

inf
y,u,a

» tf

t0

M̧

i�1
aiptqJipt, y, uq dt

s.t. 9ypτq �
M̧

i�1
aipτqfipypτq, upτqq for a. a. τ P T ,

1 �
M̧

i�1
aipτq P t0, 1uM for a. a. τ P T , (ROCP)
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0 ¤ aipτqdipypτq, upτqq for i P rM s and for a. a. τ P T ,

apτq P r0, 1sM for a. a. τ P T .

Naturally, the canonical relaxation (ROCP) relaxes (BOCP) and, if discretized, yields
a nonlinear program (NLP), which is easier to solve than its corresponding MINLP
originating from the discretization of (BOCP) and (BOCPδ).
Remark 2.4 (Mathematical problems with vanishing constraints). The pointwise a. a.
constraint 0 ¤ aipτqdpypτq, upτq, νipτqq present in the canonical relaxation (ROCP) of
(BOCP) yields a vanishing constraint when discretizing the problem. Mathematical
problems with vanishing constraints (MPVC) were introduced by Achtziger and Kanzow
in [AK08] and were studied intensively in the thesis of Hoheisel [Hoh09]. Reformulating
the vanishing constraint into an orthogonality constraint results in an equivalent mathe-
matical problem with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) with higher dimensions [AK08].
However, exploiting the problem structure of the MPVC enables the derivation of im-
proved constraint qualifications and optimality conditions, see [HK07; AK08; HK09; IS09;
HKV10; Kir+13a]. An excellent summary of these results is given by Lenders in his
thesis [Len18]. The corresponding problem class in the context of MIOCPs was intensively
investigated in various studies, e.g., [JKS13; Jun+18; PG15; Pal18]. We briefly discuss
the corresponding MIOCP problem class and results obtained by Lenders, Manns, and
Kirches [MKL20; KLM20] in Subsection 2.5.1.

The conducted reformulations and relaxations exhibit their value when inspecting the
corresponding discretized problems. To this end, we define the corresponding discretized
control functions, discretized grids as well as the discretized problems before proceeding
with the theoretical justification of the approach and note that the relationship between the
three presented formulations, BOCP, BOCPδ and ROCP, as well as their discretizations
will become clear when we discuss the theoretical foundation of this approach.

Definition 2.5 (Discretized grid, mesh size, rounding grid and rounding algorithm).
Consider a time horizon T . Let N � 1 P N denote the number of discretization points
with 0 � t0   . . .   tN � tf discretizing T into N intervals. The ordered set T :�
trt0, t1q, . . . , rtN�2, tN�1q, rtN�1, tN su is called the (discretized) grid GT of the time horizon
T � rt0, tf s.
For k P rN s, we define the quantities

∆k :� tk � tk�1, and ∆ :� max
kPt1,...,Nu

∆k, (2.1)

call ∆k the mesh size of two consecutive discretizations points, and ∆ the mesh size of
the grid. A grid is called a rounding grid, when we want to construct a binary control
from a relaxed control. The corresponding function or algorithm mapping a relaxed
control on a rounding grid to a binary control is called a rounding algorithm.

Utilization of a grid discretization enables a different perception of the relaxed and
binary control functions based on the (rounding) grid by viewing the control functions as
piecewise constant functions in between two grid points of the discretization.

Definition 2.6 (Relaxed and binary control (matrix)). Let GT be a (rounding) grid
defined in Definition 2.5 and let a and w be a relaxed and a binary control function. The
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relaxed control (matrix) α P r0, 1sN�M is defined by averaging the value of a over the
k-th interval for all k P rN s

αtk
�

» tk

tk�1

apsq ds P r0, 1sM .

The binary control (matrix) ω P t0, 1uN�M is defined analogously.

Clearly, it holds for a relaxed or binary control function a or w that the corresponding
relaxed or binary control satisfies

M̧

i�1
αt,i � 1 for all t P rN s. (SOS1)

Furthermore, a binary control function w can be constructed from a binary control ω by
setting

wpτq � χrtk�1,tkqωk for all τ P rtk�1, tkq and k P rN � 1s.
and

wpτq � χrtN�1,tN sωN for all τ P rtN�1, tN s. (2.2)

Together with a suitable discretization of the states, this facilitates the definition of the
discretized control problems BC, BCδ and RC for BOCP, BOCPδ and ROCP.

Problem 2.7 (Discretized control problems (BC, BCδ and RC)). Consider (BOCP) and
a discretization grid GT of the time horizon T with N discretization points. We discretize
the states y on GT by using a direct method in combination with a suitable integrator and
replace the control function w with its piecewise constant variant ω, see Def. 2.6. The
corresponding problem is denoted (BC).
The corresponding discretized problem for (BOCPδ) will be denoted by (BCδ), while the
discretized problem of the canonical relaxation (ROCP) is called (RC).
The mixed constraints are piecewise discretized on the right-hand side. We note here that
this may yield infeasible solutions for the (BOCP) or (ROCP). However, this is rarely the
case in real-world applications and when it occurs either an adaptive refinement strategy
of the shooting grid or a semi-infinite programming approach tracking the maximum
constraint violation [Pot06; PBS09] can be employed.

The problem expressed by BC, the discretization of (BOCP), constitutes a Mixed-Integer
Nonlinear Program (MINLP), which in general is N P-complete, see Def. A.25 and [GJ90,
Problem MP1] or [KM78]. We highlight that the MINLP expressed by BC can still be
non-convex either due to the dynamics expressed by f or the constraints d. Especially
in the context of a first discretize, then optimize, strategy the computational demand
may be exceedingly high when solving BC, even when state-of-the-art MINLP techniques
are employed. This is similar for BCδ, as the problem still belongs to the MINLP class.
However, RC yields an NLP, which can be solved more efficiently than the corresponding
MINLP. One method to achieve globally optimal solutions to the NLPs arising from
relaxed MIOCPs in the multiple shooting context is based on the αBB approach and
was developed by Diedam and Sager [Die15; DS18]. Notably, the assumptions made
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on the Lipschitz continuity of f guarantee the existence, uniqueness, and continuous
differentiability of the contained initial value problems (IVPs) solution ypτq on the whole
time horizon T .

Thus, the process of solving (MIOCP) is decomposed into two steps:

1. Solve the (discretized) continuous relaxation ROCP (RC) of BOCP.

2. Approximate the resulting continuously valued control with a discrete-valued one
using a so called rounding algorithm.

The presented decomposition is called the combinatorial integral approximation (CIA)
decomposition, coined in [SJK11] and introduced in [Sag05]. We note that for the first
step, any method solving the (discretized) OCP, ROCP or RC, suffices. These include
the previously mentioned direct, indirect, and dynamic programming methods for OCPs.

2.3 The approximation chain of the combinatorial integral ap-
proximation approach and Sum-up rounding

This section discusses the necessary chain of arguments for the CIA decomposition as
well as the main results obtained in the literature to recuperate a binary control from
a relaxed control function, which serves to bridge the gap between (BOCP), BC, and
(ROCP) as well as RC.

Before we state the theoretical justification for the described relaxation approximation
methodology, we introduce the consistency property that leverages the approximation
relationship between the binary and relaxed control problems.

Definition 2.8 (Consistent rounding). Let T � rt0, tf s be a time horizon. A rounding
algorithm is called consistent if there exists a constant θ P R� such that for all relaxed
controls a and all rounding grids GT with mesh size ∆, the produced control w satisfies
dpw, aq ¤ θ∆, where d is the pseudo-metric given as

dpw, aq :� sup
tPrt0,tf s

����» t

0
apτq � wpτqdτ

����
8

. (2.3)

In the absence of constraint 0 ¤ dpy, u, νq the consistency property (2.3) gives rise to
the approximation relationship between (ROCP) and (BOCP), denoted in Theorem 2.9
below. This result was first formalized and proven in an ODE setting by Sager, Diehl
and Bock [SBD12, Cor. 6]. We state the formulation derived by Manns and Kirches
[MK20a] with improved regularity assumptions on the right-hand side of the dynamics.
For rounding problems in the multidimensional setting, Manns and Kirches provided a
result guaranteeing existence, see [MK20b].

Theorem 2.9 ([MK20a, Thm. 3.4 and Thm. 3.7]). Let a� P L8pT ,RM q be a relaxed
control and let the constraint 0 ¤ dpy, u, νq be absent and let y� denote the solution of
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the IVP in (ROCP) for a�. Let Gpnq
T be a sequence of rounding grids such that ∆pnq Ñ 0.

Let wpnq � L8pT , t0, 1uM q be a sequence of binary controls such that

dpwpnq, a�q ¤ θ∆pnq for all n P N (2.4)

and some fixed θ P R�.Then,

wpnq �á a� in Lppp0, T q,RM q for 1   p ¤ 8.

The solutions ypnq of the IVPs in (BC) for the binary control inputs wpnq satisfy

ypnq Ñ y� in CpT ,Rnyq. (2.5)

Furthermore, let J be continuous. Then,

min tJpyq : pa�, yq feasible for (ROCP)u � inf tJpyq : pw�, yq feasible for (BOCP)u .

A similar statement is possible in the presence of the mixed-state constraint, as was
shown by Lenders, Manns and Kirches [MKL20].

Theorem 2.10 ([MKL20, Thm. 2.1]). Let a� P L8pT ,RM q be a relaxed control and
let y� denote the solution of the IVP in (ROCP). Let Gpnq

T be a sequence of rounding
grids such that ∆pnq Ñ 0. Let wpnq � L8pT , t0, 1uM q be a sequence of binary controls
satisfying

dpwpnq, a�q ¤ θ∆pnq for all n P N (2.6)

and some fixed θ P R�. Then,

1. wpnq �á a� in L8pT ,RM q.

2. ypnq Ñ y� in CpT ,Rnyq and 9ypnq
�á 9y� in L8pT ,Rnyq, where ypnq and y� are the

solutions of the state equation of (BOCPδ) and (ROCP) for w
pnq
i and a�.

3. Let supp w
pnq
i � supp a�i for all i P t1, . . . , Mu and all n P N, where supp f denotes

the essential support of f . If 0 ¤ a�pτqdpy�pτq, upτq, νipτqq a. e. then

�δ
pnq
i ¤ w

pnq
i dipypnqpτq, upτqq a. e. for all n P N

with δ
pnq
i Ñ 0.

The proofs of Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 were attained by using the SUR algorithm, introduced
by Sager [Sag05], to ensure existence of a binary control w satisfying the condition
described by (2.4) or (2.6). The presented variant of SUR given here is due to the thesis
of Manns, [Man19, Definition 5.3].
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Algorithm 2.1 Generalized sum-up rounding (SURGEN)
Input:

GT : Rounding grid,
a: relaxed control.

Output:
w: Binary control.

1: for k � 1, . . . , N do
2: ϕk �

³tk�1
t0

apsq � wpsq ds
3: γk � ϕk �

³tk

tk�1
apsq ds

4: wipkq �
#

1, if i � argmaxiPFk
γk,i,

0, else,
for all i P rM s

5: return w

In the case of ambiguity in line 4, exactly one maximizing index has to be chosen by
argmax. The feasibility set Fk for the original SUR algorithm is defined as Fk � rM s for
all k P rN s. A variant called SURVC, capable of producing binary controls adhering to
the additional constraint described in Theorem 2.10.3, was given by Kirches, Lenders,
and Manns [KLM20]. The feasibility set is then changed into

Fk :�
#

i P rM s
���� » tk

tk�1

aipsq ds ¡ 0
+

for all k P rN s, (2.7)

for the SURVC algorithm, cf. [MKL20, Subsection 2.2] or [Man19, Definition 5.8], resulting
in a binary control satisfying the condition from Theorem 2.10.3.

Alongside the fast computational complexity, OpNMq, the SUR heuristic has the key
feature that a grid refinement strategy satisfying

∆pnq Ñ 0

for n Ñ8, implies

min
w

dpw, aq � min
w

sup
tPr0,T s

����» t

0
apτq � wpτqdτ

����
8

¤ θ∆ Ñ 0, (2.8)

for some fixed θ P R�. Therefore, conditions (2.4) and (2.6) are fulfilled when applying
SUR, or SURVC, respectively.

A sequence of binary control functions wpnq satisfying (2.8) is referred to be of vanishing
integral deviation gap. That is, the accumulated control deviation between the relaxed
and the generated binary control vanishes if the mesh size ∆ is driven to 0. For the family
of SUR algorithms tight bounds on the integral deviation gap have first been determined
by Lenders, Kirches, and Manns for Fk � rM s and Fk from (2.7).
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Theorem 2.11 (Tight bound for the integral deviation of SUR [KLM20, Thm. 6.1]). Let
α be a relaxed control and let ∆ be the mesh size of the rounding grid GT . Then the SUR
algorithm, Algorithm 2.1 with Fk � rM s for all k P rN s, produces a binary control ω with

dpα, ωq ¤
�

M̧

i�2

1
i

�
∆. (2.9)

We note that the bound in (2.9) is asymptotically tight for the SUR algorithm but not for
corresponding problem class of rounding problems, see Section 2.4 and Corollary 2.17.
Having Algorithm 2.1 at hand allows us to assemble the theoretical findings from the
literature into an abstract approximation algorithm for the approximation chain of the
CIA approach.

Algorithm 2.2 (MIOCP) approximation [MK20b, Algorithm 1.1], [Man19, Algorithm
11.1]
Input:

Let the Assumptions of Theorem 2.10 be satisfied,
Gp0q

T : initial rounding grid for time horizon T ,
δmax ¡ 0: approximation tolerance.

1: n Ð 0.
2: repeat
3: py�, u�, aq Ð SOLVEpRCq
4: wpnq Ð SURpT pnq

G , aq
5:

�
ypnq, upnq, wpnq

�Ð SOLVEfixedpwpnqq
6: δ1 Ð Jpyn, un, wpnqq
7: δ2 Ð

���mint0, miniPrMs w
pnq
i dpypnq, upnq, νiqu

���
L8

8: n Ð n� 1
9: Gpnq

T Ð REFINEpGpn�1q
T q

10: until δ1, δ2 ¥ δmax

The SOLVE routine in line 3 abbreviates the (non-trivial) solve of the discretized RC
problem, while SOLVEfixed, line 6, denotes the evaluation or solve of BC with fixed binary
controls. Note that the (possibly present) continuous controls are not fixed in this step.
The REFINE statement in line 9 represents a refinement of the rounding grid.
Under the stated assumptions for J, f, d, and the ones made in Theorem 2.9 or 2.10
respectively, it holds that for strictly positive tolerance δmax Algorithm 2.2 terminates
within finitely many steps, see also [Man19, Theorem 11.1].
The three problems solved during the execution of Algorithm 2.2, lines 3, 4, and 5, are
easier to solve than the corresponding BC problem. However, solving the problems for very
fine discretization and rounding grids still imposes a high computational burden. Thus,
besides the convergence rate of the weakly convergent control sequence, which depends
on the integral deviation gap, the convergence rate of the state vector approximants
ypnq is of interest as faster convergence naturally leads to fewer executions inside the
repeat loop, lines 2–10 of Alg. 2.2. To this end, the norm-convergence of the state vector
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approximants ypnq was recently examined under sufficient assumptions on the dynamics
by Kirches, Manns, and Ulbrich in [KMU20].

Theorem 2.12 ([KMU20, Thm. 5.2], [Man19, Thm. 9.12]). Let a be a relaxed control
and let w be a binary control computed on a rounding grid from Definition 2.5. Let
ypnq P W 1,8pRq. Then ���ypnq � y�

���
Lppt0,tf q

¤ C�dpw, aq (2.10)

for some C� ¡ 0 depending on p, maxiPrMs }vi}8, t0, tf and
��ypnq��

W 1,1. For p � 8, the
estimate also holds in Cprt0, tf sq.

Theorem 2.12 shows that the convergence rate, the right-hand side of (2.10), depends on
the mesh size ∆, the embeddings and the integral control deviation θ bounding dpw, aq.
For a given MIOCP, the only influenceable parameters are the mesh size, by refinement,
and the integrated control deviation θ, by choice of the rounding algorithm. For any fixed
rounding grid, the mesh size is fixed as well, and only the integrated control deviation
can be optimized. In light of Theorem 2.12, it would be preferable to have access to
a rounding algorithm that computes a binary control with minimal maximal control
deviation. We present such approaches in Chapters 3, 4, and 6.
We summarize the detailed relationship between (MIOCP), (BOCP), (ROCP), BC, BCδ

and RC as well as the different steps performed during the CIA decomposition in Figure 2.3.
The corresponding optimization, feasibility and decision problems for the rounding step
are discussed in the next section.

(MIOCP) (BOCP)

(ROCP)

(BC)

(RC)

(BCδ)

�
y�, u�, a

�

�
y�, u�, w

��
ypnq, upnq, w

	

Convexification
Equiv. Thm. (2.2)

Discretization

Relaxation

Discretization

Relaxation

Feasibility
relaxation

Solve NLP

Rounding
step

Solve NLP
with fixed w

Convergence
for ∆pnq

Ñ 0

Equivalence
for δ � 0

Refine grid to
improve solution

Suboptimality
& Feasibility

▲Figure 2.1 — Schematic representation of the CIA decomposition approach. First (MIOCP)
can be equivalently reformulated into a partially outer convexified problem (BOCP). The problem
is then either discretized to obtain BC or relaxed yielding (ROCP). Relaxation or discretization
then results in the NLP RC. Solving the NLP leads to an (optimal) solution py�, u�, aq. A binary
solution w is obtained in the rounding step (grey box), which will also be the main focus of this
thesis. The binary control variables are then fixed, and the NLP is solved with fixed binary controls.
This yields a (sub)optimal and (almost) feasible solution for BCδ. As previously described BC
and BCδ coincide if constraints 0 ¤ dpy, u, νq are absent or δ � 0 and the solution converges, in
different senses, for ∆ Ñ 0.
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Extensions Various extensions of the ODE setting presented in (MIOCP) have been
investigated. Gerdts and Sager examined MIOCPs constrained by a DAE of index 1 and
extended the approximation properties to the considered DAE setting [Ger12].
Mixed-integer optimal control problems under PDE constraints (MIPDECOs) have emerged
as an active field of research in recent years. Hante and Sager [HS13] transferred the
approximation results developed by Sager [Sag05; SBD12] to time-dependent semi-linear
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). They also considered a variant of switching
constraints and presented an algorithm to compute corresponding controls. The as-
sumptions made in [HS13] were further improved by Hante for hyperbolic PDEs as the
regularity assumptions on the nonlinearity and solution trajectory made in [HS13] were
weakened [Han17]. Hahn and Sager extended the CIA approach to PDE constrained
problems and stated a heuristic algorithm called Simple Pivot Search to approximate
binary controls from the relaxed continuous controls [HS18, Alg. 5.2]. Manns and
Kirches further generalized these results such that the imposed regularity assumptions
can be checked more easily [MK20a] and proposed methods by utilization of space-filling
curves [MK19; MK20b]. For extended details we refer to the excellent synopsis given by
Manns’ in his dissertation [Man19].
Recently, Hahn, Leyffer, and Sager [HLS21] proposed a set-based optimization framework
for binary-valued control problems that can be applied to ODE- and PDE-constrained
MIOCPs.
Kirches combined the CIA methodology with SUR together with Diehls’ real-time iteration
scheme [Die01] to solve Mixed-Integer Model Predictive Control (NMPC) problems. The
scheme was also adapted by Chen and Lazar [CL20] for MPC with dwell-time constraints
and also applied in the control of solar thermal systems [Bür+18] recently.
As mentioned before, path constraints dependent on the discrete control, 0 ¤ dpy, u, νq,
were analyzed by Lenders, Kirches, and Manns in [Len18; Man19; KLM20; MKL20].
They have shown that even in the presence of path constraints the infeasibility can be
driven to zero. This result was also recently used in the study of MPVCs arising from the
conversion of implicitly switched systems into explicitly switched ones [ESE18; Boc+18].

2.4 CIA without additional constraints
We now utilize the discretized view on relaxed and binary control functions, see Def. 2.6,
to state the integral deviation gap in the discretized setting. Thus, allowing us to
formalize the CIA rounding problem. We then proceed to discuss the several rounding
algorithms and their performance bound for the rounding step.

Definition 2.13 (Discretized integral deviation gap). Let M be the number of controls,
let GT be a rounding grid with N discretization points, let α be a relaxed control, and
let ω be a binary control. The integral deviation gap of ω to α is defined as

max
iPrMs,tPrNs

����� ţ

k�1
∆kpαk � ωkq

����� , (Slack)

where ∆k is the mesh size of two consecutive discretizations points, see Def. 2.5. In
the case that (Slack) is a constraint we write the right-hand side of the corresponding
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inequality in terms of a deviation parameter θ P R and the mesh size, i.e. ∆,

max
iPrMs,tPrNs

����� ţ

k�1
∆kpαk � ωkq

����� ¤ θ∆. (Slack)

For the sake of readability, we will denote a cost function that solely depends on the
integral deviation by θ and include the corresponding (Slack) constraint into the problem.

2.4.1 The CIA rounding problem
The previously stated definitions permit the formulation of the CIA rounding problem in
a discrete setting.

Problem 2.14 (CIA (rounding) problem). Let α be a relaxed control and let GT be a
rounding grid with N discretization points and mesh size ∆. Then the CIA problem is
defined as

min
ω

θ (CIA)

s.t. max
t,i

����� ţ

k�1
∆kpαk,i � ωk,iq

����� ¤ θ∆ for all i P rM s, t P rN s, (Slack)

M̧

i�1
ωt,i � 1 for all t P rN s, (SOS1)

ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.
The corresponding feasibility problem can be formulated by simply removing the (Slack)-
parameter θ from the cost function in CIA.

Problem 2.15 (Combinatorial integral feasibility rounding (CR-ILP) problem [BK20]).
Let α be a relaxed control and let GT be a rounding grid with N discretization points and
mesh size ∆. Let θ P R� be given. Then the CIA feasibility rounding problem is defined
as

min
ω

1 (CR-ILP)

s.t. max
t,i

����� ţ

k�1
∆kpαk,i � ωk,iq

����� ¤ θ∆ for all i P rM s, t P rN s, (Slack)

M̧

i�1
ωt,i � 1 for all t P rN s, (SOS1)

ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.
Naturally, any algorithm solving either CIA or CR-ILP is also consistent as the (Slack) con-
straint has to be satisfied, which by Definition 2.8 and the reconstruction of binary
control functions from binary controls implies consistency of the rounding algorithm.
Note that the feasibility problem 2.15 can also be interpreted as a decision problem by
reformulating the statement as a question.

Problem 2.16 (CIADEC [Zei21, Def. 6.1]). Let α be a relaxed control, let GT be a
rounding grid with N discretization points and mesh size ∆ and let θ P Q be given. Does
there exist a binary control ω with dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆?.
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Upper bound on the objective function value for CIA and the feasibility threshold for
CR-ILP Zeile and Sager have shown that the feasibility problem CR-ILP is solvable for
θ ¥ 2M�3{2M�2 and respectively that for the optimal objective function value θ� of CIA
it holds that θ� ¤ 2M�3{2M�2.

Corollary 2.17 ([ZRS20, Cor. 1]). Let α be a relaxed control and let ∆ be the mesh size
of the rounding grid GT . Then the objective of CIA is bounded by

θ� ¤ 2M�3
2M�2∆, (2.11)

where θ� is the optimal solution for CIA. Furthermore for N ¥ M � 1 this bound is tight.

We note that the SUR algorithm does not solve the CIA problem up to optimality, see
Ex. 2.18 below. However, when setting θ ¥ θSUR �

°M
i�2 1{i, the SUR algorithm is

guaranteed to provide a feasible solution to CR-ILP, and the objective function value of
CIA is bounded by θSUR, cf. Thm. 2.11, for SUR.

Example 2.18 (Suboptimality of SUR for CIA). Let the relaxed control be given by

αT �

������
6{21 0 0 15{21

5{21 8{21 0 6{21

5{21 7{21 10{21 0
5{21 6{21 11{21 0

�����, (2.12)

and assume an equidistant grid, i.e., ∆ � 1. Then, the optimal solution of CIA is
obtained by ω � pe1, e3, e4, e2q, where ei, i P rM s are the unit vectors. The optimal
control deviation is θ� � 15{21, while the bound from Corollary 2.17 is 5{6.
The SUR algorithm produces the following solution ω:

ωT �

������
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

�����
with integral control deviation θ � 22{21 ¡ 5{6. Note that θ � 22{21 � 88{84   91{84 �°4

i�2
1
i , where the last term is the tight bound from Theorem 2.11.

2.4.2 Other rounding algorithms for CIA

The following paragraphs briefly discuss other rounding schemes and approaches from
the literature. The integral control deviation and runtime estimates are summarized in
Table 2.4.2.

Next-forced rounding An alternative rounding heuristic, Next-forced rounding (NFR),
to solve CR-ILP is proposed by Jung in his thesis [Jun13].
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Algorithm 2.3 Next-forced rounding (NFR), [Jun13, Algorithm 4.1]
Input:

GT : Rounding grid,
a: relaxed control.

Output:
w: Binary control.

1: for t � 1, . . . , N do
2: for k � t, . . . , N do
3: Determine

Nkpiq :�

$'&'%argmin
k�ℓ,...,N

#
ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,i∆ℓ �

k�1̧

ℓ�1
ωℓ,i∆ℓ

+
, if

°N
ℓ�1 αℓ,i∆ℓ �

°k�1
ℓ�1 ωℓ,i∆ℓ ¥ ∆,

8, else.

4: for i � 1, . . . , M do
5: if Ntpiq   Nt then
6: Nt Ð Ntpiq
7: i� Ð i
8: if i� ¡ 0 then
9: ω�

t,i Ð 1
10: else
11: Determine ωt,i as in SUR, Algorithm 2.1
12: return w

Similar to SUR, the NFR algorithm does, in general, not solve the CIA problem up to
optimality but guarantees a better worst-case bound than SUR for the binary control.

Proposition 2.19 (Integral deviation bound of NFR [Jun13, Prop. 4.8]). Let α be
a relaxed control and let ∆ be the mesh size of the rounding grid GT . Then the NFR
algorithm, Algorithm 2.3, produces a binary control ω with

dpα, ωq ¤ ∆. (2.13)

The bound given by (2.13) is superior in comparison to the tight bound of
°M

i�2 1{i for
the SUR algorithm, cf. Thm. 2.11. However, the computational complexity of NFR is
OpN2Mq, [Jun13, Rem. 4.13], which is considerably worse. Additionally, NFR cannot
easily be adapted to handle path constraints, see Ex. 2.26 or [Man19, Section 5.4].
Furthermore, the NFR algorithm does not necessarily provide better solutions than SUR
for CIA in terms of θ.
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Example 2.20 (Suboptimality of NFR for CIA). We modify the relaxed control from
Example 2.18 in the following way.

αT �

������
6{21 0 2{21 16{21

5{21 8{21 6{21 1{21

5{21 7{21 6{21 2{21

5{21 6{21 7{21 2{21

�����. (2.14)

Note that only the first control is forced at t � 4 and has the largest deviation value at
t � 1. Thus, NFR produces the same control as SUR, see Ex. 2.18.

View as a scheduling problem Another possibility to solve CIA on an equidistant grid,
i.e., ∆k � ∆ for all k P rN s, was presented by Zeile and Sager [SZ20]. They developed
a link to scheduling problems utilizing the (Slack) constraint and stated CIA on an
equidistant grid as a scheduling problem, [SZ20, Remark 2] and [Zei21, Definition 6.2].
Combining this view with the earliest due date heuristic, known as Horn’s rule [Hor74],
and a bisection algorithm leads to the following result.

Corollary 2.21 (FPTAS for CIA [Zei21, Cor. 6.1]). Let α be a relaxed control, let the
rounding grid with mesh size ∆ be equidistant. The optimal solution θ� of CIA can be deter-
mined up to an objective accuracy of θ� � ϵ with ϵ ¡ 0 in runtime
O pNM logpNMq logpr1{ϵsqq.

Note that the approach given in Corollary 2.21 constitutes an FPTAS for CIA as the
runtime is not polynomial in the encoding length, cf. App. A.3 and Def. A.19.

Branch-and-Bound As the CIA rounding problem belongs to the class of mixed-integer
linear programs (MILPs), any MILP-solver can be employed to solve CIA. However,
computational studies [SJK11; Bes+19] suggest that using a general MILP-solver cannot
be recommended. The reason may lie in the fact that the optimal solution of the
canonical relaxation of CIA is already provided by α, and therefore only the trivial lower
bound of θ � 0 is generated in the beginning. Therefore tailored branch-and-bound
approaches [SJK11; Jun13; JRS14; Ger05] should be employed in this case. Naturally,
this approach can be adapted and then applied to problems with different combinatorial
constraints, see Section 2.5 for examples. While this approach provides a globally optimal
solution on the rounding grid and for the given relaxed control, it comes with high
computational costs.
The established bounds for the presented algorithms from the literature for CIA are
summarized in Table 2.4.2.
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Algorithm θ Runtime
SUR

°M
i�1 1{i, [KLM20, Thm. 6.1] OpNMq

SURVC
°M

i�1 tM{2u, [MKL20, Thm. 3.4] OpNMq
NFR 1, [Jun13] OpN2Mq
CIA-Sched-Horn θ� � ϵ with ϵ ¡ 0, [Zei21, Cor. 6.1] OpNM logpNMq logpr1{ϵsqq

▲Table 2.1 — Known integrality bounds and runtimes for CIA algorithms from the literature,
excluding the BnB algorithm as well as the algorithms presented in this thesis. θ� denotes
the optimal solution of the CIA problem. The SURVC variant of SUR will be introduced in
Subsection 2.5.1 and is referenced for the sake of completeness. Note that CIA-Sched-Horn can
only be applied on an equidistant grid, see also Assumption 3.2.

CIA variants The CIA problem was introduced as the problem minimizing the maximal
integral deviation gap. However, one could also consider different scalings and norms
instead of the infinity/maximum norm. The following variants were introduced by Zeile,
Weber, and Sager in [ZWS18].

Definition 2.22 (Discretized scaled CIA variants (SCIA, λCIA) [ZWS18, Def. 5]). Let α
be a relaxed control, let ∆ denote the mesh size of the rounding grid and let y� be the
solution of the IVP in (RC). Let

fk,i,ℓ :� 1
∆k

» tk

tk�1

fi,ℓpy�pτq, u�pτqq dτ for i P rM s, ℓ P rnys, (2.15)

be the evaluated right-hand sides of the dynamics, and rλ P L8pT ,Rnxq be the dual
variables of the evaluated dual variables of the dynamics in (RC). The scaled CIA variants
are defined by replacing the discretized (Slack) constraint in (CR-ILP) by the following
constraint:

max
tPrNs,ℓPrnys

����� ţ

k�1

M̧

i�1
∆kpαk,i � ωk,iqfk,i,ℓ

����� ¤ ∆θ for ℓ P rnys, (SCIA)

max
tPrNs

����� nx̧

ℓ�1

rλt,ℓ

ţ

k�1

M̧

i�1
∆kpαk,i � ωk,iqfk,i,ℓ

����� ¤ ∆θ for ℓ P rnys. (λCIA)

Similarly, other norm choices can be made instead of the maximum norm choice made
for CIA, SCIA, and λCIA.

Definition 2.23 (Discretized CIA variants with 1-norm [ZWS18, Def. 7]). Let the
assumptions and definitions from Definition 2.22 hold. The CIA1 variant is defined by
replacing (Slack) with the following two inequalities:

M̧

i�1
ζt,i ¤ θ for t P rN s, (2.16)����� ţ

k�1
∆k pαk,i � ωk,iq

����� ¤ ζt,i for i P rM s, t P rN s. (CIA1)
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Similarly, SCIA and λCIA can be reformulated into their 1-norm formulations by replacing
the corresponding max-term with a sum inequality. We denote these problems by CIA1,
SCIA1 and λCIA1 respectively.

Another variant can be formulated by altering the order in which the relaxed values are
accumulated in (Slack). For further details we refer to [ZWS18].
We will insert the CIA problem into a generalized problem class BN in Subsection 2.6.1.
Similarly, the CIA1 problem will be integrated into the generalized problem class of
ISC-CIA problems. A general class of rounding problems containing the SCIA and λCIA
problems as well as their 1-norm variants will be introduced in Subsection 2.6.2.

Combination of different rounding strategies Naturally, several of the presented
rounding algorithms can be applied to generate binary controls from a single relaxed
control α. The generated binary controls ω can then be recombined to form a single binary
control rω, which may yield a lower objective value or improved feasibility, see [ZWS18;
Zei21] for a detailed exposition. These recombination strategies can also be used to reduce
the size of the CIA problem by exploitation of knowledge about singular arcs [ZWS18;
Zei21].

2.5 Problem classes for CIA with combinatorial constraints
Aside from a dynamic, many practical applications necessitate the addition of combi-
natorial constraints to model real-world requirements. This section introduces different
combinatorial constraints and discusses their incorporation into the CIA rounding problem.

2.5.1 CIA with vanishing constraints (CIA-VC)
The first subsection is dedicated to the MIOCP class in the presence of mixed state-
control constraints, 0 ¤ dpy, u, νq. Problems modeled with this constraint were introduced
in Remark 2.4. We note that to the best of our knowledge, this is the only class of
combinatorial constraints, where the constraint violation can also be made arbitrarily
small by refining the rounding grid, see Theorem 2.10 from [KLM20; MKL20].
We restate the corresponding modification of the feasibility set proposed by Kirches,
Lenders, and Manns:

Fk :�
#

i P rM s
�����
» tk

tk�1

aipsq ds ¡ 0
+

for all k P rN s. (2.7)

The discretized condition on binary controls is therefore given by

ωt,i � 1 ñ αt,i ¡ 0 for all t P rN s, (VC-Condition)

which implies that a binary control should only be switched on if the relaxed control
value is larger than 0.
The corresponding rounding problem is given by adding the (VC-Condition) to the CIA
MILP.
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Problem 2.24. Let α be a relaxed solution and N be the number of grid points in the
rounding grid. Then the CIA-VC problem is defined by the following MILP:

min
ω

θ (CIAVC)

s.t. max
t,i

����� ţ

k�1
∆kpαk,i � ωk,iq

����� ¤ ∆θ for all i P rM s, t P rN s, (Slack)

M̧

i�1
ωt,iαt,i ¡ 0 for all t P rN s, (VC)

M̧

i�1
ωt,i � 1 for all t P rN s, (SOS1)

ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.

The SUR algorithm solving CIAVC is denoted as SURVC. It was shown by Kirches,
Lenders, and Manns that the following tight bound is achieved.

Theorem 2.25 (Tight integral deviation bound of SURVC [MKL20, Thm. 3.4]). Let α
be a relaxed control and let ∆ be the mesh size of the rounding grid GT . Then the SURVC
algorithm, Algorithm 2.1 with Fk given by (2.7) for all k P rN s, produces a binary control
ω adhering to (VC) with

dpα, ωq ¤
Z

M

2

^
∆. (2.17)

The given bound is asymptotically tight for SURVC, see [KLM20], but not for the problem
class of CIA-VC. We will derive the tight bound for this class in Chapter 3, specifically
Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.11. Example 2.18 also shows that the solution provided
by SURVC is not optimal for CIA-VC as SURVC produces the same solution as SUR in
this case.

We note that the NFR algorithm does not produce feasible solutions to CIA-VC, and the
corresponding convergence result stated in Theorem 2.10 does not hold for NFR, as can
be seen in the following example.

Example 2.26 (Infeasibility of NFR for CIA-VC). We consider the relaxed solution α
from Example 2.18. Without modification the NFR algorithm produces the binary control

ωT �

������
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

�����,

which is infeasible as the (VC) constraint is not satisfied at t � 3. However, modifying
the NFR algorithm in the same way as the SUR algorithm leads to an empty feasibility
set at t � 3.
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2.5.2 CIA with dwell-time constraints CIA-DWELL

Practical MIOCP applications often necessitate that the integer controls do not change
too quickly, as the rapid changes would put too much strain on the controlled appli-
cation. Problems subjected to this type of constraint have been investigated in the
context of various fields, e.g., for traffic light control [GPZ17], electric transmission
lines [GPT19], pesticide scheduling [AE18], hybrid electric vehicles [Rob+21b], and
renewable energies [Bür+18; Bür+19].
In practical applications, the dwell requirement is usually expressed by a minimum dwell-
time constraint. These constraints enforce that a control is active for a predefined amount
of time. Recent theoretical investigations for dwell-time constrained MIOCPs include an
extension using the alternating method of multipliers [Goe+21] and the applicability in
the context of NMPC [CL20]. For the CIA approach, Zeile, Sager, and Robuschi [ZRS20]
derived the following definitions and bounds for minimum dwell-time problems.

Definition 2.27 (Dwell-up and dwell-down constraints (discretized variant) [ZRS20,
Def. 3]). Let GT be a rounding grid, let M be the number of controls. Let i P rM s be a
control and let DU,i P R�. The dwell-up constraint set of control i P rM s at grid point
t P rN s is defined by

DU,t,i � tk P rN s | t� k ¤ rDU,isu . (2.18)

A binary control ω satisfies the dwell-up constraint on control i for the dwell-up time
DU,i if the following inequality holds for all t P rN s:

ωk,i ¥ ωt�1,i � ωt,i for k P DU,t�1,i. (2.19)

The dwell-up vector DU P R� is a vector of the dwell-up constraints DU,i for all i P rM s.
The largest dwell-up constraint is denoted by DU � maxiPrMs DU,i.
Similarly, a dwell-down constraint on control i is described by a number DD,i P R� and
a corresponding dwell-down constraint set of control i P rM s at grid point t P rN s with

DD,t,i � tk P rN s | t� k ¤ rDD,isu . (2.20)

A binary control satisfies the dwell-down constraint on control i for dwell-down time
DD,i if the following inequality holds for all t P rN s:

1� ωk,i ¥ ωt,i � ωt�1,i for k P DD,t�1,i. (2.21)

The dwell-down vector DD P R� is a vector of the dwell-down constraints DD,i for all
i P rM s. Similarly to the dwell-up notation, the largest dwell-down constraint is denoted
by DD � maxiPrMs DD,i.

The dwell-time rounding problem is then defined by adding the corresponding constraints
to the CIA problem.

Problem 2.28 (The CIA-DWELL problem [ZRS20, Def. 4]). Let α be a relaxed solution.
Let GT be a rounding grid with N discretization points. Let DU be the dwell-up vector
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and DD the dwell-down vector. The CIA-DWELL problem with dwell-up and dwell-down
constraints is defined by the following MILP.

min
ω

θ (CIA-Dwell)

s.t. (Slack), (SOS1),
(2.19), (2.21) for all i P rM s, t P rN s,
ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.

Using modified variants of the SUR and NFR algorithm Zeile, Sager and Robuschi devised
tight integral deviation bounds for the dwell-time constrained rounding problem [ZRS20].

Proposition 2.29 ([ZRS20, Prop. 1 and 3]). Let α be a relaxed control, let GT be a
rounding grid with mesh size ∆. Let DU be the dwell-up vector and DD the dwell-down
vector. Then,

1. in the case that DU ¡ 0 and DD � 0, it holds that

θ� ¤ 2M � 3
2M � 2pDU �∆q.

2. in the case that DU � 0 and DD ¡ 0, it holds that

θ� ¤ min
"

3
4DD � 3

2∆,
2M � 3
2M � 2pDD �∆q

*
.

3. in the case that DU , DD ¡ 0, it holds that

θ� ¤

$''&''%
2M�3
2M�2pDU �∆q, if DU ¥ DD,

min
!

3
2DU � 3

2∆, 2M�3
2M�2pDD �∆q

)
, if DD ¡ DU ¡ DD{2,

min
!

3
4DD � 3

2∆, 2M�3
2M�2pDD �∆q

)
, if DD{2 ¥ DU .

4. under the assumption that all dwell times begin and end exactly on the grid points,
the upper bound becomes 2M�3

2M�2DU in the first case and 3
4DD in the second case.

The bound in the third case reduces accordingly.

We note that the bounds given in Proposition 2.29 are the tightest possible ones for the
case that DD � 0 and N ¥ 2DU pM � 1q, [ZRS20, Prop. 2]. The bounds for the other
two cases are not tight, cf. [ZRS20, Rem. 8 and 9]. Inspection of the results obtained in
Proposition 2.29 reveals that CIA-DWELL does not necessarily admit a binary control
with vanishing integral deviation gap. Therefore the results obtained in Theorems 2.9
and 2.10 do not hold for dwell-time constrained problems.
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Example 2.30 (Suboptimality of DSUR and DNFR for dwell constrained problems). Let
the α for a CIA-DWELL problem be given by

αT �

����
4{8 0 7{8 7{8
3{8 3{8 1{8 1{8
1{8 5{8 0 0

���. (2.22)

We assume dwell-up times DT
U � p2, 1, 1q. The modified dwell time SUR algorithm

(DSUR) [ZRS20, Alg. 2] as well as a modified dwell time NFR algorithm (DNFR) [ZRS20,
Alg. 1] produce the binary control

ωT �

����
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

���.

With integral control deviation θ � 6{4 at t � 2. The optimal solution for CIA-DWELL
for this instance has a control deviation of θ� � 5{8 and is given by

ωT �

����
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

���.

2.5.3 CIA with bounded total variation
Another possibility to avoid the chattering of binary controls is to introduce a bounded
total variation (TV) constraint.

Definition 2.31 (Discrete total variation). Let ω P t0, 1uN�M be a binary control. The
discrete total variation (TV) is defined as the quantity

σpωq � 1
2

N�1̧

t�1

M̧

i�1

�����ωt�1,i � ωt,i

�����. (2.23)

Alternative formulations for (2.23) introducing convex multipliers or forward and back-
ward considerations were given by Kirches [Kir11] and Rieck [Rie17]. Similar to dwell-time
constraints, the range of applications necessitating this constraint is wide and ranges
from the shifting of gears in a car or heavy-duty truck [TBK04; Ger05; Kir+13b] to
switched dynamic systems [Boc+18; Kir+19] and control of an aircraft [RRH13; Rie+14].
In terms of the CIA decomposition, TV constraints can be included in two ways. The
addition of a penalty term to the objective function of the CIA decomposition was
proposed by Kirches, Sager and Rieck [Sag05; Kir11; Rie17]. Another possibility has been
proposed by Sager, Jung, and Kirches [SJK11], where the objective function remains
untouched but instead, a bounded total variation constraint is added to the CIA problem.

Definition 2.32 ([SZ20, Def. 1]). Let GT be a rounding grid and let the maximum number
of switches σmax P N be given. The TV constraint for binary controls ω P t0, 1uN�M is
defined as

σmax ¥ 1
2

N�1̧

t�1

M̧

i�1

�����ωt�1,i � ωt,i

�����. (2.24)
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The two views on the TV constraint lead to the two following problem formulations. The
first one, CIATV, aims to minimize the total variation given an integral deviation bound
θ, while the other, CIATV-θ, minimizes the integral deviation θ, given a bound σmax on
the total variation.

Problem 2.33 (CIA minimizing the total variation (CIATV) [SZ20, Def. 8]). Let α be a
relaxed control and let GT be a rounding grid with N discretization points. Let θ P R� be
given. The CIATV problem is defined by the following MILP:

min
ω

σmax (CIATV)

s.t. (2.23), (SOS1),

max
t,i

����� ţ

k�1
∆kpαk,i � ωk,iq

����� ¤ ∆ θ for all i P rM s, t P rN s, (Slack-θ)

ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.
Problem 2.34 (CIA minimizing the integrality deviation gap with bounded total variation
(CIATV-θ)). Let α be a relaxed control and let GT be a rounding grid with N discretization
points. Let σmax P N be given. The CIATV-θ problem is defined by the following MILP:

min
ω

θ (CIATV-θ)

s.t. (Slack), (SOS1),
(2.24),
ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.

Note that the corresponding decision problems for Problems 2.33 and 2.34 coincide.
Therefore any algorithm solving one of the two problems can be used to solve the other
problem with a suitable choice of parameters θ and σmax. It also follows immediately
that the optimal solutions of both problems run along a Pareto-front, as increasing one
value admits a possible decrease in the other and vice-versa.
Zeile and Sager [SZ20] have shown that Problem 2.34 can be solved arbitrarily close to
optimality in the case of M � 2 and an equidistant grid by use of a maximum dwell
rounding scheme (MDR), [SZ20, Alg. 2], and an adapted variant (AMDR) thereof, [SZ20,
Alg. 3].

Theorem 2.35 ([SZ20, Thm. 2]). The AMDR algorithm terminates for given α control,
TOL ¡ 0 and σmax P N after a finite number of iterations. Furthermore, consider an
equidistant grid GT . Let ωAMDR denote the solution constructed by AMDR. It follows
that

1. ωAMDR is a feasible solution of CIATV-θ.

2. a) If M � 2, for the optimum θ� of CIATV-θ, we have θpωAMDRq ¤ θ� � TOL.
b) Let M ¡ 2. We assume that in every run the MDR scheme uses only canonical

switches. Furthermore, suppose we have the following: If the MDR scheme
constructs a solution with ωMDR ¡ θ, then there is no binary control ω with
the same initial active control and θpωq ¤ θ. With these assumptions, for the
optimum θ� of CIATV-θ we obtain θpωAMDRq ¤ θ� � TOL.
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3. AMDR has time complexity O pM � CMDR � log2 prN{T OLsqq, where CMDR P OpNq
denotes the time complexity of the MDR scheme.

They also provided lower and upper bounds on the integral deviation gap for CIATV-θ:

Theorem 2.36 ([SZ20, Thm. 4]). Let N P N, σmax P N, where 1 ¤ σmax ¤ N � 2, there
is an equidistant grid GT with N discretization points, mesh size ∆ and a relaxed control
α so that CIATV-θ has an objective value of

θ ¥
Q

N
3�2σmax

U0.5
∆,

where r�s0.5 denotes the rounding of x P R to the next multiple of 0.5:

rxs0.5 :� min tz | z � n � 0.5, n P N, z ¥ xu .

Theorem 2.37 ([SZ20, Thm. 3 and Cor. 4]). Let GT be a rounding grid with N
discretization points, mesh size ∆, M � 2 and σmax P N. Then the objective of CIATV-θ
is bounded by

θ ¤
�

N
3�2σmax

� 1
2

	
∆.

In the case of an equidistant grid the objective of CIATV-θ reduces to

θ ¤ N�σmax�1
3�2σmax

∆,

which is the tightest possible upper bound.

In the general case of M ¡ 2 the shown bounds are stated as follows.

Corollary 2.38 ([SZ20, Cor. 6 and 7]). Let 1 ¤ σmax ¤ N � 2, M ¡ 2 and let ∆ be the
mesh size of the rounding grid GT . We obtain for the maximum optimal objective value
θmax of CIATV-θ:

2M�3
2M�2

�
N

σmax�1 �∆
	
¥ θmax ¥

#
N

σmax�2 , if σmax ¤ M � 2,
N

2σmax�4�M , else.

We will generalize the CIATV and CIATV-θ problems in Subsection 2.6.2 by introducing
a generalized objective function that aims to minimize arbitrary switching cost values
and therefore incorporates the special case of total variations.

2.5.4 Other combinatorial constraints

We close this section by introducing three additional combinatorial constraints. Note that
many more constraints could be viable in the context of MIOCPs, and indeed all conditions
can be included in the CIA problem. We do not explicitly state the corresponding rounding
problems in this subsection as they can be derived in the same way as the previously
presented rounding problems.
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Maximum up time constraints Similarly to minimum dwell-time constraints, one could
think of maximum up-time constraints as applications sometimes necessitate to limit
the total activation time over the time horizon. The corresponding constraint can be
formulated in the following way.

Definition 2.39 (Maximum up time constraint). Let GT be a rounding grid with N
discretization points. Let M be the number of controls, let i P rM s be a control and
let Dmax,i P R� be the maximum up time value for control i on the time horizon T .
A binary control ω satisfies the maximum up time constraints on its controls, if the
following inequality holds for all t P rN s and all i P rM s:

mintN,t�Dmax,i�1u¸
k�t

∆kωk,i ¤ Dmax,i. (2.25)

Resource constraints A more general variation of the maximum up-time constraint
would be a resource constraint, which limits the total consumption of a resource consumed
by more than one control.

Definition 2.40 (Resource constraint). Let GT be a rounding grid with N discretization
points and let M be the number of controls. Let rr P R be a resource limit and let
r P RN�M denote a matrix of resource consumption values. A binary control ω satisfies
the resource constraint imposed by rr if the following inequality is satisfied:

Ņ

t�1

M̧

i�1
ωt,irt,i ¤ rr. (2.26)

The resource constraint can be generalized in a natural way, see Section 5.2, and can also
be formulated in function spaces by defining a resource consumption function dependent
on the time as well as the control:» tN

t0

ripsqwipsq ds ¤ rr.
Activation constraints Similarly to resource constraints, one could impose a constraint
limiting the number of controls that can be activated after another control was active.
These control activation constraints could be employed to model a sequence of gear shifts
in a hybrid electric car. In this setting, the mechanical restrictions only allow switching
one gear up or down, cf. [Rob+21a, Section 3.4].

Definition 2.41 (Control activation constraint). Let GT be a rounding grid with N
discretization points and let M be the number of controls. For i P rM s and t P rN s the
subset Ft,i � rM s denotes the subset of controls that are not allowed to be activated
after control i was active at grid point t. Denote the set of forbidden controls by F. A
binary control ω satisfies the control activation constraints imposed by F as follows:

ωt,i �
¸

jPFt�1,i

ωt�1,j ¤ 1 for all t P rN � 1s and all i P rM s. (2.27)
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Note that a consecutive resource constraint, see inequality (5.20) and Problem 5.17, can
also be used to define mode transition constraints for a MIOCP by setting the resource
consumption above the resource limit. Similarly, a positive view on the activation
condition can also be formulated by defining a subset of controls such that only controls
of this subset are permitted to be activated after the control was active.

Permission constraint A more restrictive way would be to unconditionally prohibit the
activation of certain controls for predefined grid points or intervals on the time horizon.

Definition 2.42. Let GT be a rounding grid with N discretization points and let M
be the number of controls. Let rN � rN s be a subset of grid cells and let i P rM s be
a control. A permission constraint for binary controls ω on control i is defined by the
following equality: ¸

tP rN
ωt,i � 0. (2.28)

2.6 Generalized problem classes for CIA with combinatorial
constraints

In this section, we derive generalized problem classes in terms of cost functions for
rounding problems. The connection of these generalized problem classes to some of the
previously introduced problems, especially CIA, SCIA, λCIA, CIA1, SCIA1, and λCIA1,
will become clear in Chapters 3 and 5.
We begin by introducing the two computationally simpler classes made up of problems
with sequence-independent cost functions in Subsection 2.6.1. Combining this class with
the previously introduced total variations leads to the second generalization, presented in
Subsection 2.6.2. The crucial difference between these problem classes will become more
evident in Chapters 3 and 5. The first two generalized classes consist of polynomially
solvable rounding problems, while the other problem class consists of N P-complete
problems, see Def. A.24.

2.6.1 Sequence independent switching costs and bottleneck rounding prob-
lems

We formulate generalized problem classes, which include the CIA rounding problem as
well as its 1-norm variant, CIA1.

Definition 2.43 (Sequence independent switching cost functions). Let GT be a rounding
grid, let M be the number of controls and N be the number of discretization points. Let
α be a relaxed control and ω be a binary control. A cost function C : t0, 1uN�M Ñ R
with Cpωq :� °N

t�1
°M

i�1 ct,ipω1:tq is called sequence independent if the value of ct,ipω1:tq
for ωt,i � 1, i P rM s, is at most dependent on:

• the grid point index, i.e. t P rN s,
• the accumulated sum of activations in control i, i.e.,

°t�1
k�1 ωt,i,

• the accumulated relaxed control value for all controls, i.e.,
°t

k�1 αk,j for j P rM s.
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Viewing the (Slack) constraint as a cost function in problems CIA and CIA1 leads to
sequence-independent cost functions as the value of θ only depends on the sum of
activations for a control i P rM s and the accumulated relaxed control value. Lemma 3.20
stated in the following chapter formalizes this statement.
The corresponding general class of rounding problems is defined as follows.

Problem 2.44 (Sequence independent switching cost problem (ISC-CIA)). Let GT be a
rounding grid, let M be the number of controls and N be the number of discretization
points. Let α be a relaxed control and let C be a sequence independent switching cost
function. The ISC-CIA problem is defined by the following MILP.

min
ω

Cpωq (ISC-CIA)

s.t. (Slack), (SOS1)
ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.

By Definition 2.23, the CIA1 problem belongs to the rounding class of ISC-CIA problems.
Additionally, we note that a resource-constrained, Definition 2.40, CIA problem with
a single resource can also be formulated in terms of an ISC-CIA rounding problem by
perceiving the resource constraint as a cost function.
A special case of sequence-independent cost functions are bottleneck cost functions, which
are also sequence-independent.

Definition 2.45. Let the assumptions of Definition 2.43 hold and let the cost function,
C, additionally be of the form

Cpωq :� min
ω

max
tPrNs,iPrMs

ct,ipω1:tq, (2.29)

Then C is called a sequence-independent bottleneck cost function.

Problem 2.46 (Sequence-independent bottleneck problems (BN)). Let GT be a rounding
grid, let M be the number of controls and N be the number of discretization points. Let
α be a relaxed control and let C be a sequence-independent bottleneck cost function. The
BN problem is defined by the following MILP.

min
ω

max
tPrNs,iPrMs

ct,ipω1:tq (BN)

s.t. (Slack), (SOS1),
ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.

In Lemma 3.20, we show that the cost function induced by the CIA problem, as well as
its VC variant is a sequence-independent bottleneck cost function.

2.6.2 Generalized switching cost problem
The combination of sequence-independent switching cost functions, as well as total
variations leads to the generalization of both notions in the form of sequence-dependent
switching cost functions.
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Definition 2.47 (Sequence-dependent switching cost functions). Let GT be a rounding
grid, let M be the number of controls and N be the number of discretization points. Let
α be a relaxed control and ω be a binary control. A cost function C : t0, 1uN�M Ñ R
with Cpωq :� °N

t�1
°M

i�1 ct,ipω1:tq is called sequence-dependent if the value of ct,ipωq for
ωt,i � 1, i P rM s is at most dependent on:

• the grid point index, i.e. t P rN s,
• the accumulated sum of activations in control i, i.e.,

°t�1
k�1 ωt,i,

• the accumulated relaxed control value for all controls, i.e.,
°t

k�1 αk,j for j P rM s,
• the control activation on the previous grid point, i.e., ωt�1,:,
• the activated control, i.e., i P rM s for ωt,i � 1.

Note that, despite the name, costs in this form can occur even if a control remains active
on two consecutive grid points.

Problem 2.48 (Sequence dependent switching cost problem (DSC-CIA)). Let the as-
sumptions of Definition 2.47 hold. Let GT be a rounding grid, let M be the number of
controls and N be the number of discretization points. Let α be a relaxed control and let
C be a sequence dependent switching cost function. The DSC-CIA problem is defined by
the following ILP:

min
ω

Cpωq (DSC-CIA)

s.t. (Slack), (SOS1),
ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.

By Definition 2.23, the problems SCIA and λCIA, as well as their 1-norm variants SCIA1,
and λCIA1 belong to the class of sequence dependent (bottleneck) rounding problems.
Note that generalized switching costs may even be included in the MIOCP resulting in
the following formulation [Bes+19]:

inf
y,u,ν

Jpy, u, νq � Cpνq
s.t. 9ypτq � fpypτq, upτq, νpτqq for a. a. τ P T ,

yp0q � y0,

0 ¤ dpypτq, upτq, νpτqq for a. a. τ P T ,

νpτq P tν1, . . . , νnV u for a. a. τ P T .

(MSCP)

Several approaches dealing with MIOCPs have been adapted to deal with switching costs
of the form presented in (MSCP), e.g., reformulation methods such as variable-time
transformation [Din+08; SOG16], bilevel optimization approaches [De 19], or switching
time optimization methods [De 20; DG20]. A thorough investigation of the last two
approaches is given by DeMarchi in his thesis [De 21]. However, the first approach
necessitates the sometimes difficult evaluation of the costate but allows insertion of
new switches, while bilevel optimization approaches require an a-priori fixed-number of
switchings. Sager, Tetschke, and Zeile recently investigated switching time methods, and
these seem to tend to produce local minima [STZ20]. We will examine the DSC-CIA
problem and (MSCP) more closely in Chapters 5 and 6 and devise a complementary
approach in the context of the two-step CIA methodology.



3Rounding controls by matching

This chapter introduces the first of the three combinatorial approaches investigated for the
rounding step in the CIA decomposition. The approach is based on the observation that
on an equidistant grid and using the discrete view on the rounding problem introduced
in the previous chapter, the number of the necessary and allowed control activations
is directly related to the sums over the relaxed controls. Combining this observation
with an appropriate graph construction enables us to derive the RVM framework, which
consists of fast algorithms for CR-ILP, CIA, CIA-VC, BN and ISC-CIA. Additionally, we
prove a tight bound on d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ for the problem class CIA-VC on equidistant grids.
In particular, we show in Theorems 3.9 and 3.10 that

θ ¤ 1, (3.1)

where θ is the integral control deviation, is sufficient for the existence of a binary
control ω in the presence of (VC) constraints for the CIA-VC problem on an equidistant
grid. The bound (3.1) was first stated by Kirches and the author in the short proceedings
article [BK21], while the RVM framework was first provided in [BK20] by Kirches and
the author.

We begin this chapter by introducing the necessary notation for the construction of the
bipartite control graph, Section 3.1. We proceed by showing that the existence of a
matching on the control graph is indeed equivalent to the existence of a binary control
for the underlying rounding problem. Based on the matching construction, we prove
the tight bound for the CIA-VC problem class. Section 3.3 provides the algorithm and
runtime analysis for the framework. We extend the investigated problem classes to the
class of rounding problems with sequence-independent switching costs and provide the
necessary adaptations for the presented framework in Section 3.4.

3.1 The bipartite rounding graph

The discrete view of (Slack) on (2.3) permits to specify two central figures for optimal
control rounding problems. On the one hand, we have the number of necessary activations,
and on the other hand, the number of maximally permissible activations.
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Definition 3.1 (Necessary and maximally permissible activations [BK20, Def. 3.2]). Let
α be a relaxed solution and let θ P R�. Then the number of necessary activations for
control i P rM s over the whole (discretized) time horizon is defined as

pθ�i :� max
#

0,

S
Ņ

t�1
∆tαt,i � θ

W+
.

The number of maximally permissible activations for a control i P rM s is defined by

pθ�i :� max
#

0,

[
Ņ

t�1
∆tαt,i � θ

_+
.

We observe that, because of (Slack), any binary solution ω fulfilling dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆ satisfies

∆pθ�i ¤ Ņ

t�1
∆tωt,i ¤ ∆pθ�i for all i P rM s. (3.2)

Applying (3.2) in the presented form to all grid points t P rN � 1s instead of the whole
time horizon is more involved as it inherently leads to dependencies between discrete
control choices. Dependencies, in turn, lead to a more difficult problem, which will be
seen in Chapter 5. However, in the case that ∆t � ∆k for k, t P rN s, the dependency
disappears. Throughout this chapter, we will therefore assume that the rounding grid is
equidistant.

Assumption 3.2 (Equidistant rounding grid). The rounding grid on which the relaxed
solution α was obtained is equidistant, i.e. ∆t � ∆ for all t P rN s � N.

The equidistant grid assumption allows to simplify the (Slack) constraint as well as (3.2)
by setting ∆ � 1. The chain of inequalities (3.2) then becomes

∆pθ�i ¤ Ņ

t�1
∆tωt,i ¤ ∆pθ�i for all i P rM s

∆t�∆ô
∆�1

pθ�i ¤ Ņ

t�1
ωt,i ¤ pθ�i for all i P rM s.

Within this setting, activating control i for the p-th time at different grid points contributes
equally to the sum of all activations for this particular control. Thus, in terms of the
discrete (Slack) we can determine sets of grid points where the activation of a control
does adhere to the (Slack) constraint. We denote these set of grid points as control sets.
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Definition 3.3 (Control Sets on equidistant grids [BK20, Def. 3.3]). Let Assumption 3.2
hold, let θ P R� and let α be a relaxed control. The control set for control i P rM s with
p P pθ�i is defined by

Si,p :�
#

t P rN s
�����
S

ţ

k�1
αt,i � θ

W
¤ p� 1, p ¤

[
ţ

k�1
αt,i � θ

_+
(3.3)

¤
tPrNs

#
t P rN s

�����
S

t�1̧

k�1
αt,i � θ

W
¤ p� 1  

S
ţ

k�1
αt,i � θ

W+
. (3.4)

The superset of control sets is the set

S :�
!

S1,1, S1,2, . . . , S1,pθ�1 , S2,1, . . . , SM,1, . . . , S
M,pθ�M

)
.

The control set Si,p for i P rM s and p ¤ pθ�i contains the grid points t P rN s X Si,p at
which control i can be activated for the p-th time. Furthermore, we observe that the
second set from (3.3) contains one or no grid points, and if its cardinality is one, then
this is the last grid point at which the p-th activation of control i is allowed to happen
before the (Slack) condition is violated.
Together with their grid point counterparts, control sets motivate the definition of
undirected bipartite control graphs, which we will use in the following sections to develop
algorithmic approaches capable of determining controls for the problems CR-ILP, CIA,
CIA-VC, BN, and ISC-CIA.

Definition 3.4 (Bipartite (vanishing constraint) control graph [BK20, Definition 3.4]).
Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let θ P R� and let α be a relaxed solution. Let S be the
superset of controls from Definition 3.3. We define

V pT q :� tvt1 , vt2 , . . . , vtN u

as the vertices representing the rounding grid and

V pSq :�
"

vS1,1 , vS1,2 , . . . , vS
M,pθ�

i

*
as the vertex set representing the control sets. The bipartite control graph GM pα, θq :�
pV, Eq is defined by the vertex set

V :� tV pSq Y V pT qu

and the edge set
E :�  �

vSi,p , vtk

� P V pSq � V pT q�� tk P Si,p

(
.

The bipartite vanishing constraint control graph GM
V C pα, θq :� pVV C , EV Cq consists of the

edge set
EV C :�  �

vSi,p , vtk

� P E
��αtk,i ¡ 0

(
and the vertex set

VV C :�  
v P V

�� degEV C
pvq ¡ 0

(
.
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The graphs from Definition 3.4 are bipartite by construction. Additionally, for any
relaxed solution α and any θ P R�, it holds that GM

V C pα, θq � GM pα, θq. The example
below shows the bipartite control graph for the instance from Example 2.18.

Example 3.5. The relaxed control α from Example 2.18 with the corresponding graph
GM pα, θq from Definition 3.4 for θ � 1. The control sets from Definition 3.3 are

S1,1 � tt1, t2, t3, t4u, S1,2 � tt4u, S2,1 � tt1, t2, t3, t4u, S3,1 � tt1, t2, t3u,
S3,2 � tt3, t4u, S4,1 � tt1, t2, t3u, S4,2 � tt3, t4u,

and correspond to the seven vertices identified with S1,1, S1,2, S2,1, S3,1, S3,2, S4,1, S4,2.
The four vertices identified with t1, t2, t3, t4 represent the grid points, and the lines
(edges) between the top and bottom vertices indicate that a grid point index is contained
in a control set. The framed vertices denote vertices originating from the necessary
control sets, see Def. 3.6 below. Dotted edges satisfy the condition αt,i � 0.������

6{21 0 0 15{21

5{21 8{21 0 6{21

5{21 7{21 10{21 0
5{21 6{21 11{21 0

������
αT

ñ

t1 t2 t3 t4

S1,1 S1,2 S2,1 S3,1 S3,2 S4,1S4,1 S4,2

3.2 Equivalence of matchings and controls and a tight bound
for CIA-VC

We proceed by proving the equivalence between computing a matching on the bipartite
control graph GM

V C pα, θq and determining a binary control for CR-ILP in the subsequent
subsection. The constructive proof guides towards the matching algorithms proposed
in Section 3.3. As the choice of the parameter θ for our approach remains open up to
this point and no tight bound is known for the VC constrained problem class itself,
we continue by deriving the bound and construct a counterexample for any smaller
value, making this the tightest possible general bound for the CIA-VC class of rounding
problems.

3.2.1 Calculating controls from matchings
The control devised from a matching on the bipartite control graph GM

V C pα, θq has to
abide by the (Slack) and (SOS1) constraints. Thus, special care has to be taken of the
control sets, whose second set, described by (3.4), is non-empty. The vertices representing
these sets correspond to control activations that have to be activated and thus have to
be covered in the matching. We call these sets necessary control sets.

Definition 3.6 (Set of necessary controls). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let θ P R� and let
α be a relaxed control. Let S be the superset of control sets from Definition 3.3. The
subset Sp � S is the set of necessary controls and it is defined by

Sp :�
!

S1,1, S1,2, . . . , S1,pθ�1 , S2,1, . . . , SM,1, . . . , S
M,pθ�M

)
.
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Besides the (Slack) constraint, the (SOS1) constraint has to be satisfied as well. Thus,
the vertices necessarily covered in a matching consist of the vertices belonging to the
vertex set V pT q Y V pSpq. Additionally, we are now able to show that existence of a
matching covering V pT q Y V pSpq implies the existence of a corresponding control with
dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆ and vice-versa.

Proposition 3.7 ([BK20, Prop. 3.5]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let θ P R� and let α be
a relaxed control. Then, there exists a maximal matching M on

1. GM
V C pα, θq, where all elements from V pSpq Y V pT q � V are matched if and only if

there exists a binary control ω with dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆ adhering to the VC constraint.

2. on GM pα, θq, where all elements from V pSpq Y V pT q � V are matched if and only
if there exists a binary control ω with dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆.

Proof. First, let ω be a binary control with dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆ such that the VC condition
is fulfilled. We define M � H and construct a matching by traversing the matrix ω
row-wise. We add the edge pvt, vSi,pq to M if ωt,i � 1 and

°t�1
k�1 ωk,i � p � 1. As ω

satisfied the (Slack) and VC constraints, the edge pvt, vSi,pq existed by Definition 3.4
and it remains to show that M is a maximal matching and that all elements from
V pSpq Y V pT q are matched. We remember that ω was a binary control fulfilling the
(SOS1) constraint, therefore

°M
i�1 ωt,i � 1 for all t P rN s and all elements from V pT q

are matched during the previous construction of M. Additionally, maximality of M is
implied as V pT q was one of the partitions of V making up GM

V C pα, θq. It remains to
show that all vertices in V pSpq are matched in M. For this we introduce the notation
Sj,ppLq for j P rM s, p ¤ pθ�j , where Sj,ppLq denotes the rounding grid index tk P rN s with
highest subindex k belonging to Sj,ppLq. Assuming that there exists an unmatched vertex
vSj,p P V pSpq, j P rM s, p ¤ pθ�j , then by construction from M it holds that

mintN, Sj,ppLq�1u¸
t�1

ωt,j   p.

The inequality
mintN, Sj,ppLq�1u¸

t�1
ωt,j  

����
mintN, Sj,ppLq�1u¸

t�1
αt,j � θ

����
follows and therefore dpα, ωq ¡ θ contradicting the assumptions made for ω. Thus, all
vertices from V pT q Y V pSpq are matched and M is maximal.
For the reverse direction we let M be a maximal matching, where all elements from
V pT q Y V pSpq are matched. We construct a binary control ω by setting ωt,i � 1 if the
vertex vt representing the rounding grid point t is matched to a vertex vSi,p , i P rM s,
p ¤ pθ�i . We have to show that ω is a binary control and satisfies the (SOS1), (Slack)
and VC constraints. The (SOS1) constraint follows as all vertices from V pT q were
matched in M and any vertex is matched at most once. Additionally, ω satisfies the VC
constraint as the matching M is a subset of all edges in the graph and an edge pvt, vSi,pq,
t P rN s, i P rM s, p ¤ pθ�i in GM

V C pα, θq was only present if αt,i ¡ 0. By Definitions 3.3
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and 3.4 we have that an edge pvt, vSi,pq P EV C , t P rN s, i P rM s, p ¤ pθ�i only exists if
the (Slack) constraint is satisfied for that activation count p at rounding grid point t.
Put together this implies for the constructed ω, that dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆ and we have that the
claimed equivalence for GM

V C pα, θq holds.
We observe that GM

V C pα, θq � GM pα, θq and the claimed equivalence for the second
claim follows analogously to the first claim.

Proposition 3.7 immediately describes the matching procedure that may be used to
obtain solutions for the feasibility rounding problems CR-ILP and its VC constrained
variant, which we will investigate in Section 3.3. As the proposition gives no indication
on a valid choice for θ and the best known bound, Theorem 2.25, is only tight for SURVC,
we will first investigate and prove a tight bound on θ for the problem class CR-ILP with
VC constraints next.

3.2.2 The tight bound on θ for CR-ILP with VC

Proposition 3.7 showed that a feasible binary control ω with deviation limited by the
deviation parameter θ adhering to the VC constraint could be found for a relaxed solution
α by determining a maximal matching on the corresponding bipartite control graph
GM

V C pα, θq, but the choice of θ remained open. We will first show that the choice of
θ ¥ 1 is a sufficient condition for the existence of such a matching, Theorem 3.9, and
that the existence of a matching for any θ   1 cannot be guaranteed, Theorem 3.10.
Using the graph construction from Definition 3.4, we first prove that Hall’s condition,
see inequality (A.13), is satisfied for vertices from V pT q as well as V pSpq for the choice
of θ � 1. This means that the neighborhood of vertices originating from V pT q or V pSpq
is sufficiently large for our purposes and trivially includes all choices θ ¡ 1 as the
neighborhood of vertices in GM

V C pα, θq grows for larger values of θ.

Lemma 3.8 ([BK20, Lemma 4.1]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control
and let θ � 1. Then, we have for GM

V C pα, θq that

1. for all U � V pT q it holds that |U | ¤ |N pUq |.

2. for all R � V pSpq it holds that |R| ¤ |N pRq |.

Proof. We begin with claim 1 and assume U � V pT q with u :� |U |. As α was a relaxed
control, the (SOS1) constraint yields

°M
i�1 αt,i � 1 for all t P U and therefore

¸
tPU

M̧

i�1
αt,i � u

has to hold. To identify the relevant subset of controls we define the set of active controls
in U by

MApUq :�
#

i P rM s
����� ¸

tPU

αt,i ¡ 0
+
� rM s. (3.5)
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By Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 as well as the choice of θ � 1 we have that

|N pUq | Def. 3.4�
¸

iPMApUq

[ ¸
tPU

αt,i � 1
_

t�u
¥

[ ¸
iPMApUq

¸
tPU

αt,i

_
(SOS1)�

[ ¸
tPU

1
_
� u. (3.6)

Concluding the proof for the first claim 1 as |N pUq | ¥ u holds.
For the second claim we extend the notation Sjℓ,pℓ

pLq from the proof of Proposition 3.7.
We denote the rounding grid index tk P rN s with the second highest subindex k contained
in Sjℓ,pℓ

pLq with Sjℓ,pℓ
pL� 1q.

Now, let R � V pSpq with r :� |R| with R containing the r different control sets
Sjℓ,pℓ

, jℓ P rM s, pℓ ¤ pθ�jℓ
, ℓ P rrs.

From Definition 3.6 and the fact that R � Sp as well as the choice θ � 1 we have for all
control sets with pℓ ¡ 1 that

Sjℓ,pℓ
pLq¸

t�1
αt,jℓ

�
$&%

Sjℓ,pℓ�1 pL�1q¸
t�1

αt,jℓ

,.- ¥ 1, (3.7)

where the right-hand side stems from the choice θ � 1, while the difference on the
left-hand side comes from the fact that R � Sp and that control sets originating from
the same control are considered individually. Similarly, for sets with pℓ � 1, one observes

Sjℓ,1pLq¸
k�1

αt,jℓ
¥ 1. (3.8)

Thus, the inequalities (3.7) and (3.8) yield for all r control sets Sjℓ,pℓ
P R that¸

tPSjℓ,pℓ

αt,jℓ
¥ 1. (3.9)

A final summation over all r different control sets leads to

¸
pjℓ,pℓqPR

�� ¸
tPSjℓ,pℓ

αt,jℓ

�(3.9)
¥ r. (3.10)

The (SOS1) constraint now yields that at least r different vertices belonging to V pT q
have to be adjacent to the vertices from R and therefore |R| ¤ |N pRq |.

Lemma 3.8 allows us to apply a generalization, see Thm A.16, of Hall’s matching
theorem A.15 on the bipartite control graph GM

V C pα, θq.
Theorem 3.9 ([BK20, Lemma 4.3]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let α be a relaxed
control. Let θ ¥ 1 then there exists a feasible binary control ω P t0, 1uN�M for the
rounding problem CR-ILP-VC with

dpα, ωq ¤ θ. (3.11)
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Proof. Let α P r0, 1sN�M . We set θ � 1 and construct the corresponding bipartite
vanishing constraint graph GM

V C pα, θq � pV, Eq in accordance with Definition 3.4. We
define W :� Sp Y T . Application of Lemma 3.8 together with Hall’s matching theo-
rem A.15 states that there exist matchings MT covering V pT q and MSp covering V pSpq.
Theorem A.16 now guarantees the existence of a matching M covering V pW q. Therefore,
all vertices belonging to Sp and T are matched in M. Application of Proposition 3.7
converts M into a feasible binary control ω adhering to the VC condition. Naturally, the
more general statement with θ ¥ 1 holds now as we can always restrict the matching to
only use edges from the subgraph with θ � 1 and will find a feasible control for θ ¥ 1.
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ñ
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▲Figure 3.1 — The relaxed control α from Example 2.18 with the corresponding
graph GM

V C pα, θq from Definition 3.4 for θ � 1 and a feasible control ω for the CR-ILP-VC
problem with optimal control deviation dpα, ωq � 15

21 . Dashed edges are the edges chosen
in the matching.

Theorem 3.9 provides a sufficient condition for the existence of a feasible binary control.
The algorithmic approach to obtain these controls on an equidistant grid will be detailed
in Section 3.3. We remark that the tight bound for SURVC, see Thm 2.25, is considerably
larger for M ¡ 3 than the tight bound of this problem class.
We proceed to show that the choice of θ � 1 is the smallest possible value for θ ensuring
the existence of a binary control by constructing a counterexample for any θ   1.

Theorem 3.10 ([BK20, Theorem 4.6]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let ϵ P p0, 1q. Let
θ :� 1�ϵ and let M � 3. Then, there exists an α P r0, 1sN�M satisfying (SOS1) such that
there does not exist an ω P t0, 1uN�M satisfying the (SOS1), VC and (Slack) constraints.

Proof. Let θ � 1� ϵ. As ϵ P p0, 1q it follows that θ P R� and that there exists a Kθ P N
such that

θ   θV C :� KθM � 3
KθM � 2 . (3.12)

We let N :� 2KθM � 8 and construct α P r0, 1sN�M as follows:

αt,i :�

$''''''&''''''%

θV C , if i � 1 and t pmod 2q � 1,

θV C , if i � 2 and t pmod 2q � 0,

1� θV C , if i � 2 and t pmod 2q � 1 and t ¡ 1,

1� θV C , if i � 3 and t pmod 2q � 0 or t � 1,

0, else.

(3.13)
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▲Figure 3.2 — Example: The relaxed control α constructed using the procedure
from (3.13) for θV C � 3M�3

3M�2 � 6
7 , where M � 3 and N � 2KθM � 8 � 10.

The constructed relaxed solution α satisfies the (SOS1) constraint. We identify the three
different controls by i1, i2, i3 and note that for our purposes, it suffices to show that the
lowest possible deviation value θ� for an ω satisfying the (SOS1) and (VC) constraints
is θV C . First, observe that for any ω satisfying VC, it is mandatory that control i1 is
only activated at grid points tk with odd grid point indices k P t1, 3, . . . 2KθM � 9u as
otherwise the VC constraint is violated by construction of α. Secondly, control i3 can
only be activated at grid points with even indices or at t1.

We note that setting ω1,2 � 1 is infeasible because of the VC constraint and continue
by distinguishing between the two remaining activation choices at the first grid point.
Now, assume ω1,3 � 1. As α1,3 � 1� θV C , this choice would lead to dpα, ωq � θV C ¡ θ
and thus comprises an invalid choice for a binary control with dpα, ωq ¤ θ. Leaving us
with the only remaining choice at t1, which consists of ω1,1 � 1. At t2, we have to choose
control i2 and cannot activate control i3 as

α1,2 � α2,2
(3.13)� θV C

(3.12)¡ θ.

Hence, making a different choice at grid point t2 would immediately lead to dpα, ωq ¡ θ.
The two choices made at the first two grid points now set the stage for the remaining
2KθM � 6 choices. Because of αt,3 � 0 for all t pmod 2q � 1, t ¡ 1, we can only activate
controls i1 or i2 at grid points with odd grid point indices. Additionally, by construction
of α, it holds that

αtk,2 � αtk�1,2 � 1 (3.14)

for all even k P rN s, k ¥ 2. Thus, control i2 cannot be chosen at two consecutive grid
points, but has to be chosen at every other grid point, as otherwise, dpα, ωq ¡ θ follows.
Therefore activation of control i2 at grid point t2 leads to consecutive activations of i2 at
all grid points tk with even index k P t4, 6, 8, . . . , 2KθM � 10u. This setting leaves no
choice at the grid points with odd indices as controls i2 and i3 cannot be activated, and
one has to set ωtk,1 � 1 for all odd grid point indices k P t1, 3, . . . 2KθM � 9u.
Since all choices up to and including the choice made at grid point index 2KθM � 9 were
forced, the control deviations before choosing the last control activation at 2KθM � 8
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can be computed from (Slack) for this setting:

Ņ

k�1
pωk,1 � αk,1q � KθM � 4� θV CpKθM � 4q

� pKθM � 4q
�

1
KθM � 2



� KθM � 4

KθM � 2   θV C , (3.15)

Ņ

k�1
pαk,2 � ωk,2q � KθM � 5� θV C � pKθM � 5q � θV C , and (3.16)

Ņ

k�1
αk,3 � KθM � 4

KθM � 2 �
1

KθM � 2 � θV C . (3.17)

Because of the (SOS1) constraint, only one control can be activated at the last grid point
and thus either equality (3.16) or (3.17) lead to dpα, ωq � θV C . This concludes the proof
as no choice made before the last grid point can be made differently without implying
dpα, ωq ¡ θ and the last choice inadvertently yields dpα, ωq ¡ θ. Therefore, no binary
control with dpα, ωq ¤ θ satisfying the VC constraint was possible for the relaxed control
α from constructed in (3.13).

Theorem 3.10 shows that even for M � 3, the bound proven in Theorem 3.9 is tight and
can be generalized for M ¡ 3 by setting αt,i � 0 for all i ¡ 3. Additionally, we note
that removing Assumption 3.2 generalizes the problem. Thus, we arrive at the following
corollary.

Corollary 3.11 ([BK20, Cor. 4.7]). Let ϵ P p0, 1q and let θ :� 1� ϵ. Then for M ¥ 3,
there exists an N P N and an α P r0, 1sN�M satisfying (SOS1) such that no ω P t0, 1uN�M

satisfying (SOS1), VC and (Slack) constraints exist.

3.3 Calculating controls via RVM
In this section, we propose and analyze an algorithm for the investigated control rounding
problems by using the construction given in the proof of Theorem 3.9. To prepare for our
analysis, we first estimate the cardinalities of the vertex and edge sets of the bipartite
control graph.

Lemma 3.12. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�. Then
the sizes of VV C and EV C of GM

V C pα, θq can be estimated by

|VV C | ¤ 2N � tMθu, (3.18)
|EV C | ¤ NM t2θ � 1u. (3.19)

Additionally, we have that the sizes of VV CpSpq and VV CpSzSpq are bounded by

|VV CpSpq| ¤ N, (3.20)
|VV CpSzSpq| ¤ M t2θu. (3.21)

The inequalities (3.18) – (3.21) also hold for V , E, V pSzSpq and V pSq from GM pα, θq.
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Proof. We first construct a bipartite vanishing constraint control graph GM
V C pα, θq from

α and θ, Definition 3.4. By construction V pT q contains exactly one vertex for every grid
point t P rN s, therefore |V pT q| � N . From the construction of GM

V C pα, θq, we also have
that the number of maximally allowed activations pθ�i per control i P rM s implies the
existence of corresponding vertices vSi,1 , vSi,2 , . . . , vS

i,pθ�
i

. Thus, the number of vertices
per control is described by

pθ�i Def. 3.1�
[

Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

_
. (3.22)

Summation over all controls i P rM s and using the (SOS1) constraint as well as floor
function inequalities, see Sec. A.1, allows estimating the size of V pSq by

|V pSq| Def. 3.4�
M̧

i�1

pθ�i (3.22)�
M̧

i�1

[
Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

_
(3.23)

t�u
¤

[
M̧

i�1

�
Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

�_
�

[�
M̧

i�1

Ņ

t�1
αt,i

�
�Mθ

_
(3.24)

(SOS1)� tN �Mθu
NPN� N � tMθu. (3.25)

In total, we now have

|VV C | � |V pSq| � |V pT q| ¤ N �N � tMθu � 2N � tMθu. (3.26)

We pick an arbitrary vertex in vt P V pT q to estimate the number of edges in GM
V C pα, θq.

Now let vSi,p P N pvtq , i P rM s, p ¤ rpθ�i s. By Definition 3.4 it holds thatS
ţ

k�1
αt,i � θ

W
¤ p ¤

[
ţ

k�1
αt,i � θ

_
. (3.27)

As rpθ�i s � N, it follows that for p satisfying (3.27) at most t2θu many other elements
q P rpθ�i s can satisfy (3.27) for the same grid point t P rN s. By construction of the edges
in GM

V C pα, θq at most t2θ�1u vertices originating from control i can therefore be adjacent
to the vertex vt. As there are M controls, we have that

|N pvtq| ¤ M t2θ � 1u for all t P rN s. (3.28)

Additionally, we observe that at most M vertices can be adjacent to vt1 as no control
can be activated for the second time at t1:

|N pvt1q| ¤ M. (3.29)

Using that GM
V C pα, θq was bipartite and vt was chosen arbitrarily, we achieve the claimed

estimate

|EV C | Def. 3.4�
Ņ

k�1
N pvtq

(3.29)
¤ N max

tPrNs
N pvtq

(3.28)
¤ NM t2θ � 1u. (3.30)

As the VC constraint was not used during both estimates we have that the shown
inequalities (3.18) and (3.19) also hold for the bipartite control graph without VC
constraint.
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Subtracting the number of permissible and necessary activations from each other
and using the relationship between floor and ceiling functions yields the estimate for
|V pSzSpq|:

VV CpSzSpq �
M̧

i�1

�[
Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

_
�
S

Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

W�
(3.31)

�
M̧

i�1

�[
Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

_
�
[
�

Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

_�
(3.32)

t�u
¤

M̧

i�1

�[
Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ �

Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

_�
�

M̧

i�1
t2θu . (3.33)

As with the previous estimates, the VC constraint was not used, and thus the estimate
also holds for V pSzSpq.
For the proof of inequality (3.20), we proceed by a contradiction argument and assume
that inequality (3.20) does not hold.

|V pSpq| Ass.¡ N
(SOS1)�

M̧

i�1

Ņ

t�1
αt,i (3.34)

r�s
¥

M̧

i�1

S
Ņ

t�1
αt,i

W
θPR�¥

M̧

i�1

S
Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

W
(3.35)

Def. 3.1�
M̧

i�1

pθ�i Def. 3.4� |V pSpq|, (3.36)

resulting in a contradiction.
The VC constraint was not used in the last estimate either, thus (3.20) also holds for
V pSpq.

Remark 3.13 (Tightness of estimates in Lemma 3.12). The estimate of EV C in Lemma 3.12
is not sharp see in particular inequality (3.28). However, the estimates for the vertex
sets are tight if not considered at the same time:

1. For V pSpq consider the setting N � M with αt,i � 1
M for all t P rN s, i P rM s and

θ � 1. Then it holds at grid point tN that |V pSpq| � N and thus the estimate for
V pSpq is tight.

2. For V pSzSpq consider N � 2M � 1 with αt,i � 1
M for all t P rN s, i P rM s and

θ � M�1
M . At grid point tN we have for all i P rM s thatS

Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

W
� M, and[

Ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

_
� 2M � M t2θu.
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Thus, we have

|VV CpSq| � |VV CpSpq| � |VV CpSzSpq| � 2M � 1�
Z
M

M � 1
M

^
� N � tMθu,

|VV CpSpq| � M   N,

|VV CpSzSpq| � 2M � M t2θu,

showing that the estimates for VV C , VV CpSq and VV CpSzSpq are tight in this case,
while the estimate of VV CpSpq was shown to be tight in the first example.

As previously described, the proof of Theorem 3.9 already gives a constructive way of
determining a binary control by using a bipartite matching algorithm. One possibility
for this is the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [HK73], cf. Alg. A.2, which on a bipartite graph
G � pV, Eq has a runtime of Op

a|V ||E|q, see Thm. A.14.

Algorithm 3.1 Rounding via matching (RVM) for VC problems
Input:

α: Relaxed control computed on an equidistant grid with grid length ∆̄,
θ ¡ 0: deviation parameter.

Output:
ω: Binary control ω P t0, 1uN�M with dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆̄, if it exists.

1: Construct GM
V C pα, θq Ð pV, Eq

2: Apply Hopcroft-Karp, Alg. A.2, to find a maximal matching M � EXpV pSpq�V pT qq

3: Let V pMq be the matched vertices from M
4: if V pSpq � V pMq then return No binary control ω with dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆̄ exists
5: if |M|   |V pT q| then
6: Apply Hopcroft-Karp, Alg. A.2, to find a maximal matching M2 on

E X pV pSzSpq Y V pT qzV pMqq
7: Use Proposition 3.7 to construct ω from MYM2

As Algorithm 3.1 follows the procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 3.9, a feasible
control for the CR-ILP and CR-ILP-VC problems will be derived by its application for
given relaxed solution α and deviation parameter θ. Application of the bounds on |V |
and |E| now allows us to obtain runtime estimates.

Theorem 3.14. Runtime of Algorithm 3.1 [BK20, Theorem 4.4.] Let Assumption 3.2
hold. Let α be a solution of RC-VC and let θ ¥ 1. Then Algorithm 3.1 determines a
binary control ω solving BC-VC with d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ in

O
�

max
�?

N,
a

M t2θu
	

NM t2θu
	

.
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Proof. From Theorem 3.9, it is known that the algorithm will always produce a binary
control ω solving BC-VC as θ ¥ 1 was given. Reading the given α and summing over all
grid points, we have that the construction of the bipartite graph in line 1 takes

Op|VV C | � |EV C |q
Lem. 3.12¤ Op2N �M tθ� 1u�NM t2θ� 1uq � OpNM t2θ� 1uq. (3.37)

Application of the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm in line 2 takes

O
�
|EV C |

b
|VV CpSpq|

	 Lem. 3.12¤ O
�
pNM t2θ � 1uq

b
|pVV CpSpqq

	
(3.38)

θ¥1¤
(3.20)

O
�
pNM t2θ � 1uq

?
N
	

. (3.39)

Assuming an appropriate choice of data structures, the evaluations in lines 3–5 take
constant time.
It remains to estimate the runtime for the second application of the Hopcroft-Karp
algorithm. Using the estimate from (3.21) we obtain that line 6 necessitates at most
O
�a

M t2θupNM t2θ � 1uq
	

. Finally, the control construction in line 7 can be handled
in OpNq Together with the previous runtime estimates the claimed runtime follows as

O
�a

M t2θupNM t2θ � 1uq
	

1PN� O
�a

M t2θupNM t2θuq �
a

M t2θuNM
	

O-Notation� O
�a

M t2θupNM t2θuq
	

. (3.40)

Some remarks regarding the application and runtime of Algorithm 3.1 are in order.
Remark 3.15. One could argue that the runtime proven in Theorem 3.14 is not polynomial
in the input size as θ is a numerical parameter. However, the CIA and the CR-ILP problems
are trivially solvable for θ � N as then the (Slack) constraint will not become active for
any controls α and ω. Thus, replacing θ with this upper bound N in Theorem 3.14 is
viable and results in a runtime that is polynomial in the input size.
Remark 3.16. Algorithm 3.1 can still be applied for θ   1. In the case that no maximal
matching on V pSpq and V pT q exists, Proposition 3.7 guarantees that no control with
dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆̄ exists for the given θ P r0, 1q. The algorithm can thus be modified to
output an infeasibility certificate in lines 4 and 7.
Remark 3.17. It was shown in [Bas+04] that the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm will find a
maximal matching with high probability in O plog pmax pN, M t2θuqqNM t2θuq. We stress
that this does not imply that the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm is probabilistic, but only
that the runtime is smaller with high probability. The mentioned probability rises in
correspondence with a larger average degree of the vertices. In case of the bipartite control
graph the average degree increases when a larger value for θ is chosen as the average
degree of GM

V C pα, θq is strongly dependent on the value θ, see the proof of Lemma 3.12,
in particular the cardinality of EV C in (3.30).

Naturally, Algorithm 3.1 can also be applied to the bipartite control graph without
vanishing constraints. Using the tight bound 2M�3

2M�2 on θ to guarantee the existence of a
solution, Corollary 2.17 substitutes Lemma 3.8 in our argumentation and leads to the
following corollary.
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Corollary 3.18. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a solution of RC, let θ � 2M�3
2M�2 .

Then one can compute a binary solution ω for BC with dpα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ in

O
�a

max pN, MqNM
	

.

Proof. Corollary 2.17 yields the existence of a binary solution for θ � 2M�3
2M�2 . Proposi-

tion 3.7 guarantees the existence of a corresponding matching, which can be found by
applying the modified Hopcroft-Karp algorithm 3.1 to GM pα, θq. The runtime estimate
now follows directly from the proof of Theorem 3.14.

Remark 3.19 (Variable deviation parameter θ for different controls). The bipartite
matching approach allows to set the deviation parameter θ to different values θt,i for
grid points t P rN s and controls i P rM s. Using this type of variable deviation facilitates
a simple way to incorporate some knowledge of the system dynamics into the problem
without further computational effort.

3.4 Rounding problems with sequence-independent cost func-
tions

In the previous sections, we introduced an algorithmic framework, established a sufficient
condition for the existence of a binary control depending on the value of the deviation
parameter θ, and analyzed the runtime of a proposed algorithm for the feasibility problem.
Before we proceed to add sequence-independent switching costs, see Def. 2.43, to the
investigated problems, we consider the case of sequence-independent bottleneck cost
functions. Besides more modeling flexibility with respect to the choice of controls,
investigation of this case is motivated by the findings reported by Kirches, Manns, and
Ulbrich in [KMU20]. They state that the convergence rate of ypnq to y� improves for
smaller deviation values, cf. Thm. 2.12. This implies that algorithms optimally solving
the CIA and CIA-VC problems are desired.

We begin by showing that the cost function of minimizing θ in CIA or CIA-VC is a special
case of a sequence-independent bottleneck cost function on GM pα, θq or GM

V C pα, θq.

Lemma 3.20 ([BK20, Lem. 5.1]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a solution of
RC or RC-VC and let θ P R�. Then the discretized pseudo-metric, Definition 2.13,
induces a sequence-independent bottleneck cost function on the corresponding GM pα, θq
or GM

V C pα, θq.

Proof. For the sake of brevity and ease of understanding, we prove the claim only
for GM pα, θq as the proof is analogous for GM

V C pα, θq. Let α be a relaxed solution
of RC and θ P R� the maximally allowed control deviation. Definition 3.4 allows to
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construct the corresponding bipartite control graph GM pα, θq :� pV, Eq. We pick any
edge e � pvt, vSi,pq P E and define the cost function CE : E ÞÝÑ R on the edge set E as

CEpeq :� max
#
�
�

p�
ţ

k�1
αk,i

�
, p�

ţ

k�1
αk,i

+
. (3.41)

By Definition 2.43 the switching cost function

max
ePE

CEpeq (3.42)

is sequence-independent as the value for any choice ωt,i � 1 solely depends on t,
°t

k�1 ωk,i,
and

°t
k�1 αk,i. Additionally, it is a bottleneck cost function, proving the claim.

The problem of finding a matching of a certain size in a bipartite edge-weighted graph is
also called an assignment problem. In case of a bottleneck cost function, the problem is
usually called a bottleneck assignment problem, which can be solved by properly adapting
the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm with a modification of Tarjan and Gabow [GT88a].

The Tarjan-Gabow modification is based on the observation that augmenting path
based matching algorithms, such as the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm or Micali-Vazirani
algorithm [MV80], can also be used as approximation algorithms for their respective
maximum cardinality matching problems. This observation applied together with an
apt choice of the approximation quality as well as the combination with a depth or
breadth-first search for augmenting paths, cf. algorithm A.1, in the second part of the
Tarjan-Gabow modification leads to a considerably better performance than the repeated
application of the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm in a binary search loop over the edges.

Algorithm 3.2 describes the modified Tarjan-Gabow algorithm, adapted for the control
matching problem. We begin by constructing a control graph from the input and sorting
the edges, lines 1 – 2. The first phase in lines 5 – 24 covers the matching for V pSpq and
is repeated for the remaining unmatched vertices of V pT q.
Because all vertices from V pSpq have to be matched, we know that the matching size
on pV pSpq X V pT q, Eq has to be |V pSpq| in the first phase. Therefore, the initial costs
guess as well as the approximation quality Q are chosen accordingly, cf. line 8. During
the while-loop, cf. lines 10 – 17, the cost guess is increased whenever the approximate
matching M1 is too small and decreased whenever the matching M0 is too large, cf.
lines 13 and 15. Thus ensuring that no maximal matching for pV pSpq X V pT q, Eq exists
on E0, fixing the lower bound on the costs in line 18.

Application of the augmenting path algorithm in the second while-loop now warrants
that a matching satisfying the (Slack) condition for all necessary controls with minimal
costs is found as the cost increase, see line 22, only occurs if no edge can be added to the
matching during the augmenting path phase, cf. lines 20–24.

Corollary 3.21 (Correctness and runtime of Algorithm 3.2, [BK20, Corollary 5.2]). Let
Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a solution of RC or RC-VC , let θ ¡ 0 be a given control
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Algorithm 3.2 Rounding via matching (RVM) for sequence-independent BN problems
Input:

α: Relaxed control computed on an equidistant grid with grid length ∆̄,
θ ¡ 0: deviation parameter,
CEp�q: sequence-independent bottleneck cost function,
C
p0q
E : initial guess for sequence-independent bottleneck cost function value (optional).

Output:
ω: Binary control ω P t0, 1uN�M with dpα, ωq ¤ θ∆̄ and optimal value C�

E .

1: Construct GM
V C pα, θq � pV, Eq

2: Sort E Ð te1, e2, . . . , e|E|u in non-decreasing order of cEpeq
3: if |E|   N then return No satisfying control can exist
4: if No C

p0q
E was given then C

p0q
E Ð CEpeN q

5: Set k Ð 0.
6: Set E

pkq
0 Ð

!
e P E |CEpeq   C

pkq
E , V pSpq X e � H

)
7: Set E

pkq
1 Ð

!
e P E |CEpeq ¤ C

pkq
E , V pSpq X e � H

)
8: Set Q Ð

b
|V pSpq|

logp|V pSpq|q

9: Compute a maximal matching M0 on pV, E
pkq
0 q and a matching M1 on pV, E

pkq
1 q,

such that M1 is either maximal or |M1| ¥ |V pSpq| � |V pSpq|
Q

10: while |M1|   |V pSpq| � |V pSpq|
Q or |M0| � |V pSpq| do

11: k Ð k � 1.
12: if |M1|   |V pSpq| � |V pSpq| � |V pSpq|

Q then
13: Increase C

pkq
E by performing a single binary search iteration on E

14: else if |M0| � |V pSpq| then
15: Decrease C

pkq
E by performing a single binary search iteration on E

16: Renew E
pkq
0 and E

pkq
1 as in lines 6 and 7

17: Repeat line 9
18: Mpkq

1 Ð M1

19: Compute an augmenting path, Algorithm A.1, on pV pSpq, E
pkq
1 q and augment Mpkq

1
20: while |Mpkq

1 |   |V pSpq| do
21: k Ð k � 1
22: if |Mpkq

1 | � |Mpk�1q
1 | then Increase C

pkq
E to the next higher value in E

23: Renew E
pkq
1 as in line 7.

24: Compute an augmenting path, Algorithm A.1, on pV pSpq, E
pkq
1 q and augment M1

25: CSP Ð C
pkq
E

26: Replace V pSpq appropriately with V pT q and repeat lines 5 up to 24 with CSP as
fixed lower bound for the costs

27: Use Proposition 3.7 to construct ω
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deviation and CE be a sequence-independent cost function. Then, the rounding problems
BN and BN-VC can be solved in

O
�a

KBN logpKBN qNM t2θu
	

, (3.43)

where KBN :� max tN, M t2θuu. Additionally, the rounding problems CIA and CIA-VC
can be solved in

O
�a

KCIA logpKCIAqNM
	

, (3.44)

where KCIA :� max tN, Mu.

Proof. We begin by proving the claim for the rounding problems CIA and CIA-VC. The
claim for the rounding problems BN and BN-VC follows analogously.
Applying the sequence-independent bottleneck cost function from Lemma 3.20 to E
provides us with a bottleneck assignment problem, which can be solved optimally by
Algorithm 3.2 as the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm A.2, applied in lines 9 and 17, and the
augmenting path algorithm A.1, applied in lines 19 and 24, solve the corresponding
matching problem correctly, cf. Thms. A.13 and A.14. The condition in line 14 prevents
that any matching with lower costs can exist on GM pα, θq. Together, this proves
correctness of Algorithm 3.2. Note that if no matching containing the vertices of V pT q
and V pSpq exists, then an infeasibility certificate showing the unmatched grid points or
controls can be generated during the first while-loop. It remains to estimate the runtime.
The construction of the graph in line 1 needs time in OpNMq as θ  � 1. The sorting
of the edges in line 2 takes Op|E| logp|V |qq � OpNM logpN �Mqq. The first while-loop,
line 10, for computing the value for C

pkq
E is repeated at most logp|V |q times. Every

iteration necessitates the application of the approximation version of Algorithm A.2 in
line 17, while all other lines have a constant runtime. As the approximation version of
the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm needs O p|E|Qq, see Thm. A.14, the execution of the first
while-loop has a runtime of at most

O p|E|Q logp|V pSpq|qq Alg. 3.2�
Line 8

O

�
|E|

d
|V pSpq|

logp|V pSpq|q logp|V pSpq|q
�

� O
�
|E|

b
|V pSpq| logp|V pSpq|q

	
. (3.45)

As a maximal matching on pV pSpq Y V pT q, Eq can contain at most |V pSpq| many edges,
we have that the second while-loop, lines 20–24, is executed at most |V pSpq|

Q times, because
|M1| ¥ |V pSpq| holds at this point, see the condition in line 10. A single execution inside
the second while-loop necessitates the calculation of an augmenting path on pV pSpq, E

pkq
1 q.

and can be performed in Op|Epkq
1 |q, see also line 3 in Algorithm A.1. This leads to a

runtime estimate of

O
�
|Epkq

1 | |V pSpq|
Q



Alg. 3.2�
Line 8

O

�
|Epkq

1 | |V pSpq|
a

logp|V pSpq|qa|V pSpq|

�
E
pkq
1 �E

¤ O
�
|E|

b
|V pSpq| logp|V pSpq|q

	
, (3.46)
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for the augmenting path part, lines 20–24. Addition of the runtime terms from (3.45)
and (3.46) now yields total worst-case runtime of

O
�
|E|

b
|V pSpq| logp|V pSpq|q

	
for the second while-loop.

The reiteration of lines 5 up to 24 necessitates an additional runtime of

O
�
|E|

b
|V pSqzV pSpq| logp|V pSqzV pSpq|q

	
,

as lines 5 up to 24 are now only executed on V pSqzV pSpq. The construction of an optimal
control necessitates only OpNq. Thus, we have that the runtime is dominated by the
term stemming from the first while-loop (3.45), which by application of Lemma 3.12 and
utilization of the O-notation, see (3.40), yields the claimed runtime as

|V pSpq|
(3.20)
¤ N, |E|

(3.19)
¤ NM t2θ � 1u and |V pSqzV pSpq

(3.21)
¤ M t2θu.

In case of a BN or BN-VC problem, the existence of a matching for the given θ value can be
checked by application of Algorithm A.2 on the whole bipartite control graph after line 1.
This does not affect the previous runtime estimation as the modified Hopcroft-Karp
algorithm has a runtime of O

�
max

�?
N,

a
M t2θu

	
NM t2θu

	
, see Theorem 3.14.

Remark 3.22 (Solely binary search based bottleneck algorithm). Applying only a bi-
nary search to find a maximal matching with minimal bottleneck cost instead of the
modification from Tarjan and Gabow leads to a runtime of

O
�a

|V ||E| logp|V |q
	

Lem 3.12� O
�a

KBN NM t2θu logpKBN q
	

,

where KBN :� max tN, M t2θuu.

We continue by considering sequence-independent cost functions. Similar to their bottle-
neck counterparts, control rounding problems featuring this type of objective function
can also be solved optimally in polynomial time.

Theorem 3.23 (Optimally solving ISC-CIA [BK20, Thm. 5.4.]). Assumption 3.2 hold.
Let α be a solution of RC or RC-VC , let θ ¡ 0 be a given control deviation and C be a
sequence-independent cost function. The rounding problems ISC-CIA or ISC-CIA-VC can
be solved in

O
�
N2M t2θ � 1u�N2 logpNq� . (3.47)

The proof of Theorem 3.23 follows along the ideas of the previous proof for Corollary 3.21.
We first construct a corresponding bipartite control graph and transform the switching
costs into edge costs. The resulting assignment problem is then solved by applying the
Hungarian algorithm [Kuh55; EK72; Tar83], implemented with Fibonacci heaps [FT87].
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Proof. We only give the proof for ISC-CIA as the correctness, optimality, and runtime for
problems constrained with VC follows analogously for θ ¥ 1 by virtue of Theorem 3.9.
Let α be a solution of RC, and let θ P R� be given. A bipartite control graph GM pα, θq
is obtained by application of Definition 3.4. As the cost function Cp�q was assumed to be
sequence-independent, we can assign the corresponding costs Ctpω1:t,iq for ωt,i � 1 and°t

k�1 ωt,i � p to the edge e � pvt, vSi,pq. Thus, we constructed an assignment problem on
an edge-weighted bipartite graph, which can be solved up to optimality by the Hungarian
algorithm in O

�|Mmax||E| � |Mmax|2 logp|Mmax|q
�

[EK72], where Mmax is the size of a
maximal matching on GM pα, θq. Modification of the Hungarian Algorithm in the same
way as the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm was modified in Algorithm 3.1 allows to obtain a
minimum weighted matching containing all vertices of V pSpq and V pT q if it exists. If such
a matching does not exist, then an infeasibility certificate of the instance is constructed,
showing which grid point or necessary control cannot be assigned.

It remains to estimate the size Mmax, which in the case of GM pα, θq is given by
max tV pT q, V pSP qu � N . Insertion into the runtime of the Hungarian algorithm yields
the claimed runtime.

3.5 Modeling as network flow problems

It is worth mentioning that, instead of using a matching approach, the control rounding
problem can also be viewed as solving the minimum cost flow problem on a corresponding
network flow graph.

Problem 3.24 (Minimum-Cost Flow Problem [AMO93, Section 1.2]). Let GF � pV, Eq be
a directed graph. Let u : E Ñ Q� be a capacity function. Let b P Q|V | be a demand vector
with

°n
i�1 bi � 0 and let CE : E Ñ Q� be an edge cost function and let f : V � V Ñ Q be

a flow function. The task of the minimum cost flow problem is to find a feasible solution
to the following linear program.

min
f

¸
pi,jqPE

Cijfij (3.48)

s.t.
¸

j:pi,jqPE

fij �
¸

j:pj,iqPE

fij � bi for all i P rN s,

0 ¤ fij ¤ uij for all pi, jq P E.

The bipartite control graph can be used to model a DAG for given relaxed control and
θ P R� by adding four vertices, t0, FSp , FS and FF and orienting the graph appropriately.
The vertex t0 serves as the source for all flow in the DAG, while FF is the sink for all
flow. The two additional vertices FSp and FS enable to define capacities u such that all
necessary activations, elements of V pSpq, have to be visited by flow, see also Fig. 3.5.

Definition 3.25. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and θ P R�.
Let GM pα, θq :� pV, Eq be the bipartite control graph for α and θ and let V pSpq be
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the vertices of the set of necessary control. The vertex set for the control network flow
problem is defined by

V pFq :� V Y tt0, FSp , FS , FFu.

The arc set AF is defined as AF
t0 YAF

t YAF
Sp
YAF

S YAF
F with

A
pFq
t0

:� tpt0, vtq | vt P V pT qu ,

A
pFq
t :�  pvt, vSi,pq | vt P V pT q, Si,p P V pSq, pvSi,p , vtk

q P E
(

,

A
pFq
Sp

:�  pvSi,p , FSpq | vSi,p P V pSpq
(

,

A
pFq
S :�  pvSi,p , FSpq | vSi,p P V pSqzV pSpq

(
,

A
pFq
F :�  pFSp , FFq, pFS , FFq

(
.

The capacity function u : ApFq Ñ R is given by

uppeqq :�

$'&'%
1 if peq R A

pFq
F ,

|V pSpq| if peq � pFSp , FFq,
N � |V pSpq| if peq � pFS , FFq.

(3.49)

The demand b P N|V pFq| is defined as

bpvq :�

$'&'%
0 if v R tt0, FFu,

�N if v � t0,

N else.
(3.50)

Solving the minimum-cost flow problem, Problem 3.24, on pV pFq, ApFqq from Definition 3.25
yields a feasible binary control as all supplies and demands, (3.50), and all capacities
(3.49) are integer, see Thm. A.37. A non-exhaustive list of algorithms solving this problem
and their corresponding runtime is given in Appendix A.4.

Example 3.26. We consider the relaxed solution from Example 2.18. The corresponding
control flow graph is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

S1,1

S1,2

S2,1

S3,1

S3,2

S4,1

S4,2

FSp

FS

FF

u � 1

u � 1

u � 1

u � 1

u � |V pSpq|

u � N � |V pSpq|

▲Figure 3.3 — Flow network for the relaxed control α from Example 2.18 with θ � 1
based on GM

V C pα, θq instead of GM pα, θq. All edges besides pFSpFFq and pFSFFq have
capacity u � 1.

Remark 3.27 (Dwell time constraints and network flows). Modeling dwell-time constraints
in this way lead to integer flow problems with minimum flow constraints on the arcs,
which are known to be NP-hard even without costs. For details we refer to [See11]. We
emphasize that this does not imply N P-hardness of the CIA-DWELL problem but merely
that we cannot recommend modeling the CIA-DWELL problem as a minimum cost flow.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have examined the CIA and CIA-VC rounding problems in detail. We
formulated the RVM approach and showed the correspondence between determining a
maximal matching on the devised bipartite control graph and computing a binary control
from RC. We provided the tight bound on the control deviation for the CIA-VC problem
and examined the runtime necessary to solve the CR-ILP and the CR-ILP-VC problem.
We then extended the scope of our investigation by considering sequence-independent
bottleneck and switching cost functions. We gave formal proof that the objective function
used in CIA is a special case of a sequence-independent bottleneck cost function and
that both types of rounding problems can be solved efficiently in polynomial time by
a modified matching algorithm. Similarly, the ISC-CIA class of rounding problems was
shown to be solvable in polynomial runtime by application of the Hungarian algorithm.
In closing, we presented an alternative formulation using minimum-cost flows, which can
applied to the same rounding problems.



4Rounding controls by solving systems of
linear algebraic equations

This chapter treats a new approach for rounding problems with dwell-time constraints in
the CIA setting. In this approach, we use an interpretation of the (SOS1) constraint as
choices that have to be made and encode them in boolean logic. The constructed boolean
formulas are then transformed and solved using arithmetic over finite fields, leading us to
the SLAE approach. Additional clauses modeling dwell-times are then derived, showing
that the CIA-DWELL problem is solvable with this approach. Specifically, we show that
the CIA-DWELL problem is solvable up to optimality, see Thm. 4.40, and prove the
following runtime on equidistant grids:

O
�

logpN �M tθuq
�

mint20.465C , pNM t2θ � 1uqDU 2maxt2, C�R�2uu
		

,

where DU :� maxtDU,i : i P rM su is the maximum dwell-up time for all controls, the
number of columns is denoted by C, and the number of rows by R.
Similar to the previous chapter, we start with the simpler CR-ILP and the CIA problems.
In Section 4.1, we derive the literals and clauses necessary to formulate an XSAT formula,
whose satisfying assignments match the binary controls. We proceed by showing that
the corresponding system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) can also be solved in
polynomial runtime, matching the results obtained for the CR-ILP, CIA, CIA-VC, and BN
problems in the previous chapter. In Section 4.3, we utilize the additional flexibility of
the approach to include the dwell-up and dwell-down constraints into the XSAT.
Finally, we extend the shown results in Section 4.4 by replacing the equidistant grid
assumption with a regular grid assumption and investigate a generalization of the dwell-
time constraint as well as other coupled combinatorial constraints.

4.1 Formulation of CIA as a SLAE
The matching-based approach investigated in the previous chapter was motivated by an
observation made for the (Slack) inequality constraint, namely the set of inequalities (3.2).
A similar statement can be made by looking closely at the (SOS1) equality constraint
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instead, which for a grid point t P rN s implies together with ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s
that exactly one control has to be activated. This statement can be rephrased in boolean
formulas by corresponding literals z P ttrue, falseu for the controls, and using clauses
encoding the (SOS1) constraint for every grid point.

Definition 4.1 (Control literals and grid clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let t P rN s and let Si,p be a control set such that t P Si,p.
Then zt,i,p P ttrue, falseu is the corresponding control literal for the triple pt, i, pq.
For all t P rN s, a clause containing only the control literals zt,�,� corresponding to the
control sets Si,p containing t, and where all literals are connected by an _-operator is
the T -clause of t:

ZT ptq :�
ª

Si,pPS

�� ª
tPSi,p

zt,i,p

�.

We say that a T -clause is satisfied if and only if exactly one of the contained literals is
true.

Satisfying a T -clause for grid point t P rN s is equivalent to having exactly one control
i P rM s with ωt,i � 1.
The notion of control literals in combination with necessary control sets, see Def 3.6,
enables us to define corresponding clauses as well. Satisfying these clauses will guarantee
that the (Slack) constraint is fulfilled for all necessary control sets.

Definition 4.2 (Clauses for necessary activations). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be
a relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let Si,p P Sp be a necessary control set. Let zt,i,p be
the corresponding control literals for t P Si,p. A clause that contains the control literals
for t P Si,p, and where all literals are connected by an _-operator, is called the Sp-clause
of Si,p:

ZSppSi,pq :�
ª

tPSi,p

zt,i,p.

We say that an Sp-clause is satisfied if and only if exactly one of the contained literals is
true.

Connecting all T and Sp clauses by logical ands (conjunction-operators), denoted by ^,
results in an XSAT formula. By the corollaries of Schaefer’s Dichotomy Theorem, see
Thm. A.40 and Thm. A.41, the XSAT problem is N P-complete even when all variables
occur only unnegated. However, in Chapter 3 we established that CR-ILP, CIA, BN, and
their VC constrained variants are solvable in polynomial runtime, which as we will show,
also holds for the combination of these problems and an extended XSAT formulation,
see Subsection 4.2.1. To this end, satisfying the formula constructed by application of
Definitions 4.1 and 4.2 is unfortunately not yet sufficient: An extension of the small
Example 2.30 by one grid point reveals that the satisfying assignment does not correspond
to a feasible control, see Ex. 4.3.

Example 4.3. Let the relaxed solution from the extended instance of Example 2.30
be defined as in Figure 4.1. The bipartite control graph GM pα, θq on the right-hand
side is constructed with θ � 6

8 . The dashed edges correspond to the matching for an
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����
4{8 0 7{8 7{8 3{8
3{8 3{8 1{8 1{8 5{8
1{8 5{8 0 0 0

���
αT and θ � 6{8

Def. 3.4ñ
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

S1,1 S2,1 S3,1 S1,2 S1,3 S2,2

▲Figure 4.1 — Extended relaxed control and bipartite control graph from Example 2.30.
The bordered vertices denote the vertices originating from necessary control sets.

optimal control with θ� � 5
8 . The corresponding XSAT formula, denoted here by Φ2pα, θq,

constructed with clauses from Definitions 4.1 and 4.2 reads:

Φ2pα, θq :�pz1,1,1 _ z1,2,1q ^ pz2,1,1 _ z2,2,1 _ z2,3,1q (4.1a)
^pz3,1,1 _ z3,1,2 _ z3,2,1 _ z3,3,1q ^ pz4,1,2 _ z4,1,3 _ z4,3,1q
^pz5,1,3 _ z5,3,1 _ z5,2,2q (T-clauses)
^pz1,1,1 _ z2,1,1 _ z3,1,1q ^ pz1,2,1 _ z2,2,1 _ z3,2,1q
^pz3,1,2 _ z4,1,2q. (Sp-clauses)

Assigning true to z1,1,1, z2,2,1, z3,1,2, z4,3,1 and z5,3,1 satisfies the XSAT formula Φ2pα, θq.
Translating the assignment into a binary control yields the binary control
ω̂ � te1, e2, e1, e3, e3u. However, this binary control ω̂ does neither correspond to
a valid matching on GM pα, θq nor a feasible binary control ω with dpα, ωq ¤ 6

8 . To see
this, we compare the deviation values at the final grid point resulting in[

5̧

t�1
αt,3 � θ

_
� 1  

5̧

t�1
ω̂t,3 � 2

for the binary control ω̂ and
dpα, ω̂q � 10

8 ¡ 1 ¡ 6
8 .

Thus, ω̂ satisfies the XSAT formula Φ2pα, θq but does not correspond to a feasible binary
control for the considered CR-ILP problem.

Example 4.3 shows that for the suggested approach to work, either the procedure for
constructing satisfying assignments or the obtained XSAT formula have to be adapted.
We will describe two different ways to cope with the described insufficiency.

4.1.1 Achieving feasibility through additional clauses
The shown example illustrates that an XSAT formula comprised only of T - and Sp-clauses
does not necessarily obey the upper bound at grid point N on controls enforced by the
(Slack) constraint. To deal with this insufficiency, one can add |SzSp| many additional
clauses, simulating the Sp-clauses for control sets that were not necessary. The idea is to
confine the activations of all control sets S instead of only the necessary control sets Sp.
However, adding only additional clauses for the remaining control sets would, in general,
lead to an unsatisfiable XSAT formula as |S| ¡ N , meaning that not sufficiently many grid
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points are available. Therefore, we first need to add additional time clauses simulating
grid points, the RT -clauses, such that added together |S| many T and RT clauses exist.

Definition 4.4 (Artificial grid clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed
control and let θ P R�. Let Si,q P SzSp and define rt :� |S|�N . Then the k-th RT -clause
with k P rN � rts, N   k, is defined by

ZT,Rpkq :�
ª

Si,qPSzSp

zk,i,q.

Additionally, we say that an RT -clause is satisfied if and only if exactly one of the
contained literals is true.

The added clauses represent artificial grid points and have the purpose of providing us
with sufficiently many additional grid points such that all control sets have to be chosen
to satisfy the T and RT clauses. The clauses are constructed in such a way that they can
only be satisfied by using controls from control sets that did not belong to the subset of
necessary control sets. Their purpose will reveal itself after we add the RT clauses and
the additional clauses for the remaining controls to the XSAT formula.

Definition 4.5 (Remaining control clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let Si,q P SzSp. Let zt,i,q be the corresponding control
literals for t P Si,q and let rt :� |S| �N . We define the RS-clause of Si,q as the clause
containing only the control literals for t P Si,q Y tt P rN � rts|N   tu with the following
structure:

ZS,RpSi,qq :�
ª

Si,qPSzSp

�� ª
tPSi,q

zt,i,q

ª
N t N�k

zt,i,q

�.

We say that an RS-clause is satisfied if and only if exactly one of the contained literals is
true.

An RS clause enforces the upper inequality of the (Slack) constraints at grid point N
by mirroring the properties of the Sp clause on an artificially enlarged grid and only for
control sets that were not necessary. Thus, XSAT formulas containing Sp- and RS-clauses
do not only encode the lower bound of (Slack) but also the upper bound.

Putting all four types of clauses together now leads to an XSAT formula with exactly as
many T - and RT clauses as Sp- and RS clauses. Additionally, the Sp clauses can only be
satisfied by literals also contained in T -clauses, while the RT clauses can only be satisfied
by literals originating from non-necessary control sets. In contrast to the XSAT formula
constructed solely by using T - and Sp clauses, the following control XSAT formula now
enables us to assert equivalence between the existence of a feasible binary control and a
satisfying assignment for the XSAT formula.
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Definition 4.6 (The control XSAT formula). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed
control and let θ P R�. Let

ZT :�
©

tPrNs

ZT ptq, ZSp
:�

©
Si,pPSp

ZSppSi,pq,

ZT,R:�
©

tPrN�rts,t¡N

ZT,Rptq, ZS :�
©

Si,qPSzSp

ZS,RpSi,qq,

be the conjunction of the T , Sp, RT and RS-clauses from Definitions 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5.
The control XSAT formula is defined as the conjunction of all four types of clauses:

Φpα, θq :� ZT ^ ZSp ^ ZT,R ^ ZS . (4.2)

As a reminder, we note that for Φpα, θq to be satisfied exactly one literal per clause has
to be true.

Example 4.7 illustrates the difference between the previous XSAT and the control XSAT
described in Definition 4.6.

Example 4.7. Application of Definition 4.6 on the relaxed solution α from Example 4.3
now yields the XSAT formula:

Φpα, θq :�pz1,1,1 _ z1,2,1q ^ pz2,1,1 _ z2,2,1 _ z2,3,1q (4.3a)
^pz3,1,1 _ z3,1,2 _ z3,2,1 _ z3,3,1q ^ pz4,1,2 _ z4,1,3 _ z4,3,1q
^pz5,1,3 _ z5,3,1 _ z5,2,2q (T-clauses)
^pz1,1,1 _ z2,1,1 _ z3,1,1q ^ pz1,2,1 _ z2,2,1 _ z3,2,1q
^pz3,1,2 _ z4,1,2q (Sp-clauses)
^pz6,3,1 _ z6,1,3 _ z6,2,2q (RT -clause)
^pz2,3,1 _ z3,3,1 _ z4,3,1 _ z5,3,1 _ z6,3,1q (4.3b)
^pz4,1,3 _ z5,1,3 _ z6,1,3q ^ pz5,2,2 _ z6,2,2q. (RS-clauses)

The clause 4.3b now prevents the construction of the assignment leading to an infeasible
control for the CR-ILP instance consisting of α and θ shown in Example 4.3.

We are now prepared to show that finding a satisfying assignment of the XSAT formula
is equivalent to finding a binary control.

Proposition 4.8. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α P r0, 1sN�M be a relaxed control,
let θ P R� and let ∆ be the mesh size. Then, there exists an ω P t0, 1uN�M with
d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ adhering to the (SOS1) condition if and only if the XSAT formula Φpα, θq
induced by α and θ is satisfiable.

Proof. Let ω P t0, 1uN�M be a feasible solution of the CR-ILP problem for α and θ. Let
Φpα, θq be the XSAT formula of α and θ with literals z from Definition 4.6. We traverse
the matrix ω P t0, 1uN�M row-wise and assign true to zt,i,p if ωt,i � 1 and

°t
k�1 ωk,i � p.

All other literals contained in a corresponding T -clause are assigned to false. As ω fulfilled
the (SOS1) condition, we have that all T -clauses of Φpα, θq are satisfied. Additionally,
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we have that |°t
k�1 αk,i � ωk,i| ¤ θ holds for all t P rN s, thus by the construction of

the necessary control sets, see Def 3.6, and the derived Definition of the Sp-clauses,
Definition 4.2, we have that the Sp-clauses are satisfied as well. In the case that |Sp|   N
we have at this point that by construction some RS-clauses are satisfied, as well and
it remains to take care of the |S| � N many unsatisfied RT and RS clauses. For this,
we set ℓ � 1 and pick any arbitrary unsatisfied RS clause ZS,R,ℓ. We remove all literals
whose first index is strictly lower than N � ℓ and greedily set the first remaining literal
to true. By Definition 4.5, the clause is not empty after we have removed literals as the
corresponding control set was not a necessary control set and therefore literals whose first
index ranged from N � 1 to |S| are present in ZS,R,ℓ. We iteratively increase ℓ by one
and repeat the procedure for all RS clauses, which is possible because there are exactly
rt � |S| �N many RS clauses. Thus, every RS clause is satisfied, and by construction
also every RT clause is satisfied because all other literals were removed before we assigned
the true value to the first remaining literal. Thus, for ω, there exists an assignment z
satisfying Φpα, θq.
Now, let z be a satisfying assignment for Φpα, θq. Thus, all clauses are satisfied by exactly
one literal. We traverse the N many T -clauses and set ωk,i � 1 if the k-th T -clause
was satisfied by a literal of the type zk,i,�. The assignments made in the RT clauses are
ignored as they do not correspond to a grid point in rN s. As the T -clauses are satisfied,
it follows that the constructed ω satisfies the (SOS1) constraint. It remains to show that
(Slack) is satisfied as well. Because the Sp-clauses are satisfied, we have that the lower
bound of (Slack) holds for all t P rN s. Additionally all RS clauses are satisfied, which
leads to the upper bound of (Slack) being fulfilled at N . Therefore d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ holds
for the constructed binary control ω.

Identification of a satisfying assignment for Φpα, θq is possible by using the fact that
arithmetic operations modulo two form a finite field. We can therefore choose to interpret
true as 1 and false as 0 and construct a corresponding system of linear algebraic equations
(SLAE) mod 2. The implications will be discussed in section 4.2.

4.1.2 Tracking the assignments

Instead of explicitly encoding the upper bound of (Slack) at N into the XSAT formula,
we can use the observations regarding the relationship between rounding problems and
assignment problems made in Section 3.4. Under the premise that the solving procedure
used for the satisfiability problem can track which grid points and control sets have
already been chosen and are therefore unavailable, the role of the RT and RS clauses can
be taken by bookkeeping vectors bT P NN and bS P N|S|.

Definition 4.9 (Bookkeeping vectors). Let Φpα, θq be the control XSAT formula from
Definition 4.6 without ZT,R and ZS clauses. A vector bT P NN is called grid bookkeeping
vector, if for all t P rN s the entry at t P rN s corresponds to the number of different literals
with zt,�,� � true in Φpα, θq. A vector bS P N|S| is called control bookkeeping vector, if for
all entries j P |S|, the entry at j P r|S|s corresponding to the pair pi, pq, i P rM s, p ¤ qpiq,
is equal to the number of different literals with z�,i,p � true in Φpα, θq. A bookkeeping
vector is called satisfied if all its entries are in t0, 1u.
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The following equivalence follows directly from the proof of Proposition 4.8 as the
bookkeeping vectors take over the role of the RS and RT clauses in the proof.

Corollary 4.10. Let Φpα, θq be the control XSAT formula from Definition 4.6 without
ZT,R and ZS clauses. Let bT P NN and bS P N|S| be the corresponding bookkeeping vectors.
Then, there exists a binary control ω with d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ adhering to the (SOS1) condition
if and only if there exists a satisfying assignment z for the XSAT formula Φpα, θq, which
also satisfies the bookkeeping vectors bT P NN and bS P N|S|.

As we will see below, using bookkeeping vectors instead of additional clauses allows a
more efficient numerical treatment in some cases while keeping the theoretical properties
of the whole approach.

4.2 Solving control XSAT
While equivalence of the satisfiability problem and the rounding feasibility problem was
shown in the last section, cf. Prop. 4.8 and Cor. 4.10, it remains to provide means to solve
the CR-ILP, CIA, CIA-VC, and BN problems in their XSAT formulation before continuing
onto problems with dwell-time constraints.
Solving XSAT problems can be accomplished by utilizing that arithmetic modulo two
forms a finite field, and that true can be interpreted as 1, while false can be seen as
0 [MM11; Sch78]. Hence the control XSAT formula is transformed into a SLAE mod 2.

Definition 4.11 (SLAE control matrix). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed
control, and let θ P R�. Let Φpα, θq be the XSAT formula derived through Definition 4.6.
The matrix Apα, θq denotes the matrix with entries in Z2 derived from Φpθ, αq by assigning
each clause to a row with right-hand side 1 and each literal to exactly one column.

We stress here that simply solving the SLAE control matrix in Z2 does not necessarily
result in a feasible control as the additional constraint that only a single entry is set to 1
per row in the original matrix has to be satisfied.
Depending on the considered constraints and the arising structure of the SLAE, we
distinguish between two cases in the following two subsections.
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z1,�,� z2,�,� z3,�,� z4,�,� z5,�,� RHS

T1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
T2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
T3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
N1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
N2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
N3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

RN1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
RN2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
RT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

▲Figure 4.2 — SLAE matrix from Definition 4.11, acquired from the XSAT formula
from Example 4.7 by going through the clauses and assigning columns in the order of
appearance. The first time a grid index increases for the literals is indicated in the top
row, z1,�,�, z2,�,� z3,�,� z4,�,� z5,�,�.

4.2.1 The upper trapezoidal case

Converting a satisfiability formula with RT and RS clauses into a SLAE will often result in
an underdetermined, non-square and sparse system, e.g., Figure 4.2, that in general cannot
be trivially reordered into upper-trapezoidal form. Using the additional bookkeeping
vectors, see Def. 4.9, instead of the RT and RS clauses, permits a a preordering step,
turning the SLAE matrix into an upper trapezoidal matrix.

Proposition 4.12. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
Construction of an upper trapezoidal SLAE matrix for the CR-ILP, CIA, CIA-VC and BN
problems is possible in

O pNM t2θ � 1uq .

Proof. By construction of the SLAE matrix, we have that the row index R coincides with
the number of inspected grid and necessary controls vertices, while the column index
C matches the number of visited edges. Thus, by construction of the control sets, see
Def. 3.3, and the control graph, see Def. 3.4, it holds that for any AR,C with AR,C � 1
that R is at most as high as C. Therefore, the resulting SLAE matrix is upper trapezoidal.
Construction of the graph in line 1 takes at most O pNM t2θ � 1uq, see (3.37) in the proof
of Theorem 3.14. We can now utilize the sizes of the graph from the previous chapter for
the runtime estimate. By Proposition 3.12 and especially the proof for the cardinality
of |E| it holds that N pvq ¤ M t2θ � 1u for all v P V pT q. This bounds the number of
executions in the inner loop, line 8, by M t2θ � 1u times per outer loop iteration. As
the outer loop is repeated for all N vertices v P V pT q, and all other operations can be
performed in constant time, we get the proposed runtime estimate.
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Algorithm 4.1 Reordering algorithm for CIA-SLAE instances
Input:

α: Relaxed control computed on an equidistant grid with grid length ∆̄,
θ ¡ 0: deviation parameter.

Output:
Apα, θq: Upper trapezoidal CIA-XSAT matrix corresponding to α and θ.

1: Construct GM pα, θq
2: ℓ Ð 1
3: C Ð 1
4: Queue K Ð t0u|Sp|.
5: for t � N, N � 1, . . . , 1 do
6: R Ð ℓ
7: ℓ Ð ℓ� 1
8: for each vertex w P N pvtq do
9: if w P Sp then

10: if Kpwq � 0 then
11: Kpwq Ð ℓ
12: ℓ Ð 1
13: AKpwq,C Ð 1
14: AR,C � 1
15: C Ð C � 1
16: return A

Remark 4.13. For the sake of brevity and clarity, we used the graph notation from
chapter 3 in Algorithm 4.1 as well as the proof of the corresponding proposition. We
note, however, that obtaining the corresponding values directly is possible without much
implementational effort and that Algorithm 4.1 can also be directly applied to α and θ
in practice.

Example 4.14. The SLAE matrix from the XSAT formula of Example 4.7 with book-
keeping vectors produced by Algorithm 4.1:

z4,1,3 z4,1,2 z3,3,1 z3,1,1 z3,1,2 z3,2,1 z2,1,1 z2,2,1 z2,3,1 z1,1,1 z1,2,1

T4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
T3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
N2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
N1 1 0 1 0 0 1
T2 1 1 1 0 0
T1 1 1

The reordered matrix is upper trapezoidal, and evidently, a back substitution is sufficient
to determine a solution.
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Utilization of the reordering algorithm together with a back substitution and Corol-
lary 4.10 enables us to solve the CR-ILP, CIA, and BN rounding problems with or without
VC constraints.

Proposition 4.15. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
Then the CR-ILP problem with or without VC can be solved within

O pN max tN, M t2θ � 1uuq . (4.4)

Proof. We assume w.l.o.g. that a binary control ω can be determined. Otherwise, an
infeasibility certificate is generated in the same time as the back substitution will return
without having satisfied all rows with exactly one literal. Verifying that all rows are
satisfied can be done in OpNq. Correctness of ω then follows directly from Corollary 4.10,
and it remains to determine the runtime.
We apply Algorithm 4.1 and obtain SLAE matrix Apα, θq in upper trapezoidal form as
well as bookkeeping vectors bT and bS in O pNM t2θ � 1uq. We now observe that any row
in Apα, θq has at most

maxtdpvq|v P V pGM pα, θqqu � maxpN, M t2θ � 1uq (4.5)

many non-zero entries. Assuming a proper implementation for the sparse SLAE matrix,
we have that the back substitution visits every row and looks at most maxpN, M t2θ� 1uq
many entries per row. Application of the estimate |SP | ¤ N from Lemma 3.12, together
with |V pT q| � N yields, the upper bound of 2N on the number of rows. Keeping track
of the used controls and grid points using the bookkeeping vectors adds Op1q inside the
back substitution, resulting in the proclaimed worst-case runtime.

Solutions for the optimization problems CIA, CIA-VC, BN, BN-VC can now be obtained sim-
ilarly to the procedure presented in Chapter 3, specifically by application of Algorithm 3.2.
One repeatedly solves the feasibility problem CR-ILP while doing a binary search again
in an outer loop. Unfortunately, we cannot use an augmenting path substructure for
SLAE and therefore obtain a worse runtime estimate compared to Corollary 3.21.

Corollary 4.16. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and θ P R�. A
feasible control for the CIA and BN problems with or without VC can be calculated within

O pN max tN, M t2θ � 1uu log pN �M tθuqq . (4.6)

Remark 4.17. In practice, it often holds that M t2θ � 1u ! N , and thus the runtime
of SLAE is much worse than the runtime for the matching algorithms on the bipartite
control graphs. However, adding additional constraints to the problem is difficult in the
matching context, while in the SLAE approach one just has to keep in mind that the
constraint has to be reformulated into an XSAT formula.
Remark 4.18. For the control XSAT a literal occurs once in a T or RT -clause and once
in an Sp or RS-clause. Thus, the result stated in Proposition 4.15 coincides with the
observation that any XSAT with variables occurring at most twice is solvable in polynomial
time, see [MSV81a; MSV81b].
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4.2.2 The non-upper trapezoidal case
We also state the procedure necessary for rounding problems, whose constraints cannot be
encoded in a way such that Algorithm 4.1 can be applied successfully. That is, the SLAE
belonging to the rounding problem cannot be transformed into an upper trapezoidal form.
This is the case for, e.g., rounding problems with dwell-time constraints, see Ex. 2.30.
Under these circumstances, a method solving the full underdetermined sparse system has
to be employed. In this case, we are, to the best of the author’s knowledge, left with two
families of algorithms capable of solving SLAE in finite fields. On the one hand, we have
the Wiedemann-based iterative algorithms [Wie86; KD91; MSP13], and on the other
hand the family of Gaussian elimination algorithms [FL10; BD16].
The Wiedemann algorithm is probabilistic and has, for the investigated case of an
underdetermined system, an unfavorable performance as it finds solutions only with a
probability of 1

2 in O
�
C2 log pCq�, where C denotes the number of colums. Therefore, we

focus our theoretical investigation on the use of variants of the Gaussian elimination, e.g.,
structured Gaussian elimination [LO91], to solve SLAE.
However, not only do we need to solve the SLAE, but we also have to find a solution such
that every row of the control matrix is satisfied by exactly one variable. This, in turn,
will guarantee that every clause is satisfied by exactly one literal. Thus, after performing
the Gaussian elimination and a rearrangement of the column vectors, we are left with an
upper trapezoidal matrix of the following form:

RHS

1 0 0 � � � 0 x1,1 x1,2 � � � x1,C x
pRHSq
1

0 1 0 � � � 0 x2,1 x2,2 � � � x2,C x
pRHSq
2

0 0 1 � � � 0 x3,1 x2,3 � � � x3,C x
pRHSq
3

...
...

... . . . ...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 � � � 1 xR,1 xR,2 � � � xR,C x
pRHSq
R

(4.7)

with xk,j , x
pRHSq
k P t0, 1u for k P rRs, j P rCs.

System (4.7) can be solved by enumerating all possible remaining combinations and
then evaluating them for feasibility. Counting the rows, we then have that there are at
most C �R� 1 many combinations in the worst-case. Note that because of the (Slack),
(SOS1), and dwell-time constraints, see (2.19) and (2.21), many combinations can already
be ruled out due to infeasibility when constructing the combinations. This yields the
following worst-case result.

Proposition 4.19. Let α be a relaxed control and θ P R�. Then a feasible solution of
the control XSAT problem can be determined by using an adapted Gaussian elimination in

O
�

R2maxt1, C�R�1u
	

,

where R is the number of rows and C denotes the number of columns.

Note that the polynomial factor CR mintC, Ru of the Gaussian elimination is dominated
in the worst-case by the factor 2C�R�1.
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Alternatively, one can solve the XSAT directly by employing an XSAT algorithm, e.g.,
the branch-and-reduce algorithm developed by Byskov, Madsen and Skjernaa [BMS05].

Theorem 4.20 ([BMS05, Thm 7.1]). Any XSAT problem can be solved in

O
�
20.2325n

�
,

where n is the number of variables.

The application on the SLAE obtained from Φpα, θq then yields the following result.

Proposition 4.21. Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
The CR-ILP problem with or without VC can be solved by applying Gaussian elimination
on the SLAE matrix Apα, θq corresponding to Φpα, θq in

O
�

mint20.465pN�tMθuqpMt2θ�1uq, pN � tMθuq2maxt2, C�R�2uu
	

, (4.8)

where C denotes the number of columns and R denotes the number of rows with

2N ¤ R ¤ 2pN � tMθuq,

and
C ¤ 2pN � tMθuq pM t2θ � 1uq .

Proof. Correctness of the result follows by Proposition 4.8 as the applied algorithms
solve the control SLAE correctly if a solution exists. It remains to estimate the number of
columns and rows. Lemma 3.12 allows to obtain estimations for R and C as the number
of rows corresponds to the number of grid vertices |V pT q| and necessary control vertices
|V pSpq| with an additional factor for the remaining grid and time clauses |V pSzSpq| and
|V pRT q|, cf. Def. 4.4 and 4.5, while the number of columns corresponds to the number of
edges |E|, see Lem 3.12, also with a small additional factor originating from the additional
grid and control clauses. As the number of additional RT clauses is given by |S| �N
and the cardinality of T clauses is given by N , we have |S| many time and RT clauses.
The count of control sets stems directly from inequalities (3.23)–(3.25). Therefore,

2N ¤ R ¤ N � |V pSq| �N � |V pSq|
(3.25)
¤ 2pN � tMθuq. (4.9)

Using the same logic for the estimation of |EV C | as in the proof of Lemma 3.12, we arrive
at an upper bound for the number of columns:

C
(3.30)
¤ |S|M t2θ � 1u

(3.25)
¤ 2pN � tMθuq pM t2θ � 1uq . (4.10)

As the number of variables is equal to the number of columns, the first worst-case runtime
estimate follows. The second estimate now follows immediately from Proposition 4.19.
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Corollary 4.22. Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
The problems CIA, CIA-VC, BN and BN-VC can be solved by applying Gaussian elimination
on the SLAE matrix Apα, θq corresponding to Φpα, θq in

O
�

logpN �M tθuq
�

mint20.465pN�tMθuqpMt2θ�1uq, pN � tMθuq2maxt2, C�R�2uu
		

, (4.11)

where C denotes the number of columns and R denotes the number of rows with

2N ¤ R ¤ 2pN � tMθuq,
and

C ¤ 2pN � tMθuq pM t2θ � 1uq .

4.3 Extending the system with dwell-time restrictions
We are now prepared to add dwell-time constraints, see Def. 2.27, to the considered
rounding problem and consider XSAT formulations for the CIA-DWELL class of problems.
We begin by looking at rounding problems with dwell-up time constraints, extend the
corresponding XSAT formulation and show the existence of solutions. Afterwards, we
extend our investigation to rounding problems with dwell-down and also more general
dwell-time constraints.

4.3.1 Extension to dwell-up time constraints
As discussed in Chapter 2, the addition of dwell-time constraints, or more generally
time-coupled constraints, significantly increases the difficulty of the rounding problem,
and if not handled properly, can quickly lead to problem formulations that are difficult
to solve, see also Remark 3.27 at the end of Chapter 3. Time-coupled constraints in
particular force choices in subsequent grid points, and depending on the control activated
at the current grid point, the forced choices at future grid points are different. This fact
can again be encoded in propositional logic and thus added to the control XSAT.
In the case of dwell-up constraints, an activation at a particular grid point forces the
activated control to stay active for an externally defined amount of time. In terms of
literals, this means that activating literal zt,i,p of control i P rM s with dwell-up time DU,i

prohibits the activation of any other control for the remaining dwell-up time DU,i after
grid point t. A naive approach in terms of clauses and literals would be to prohibit the
activation of other controls for a certain amount of time, leading to the translation into
boolean formulas stated in Definition 4.23.

Definition 4.23 (Incomplete dwell-up clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let Si,p P S be a control set for i P rM s, p ¤ qpiq. Let
DU,i be the dwell-up time of control i. The incomplete dwell-up clauses for the p-th
activation of i P rM s at grid point t are then defined by

ZI
DU,i

pt, i, pq :�
minpt�DU,i,Nq©

k�t�1

��zt,i,p _
ª

Sj,qPS

�� ª
kPSj,q

zk,j,q

��. (DI
U -clause)

Additionally, the incomplete dwell-up clauses are satisfied if and only if exactly one of
the contained literals per clause is true.
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Adding incomplete dwell-up clauses of the type defined in Definition 4.23 above to the
control XSAT leads either to unsatisfiable formulas or formulas whose set of solutions
does not include the optimal solution of the control rounding problem. The formula
becomes infeasible as setting zt,i,p to true for DU,i ¡ 1 inhibits the satisfaction of
the T -clause ZT pt � 1q because all literals occurring in ZT pt � 1q are also present in
the second part of the incomplete dwell-up clause. This issue could be mended by
removing the literals corresponding to the p-th activation of control i at grid point t,
i.e., zt,i,p, . . . , zt�DU,i,i,p�DU,i

. However, the necessary activation of zt�1,i,p�1 would then
lead to a similar problem at each grid point so that switching out of control i becomes
infeasible. Another possible remedy would be to modify the T -clauses, i.e., by adding
the zt,i,p literal to the T -clauses of grid points t� 1, . . . , minpt�DU,i, Nq. Pursuing this
modification leads to feasible solutions in terms of control deviation. However, one cannot
guarantee that solving the CIA-DWELL problem optimally is possible as the optimal
solution could consist of switching out of a control after 1.5 times the dwell-time, which
is not possible within this modification. Thus, solving CIA-DWELL optimally with the
presented approach necessitates additional clauses and literals. We begin with the zero
literals, which will give us more flexibility.

Definition 4.24 (Zero literals). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control
and let θ P R�. Let Φpα, θq be the control XSAT from Definition 4.6. Let Si,p P S be a
control set for i P rM s, p ¤ qpiq, and let zt,i,p be the literal corresponding to t P Si,p, t ¡ 1.
The zero literal z0

t,i,p of zt,i,p is a literal which is added via an _-operator to all T and Sp

clauses in which the corresponding control literals zt,i,p is also present.
Clauses introduced in previous sections with added zero literals are denoted by Z0

T , Z0
Sp

,
Z0

T,R, and Z0
S,R.

Zero literals copy the control literals in the T - and S-clauses. However, for our purposes,
we only want a zero literal z0

t�1,i,p�1 to be true if one of the corresponding previous
literals, zt,i,p or z0

t,i,p, was true. Encoding this condition necessitates an additional literal
as well as the corresponding clause, which, due to their purpose, we call barring literals
and barring clauses, as activation of the barring literal should prevent activating the
corresponding zero literal.

Definition 4.25 (Barring literals and clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let Φpα, θq be the control XSAT from Definition 4.6. Let
zt�1,i,p�1 and zt,i,p be literals in Φpα, θq and let z0

t�1,i,p�1 and z0
t,i,p be the corresponding

zero literals. The literal bt,i,p is called the barring literal for z0
t,i,p. We call the clause

ZBpt, i, pq :� zt�1,i,p�1 _ z0
t�1,i,p�1 _ bt,i,p (4.12)

the barring clause (B-clause) of z0
t,i,p. We note again that we call a barring clause satisfied

if and only if exactly one of the contained literals is set to true.

Note that the barring clause for z0
t,i,p consists only of the literals zt�1,i,p�1, z0

t�1,i,p�1 and
bt,i,p, thus activating neither zt�1,i,p�1 nor z0

t�1,i,p�1 forces the activation of the barring
literal to satisfy the barring clause. To achieve the abovementioned purpose, that is, a
barring literal should prevent the activation of the corresponding zero literal, we need
another set of clauses. At the same time, we want to ensure that activation of the zero
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literal is not mandatory. This additional demand stems from the need to choose between
staying in a control after the dwell-time is already satisfied. Together, the purpose and
the demand necessitate the introduction of the elect literal and clauses.

Definition 4.26 (Elect literals and clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let Φpα, θq be the control XSAT from Definition 4.6.
Let zt,i,p be a literal in Φpα, θq. Let z0

t,i,p be the corresponding zero literal and bt,i,p the
corresponding barring literal. Then the literal et,i,p is called the elect literal and the
clause

ZEpt, i, pq :� z0
t,i,p _ bt,i,p _ et,i,p (4.13)

is the elect clause (E-clause) of z0
t,i,p.

An elect clause is called satisfied if and only if exactly one of the contained literals is
true.

Elect literals and clauses now enable us to choose whether we want to activate the
zero literal z0

t,i,p when the barring literal bt,i,p was not active, but they do not force the
activation as we could activate the elect literal et,i,p instead. Before we proceed with the
dwell-constrained system, we first secure that the addition of zero, barring, and elect
literals as well as their corresponding clauses does not inhibit our ability to solve the
CR-ILP problem.

Lemma 4.27. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed solution and let θ P R�. Let
ΦEpα, θq be the control XSAT from Definition 4.6 extended by the literals and clauses
from Definitions 4.24–4.26. Then for any satisfying assignment pz, b, eq of ΦEpα, θq, it
holds for all t P rN s, t ¡ 1, i P rM s, p ¤ qpiq that:

1. Any zero literal z0
t�1,i,p�1 can only be assigned as true if either zt�1,i,p�1 or z0

t�1,i,p�1
were assigned true.

2. The zero literal z0
t,i,p does not need to be set to true if either zt�1,i,p�1 or z0

t�1,i,p�1
were true.

3. If zt�1,i,p�1 and zt,i,p were set to true, then the assignment ẑ, b, ê with ẑ � z and
ê � e except for t, where zt,i,p and et,i,p are set to false and z0

t,i,p is assigned to true
still satisfies ΦEpα, θq.

The first and second cases establish that the presented construction indeed possesses
the necessary flexibility as a zero literal z0

t,i,p must not be set to true if neither zt�1,i,p�1
nor z0

t�1,i,p�1 were true, but does not need to be true in that case. The third case then
shows the equivalence of the extended control XSAT formula ΦE and the control XSAT
formula Φ with respect to the solution of the rounding problem CR-ILP. Naturally, this
equivalence extends to the CIA, CIA-VC, BN, and BN-VC problems.

Proof. We let pz, b, eq be a satisfying assignment of ΦEpα, θq and begin with the first
case. Assume first that true is assigned to z0

t,i,p, while false is assigned to zt�1,i,p�1
and z0

t�1,i,p�1. As zt�1,i,p�1, z0
t�1,i,p�1 � false and pz, b, eq was a satisfying assignment of

ΦEpα, θq it follows that bt,i,p is set to true as the barring clause ZBpt, i, pq is satisfied.
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However assigning true to z0
t,i,p and bt,i,p does not satisfy the elect clause ZEpt, i, pq as

ZEpt, i, pq was an XSAT-clause.
For the second case we let zt�1,i,p�1 or z0

t�1,i,p�1 be assigned to true. Obviously it holds
that the elect clause ZEpt, i, pq can be satisfied by either z0

t,i,p or et,i,p as bt,i,p is fixed to
false by the assignment of either zt�1,i,p�1 or z0

t�1,i,p�1 to true. Setting z0
t,i,p to false is

therefore possible without any violation.
For the last case, we let pz, b, eq be a satisfying assignment for ΦEpα, θq such that there
exists a t P rN s, t ¡ 1, i P rM s, p ¤ qpiq with zt�1,i,p�1, zt,i,p � true. As the T -clause
Z0ptq is satisfied and zt,i,p � true we have z0

t,i,p � false. Therefore et,i,p � true holds as
the elect clause ZEpt, i, pq has to be satisfied. We set ẑ � z and ê � e, reassigning the
values of ẑ0

t,i,p � true and zt,i,p � et,i,p � false now naturally satisfies the corresponding
grid and elect clauses as well as possible RT , RS or Sp clauses by Definition 4.24. As none
of the other assignments were changed it yields that ẑ, b, ê is also a satisfying assignment
for ΦEpα, θq.

Lemma 4.27 guides the way to formulating XSAT formulas incorporating dwell constraints.
Any zero literal can only be activated under the condition that the corresponding control
literal was activated during the previous grid clause, and the zero literals can be used to
satisfy the T and Sp clauses, while a dwell time is active. The third part also provides
a simple way to transform a satisfying assignment of ΦE into a binary control as we
can perform the same operations as in the control XSAT case, see Prop. 4.8. Having
established the equivalence for the zero literals, we can now complete the definition for
dwell-up clauses.

Definition 4.28 (Dwell-up clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed
control and let θ P R�. Let Si,p P S be a control set for i P rM s, p ¤ qpiq. Let DU,i be
the dwell-up time of control i. The dwell-up clauses for the p-th activation of i P rM s at
grid point t are then defined by

ZDU,i
pt, i, pq :�

minpt�DU,i,Nq©
k�t�1

��zt,i,p _
ª

Sj,qPS

�� ª
kPSj,q

zk,j,q

�_
�� ª

kPSj,qztSi,p�k�tu

z0
k,j,q

��.

(DU -clause)
We call the dwell-up clauses satisfied if and only if exactly one of the contained literals
per clause is true.

The added zero literals now allow us to model the dwell-up constraint with sufficient
precision. Setting zt,i,p to true still prohibits the activation of control choices that do not
match the activation of zt,i,p, e.g., zt�1,j,q for j P rM sztiu, zt�1,i,p�1 or zt�1,i,p�2 but the
literals z0

t�1,i,p�1, . . . , z0
t�DU,i,i,p�DU,i

can still be activated, conforming to the dwell-up
time of zt,i,p.
Remark 4.29. We observe that Definition 4.28 adds at most N2M t2θ � 1u additional
clauses to a XSAT formula as any dwell-up time DU,i has a natural limit of the number of
grid points N for any instance, and at most NM t2θ � 1u many different control literals
existed before. Thus, the addition of dwell-up times does not lead to exponentially many
additional clauses.
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Combining Definitions 4.24–4.26 together with the completed definition for dwell-up
clauses and the previously established definition of the control XSAT, see Def. 4.6, allows
us to formalize the control XSAT for dwell-up constrained rounding problems as well as
the corresponding SLAE.

Definition 4.30 (Dwell-up control XSAT). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed
control and let θ P R�. Let Du P RM be the dwell-up time vector for all controls. Let

Z0
T :�

©
tPrNs

Z0
T ptq, Z0

Sp
:�

©
Si,pPSp

Z0
Sp
pSi,pq,

Z0
T,R:�

©
tPrN�rts,t¡N

Z0
T,Rptq, Z0

S :�
©

Si,qPSzSp

Z0
S,RpSi,qq,

ZDU
:�

©
Si,pPS

�� ©
tPSi,p

ZDU
pt, i, pq

�,

ZB :�
©

Si,pPS

�� ©
tPSi,p

ZBpt, i, pq
�,

ZE :�
©

Si,pPS

�� ©
tPSi,p

ZEpt, i, pq
�.

be the conjunction of T, S, RT , RS , DU , barring and elect clauses. The conjunction of
these clauses

ΦDU
pα, θq :� Z0

T ^ Z0
Sp
^ ZT,R ^ Z0

S ^ ZDU
^ ZB ^ ZE (4.14)

constitutes the dwell-up control XSAT formula.
We call a dwell-up control XSAT formula ΦDU

pα, θq satisfied if and only if exactly one
literal per clause is true.

Having reformulated the rounding problem under dwell-up constraints into a control
XSAT, we can now show that a satisfying assignment for the dwell-up control XSAT
translates into a feasible control for the dwell-up constrained rounding problem.

Proposition 4.31. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R� and
let DU P RM be the dwell-up time vector for all controls. Then, there exists a binary
control ω P t0, 1uN�M with d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ adhering to the dwell-up constraints of DU , if
and only if the dwell-up control XSAT formula ΦDU

pα, θq is satisfiable.

The proof follows the same outline as the proof of Proposition 4.8, with adaptations
made for the zero, elect and barring literals.

Proof. Let ω P t0, 1uN�M be a binary control with d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ satisfying the dwell-up
constraints given by DU . Let ΦDU

pα, θq be the dwell-up control XSAT formula from
Definition 4.30. We traverse the matrix a first time and set zt,i,p, z0

t,i,p, et,i,p to false and
bt,i,p to true, if

°t
k�1 ωk,i � p. We traverse the matrix ω P t0, 1uN�M again and realize

the assignment for the remaining literals by distinguishing the following four cases during
the traverse:
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Case A: ωt,i � 0, ωt�1,i � 0. We set zt,i,p � z0
t,i,p � et,i,p � false and, if it is not already

assigned, bt,i,p � true and bt�1,i,p�1 � true.

Case B: ωt,i � 1, ωt�1,i � 0. Assign true to zt,i,p and false to z0
t,i,p and bt�1,i,p�1. Addition-

ally we set et,i,p to false as bt,i,p was true.

Case C: ωt,i � 1, ωt�1,i � 1. We assign zt,i,p � bt�1,i,p�1 � et,i,p � false and z0
t,i,p to true.

Case D: ωt,i � 0, ωt�1,i � 1. In this case we set zt,i,p � z0
t,i,p to false, while bt�1,i,p�1 and

et,i,p are assigned to true.

We first note that the unassigned RT and RS literals can be handled analogously as in the
proof of Proposition 4.8 as the dwell constraints only go up to t � N , Definition 4.28, and
that by by Definitions 4.24–4.26 no barring or elect clauses exist for t ¡ N . Therefore,
it remains to show that the assignments made in cases A– D satisfy all clauses of the
remaining five types.

We observe that through the assignments made in cases B and C it holds for any
i P rM s, t P rN s that, if ωt,i � 1 and

°t
k�1 ωt,i � p, then either zt,i,p � true or z0

t,i,p � true.
Thus, all Sp-clauses are satisfied by the choices as |°t

k�1 α�ωt,i| ¤ θ holds for all t P rN s
and ω was a binary control. Additionally, all T -clauses are satisfied because of the (SOS1)
constraint as for any t P rN s there exists exactly one i P rM s such that ωt,i � 1. Using
the same observation, it follows that the dwell-clauses are satisfied as the combination of
zt,i,p � true and z0

t,i,p � true is always set to true for an sufficient amount of grid points
for all possible dwell-up times DU,i. It remains to verify correctness of the assignment
for the barring and elect clauses. We first note that the assignments made during the
first traverse satisfy the corresponding barring and elect clauses as only bt,i,p is set to
true and thus all barring and elect clauses, ZBpt, i, pq and ZEpt, i, pq with

°t�1
k�1 ωk,i � p

are satisfied. For the remaining clauses it holds that
°t�1

k�1 ωk,i � p and going through
the remaining barring clauses it follows that exactly one of the literals bt�1,i,p�1, zt,i,p

and z0
t,i,p if p ¡ 1, is set to true for all occurring combinations of t P rN s, i P rM s and

p ¤ pθ�i .

For the elect clauses we pick an arbitrary literal et,i,p with
°t

k�1 ωk,i � p. In case A the
elect clause is satisfied by bt,i,p. Now let ωt�1,i � 0 and ωt,i � 1 which relates to case B.
Considering ωt,i � 1, we have that z0

t,i,p � true and et,i,p � bt,i,p � false, where bt,i,p was
assigned false in case B or case C. It follows that ZEpt, i, pq is satisfied by z0

t,i,p. Now
let ωt�1,i � ωt,i � 1, thus z0

t,i,p was set to true in case C. The barring literal bt,i,p � false
was assigned in case B or case C, while the elect literal et,i,p was set to false. Thus,
the elect clause ZEpt, i, pq is satisfied. For the last case, case D, bt,i,p was assigned false
in either case B or case C and z0

t,i,p is set to true, while et,i,p � 1. Thus, ZEpt, i, pq is
also satisfied. In total all seven types of clauses are satisfied and therefore the dwell-up
control XSAT formula ΦDU

pα, θq is satisfiable.

For the reverse direction, we consider ΦDU
pα, θq with satisfying assignment pz, b, eq and

construct ω by traversing the T -clauses of ΦDU
pα, θq. We then proceed analogously to

the proof of Proposition 4.8 and set ωk,i � 1 if the k-th T -clause was satisfied by either
a literal of type zk,i,� or z0

k,i,�. By the proof of Proposition 4.8 it holds that the (Slack)
and (SOS1) constraints are satisfied and it remains to show that the dwell-up times for
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all controls are upheld as well. We proceed by a contradiction and assume that there
exists a control i P rM s with dwell-up time DU,i and a grid point t P rN s with ωt,i � 1
and zt,i,p � true, such that the dwell-up time DU,i for the constructed ω is not upheld,
thus

t�DU,i¸
k�t

ωk,i   DU,i.

As all T -clauses were satisfied, there exists a j P rM s, j � i and an ℓ P rt, t�DU,is such
that zℓ,j,q or z0

ℓ,j,q is true for q ¤ qpjq. We distinguish the two cases.

Case A: Assume there exists zℓ,j,q � true for ℓ P rt, t� DU,is and q ¤ qpjq. As zt,i,p � true
and ΦDU

pα, θq was satisfied by pz, b, eq it follows that the DU -clause ZDU
pt, i, pq

from Definition 4.28 was satisfied, contradicting the assumption that zℓ,j,q � true
for ℓ P rt� 1, t�DU,is. For ℓ � t it follows that the T -clause ZT ptq could not have
been satisfied by z as only zt,i,p � true is permitted, contradicting that pz, b, eq
satisfies ΦDU

pα, θq.

Case B: Assume z0
ℓ,j,q � true for ℓ P rt, t�DU,is and q ¤ qpjq. As pz, b, eq satisfies ΦDU

pα, θq
it holds that either zℓ�1,i,q�1 or z0

ℓ�1,i,q�1 is assigned to true. By Definition of
the zero, barring and elect literals, cf. Def. 4.24–4.26, there exists a first grid
point ℓ � r, r P N, in this chain of activations with zℓ�r,i,q�r � true as otherwise
z0

ℓ,j,q � true would not lead to a satisfying assignment for the barring and elect
clauses in ΦDU

pα, θq. If t ¤ ℓ� r ¤ t�DU,i then we have case A again leading to
a contradiction. We consider ℓ� r   t here and there exists a z0

t,j,� assigned to true,
leading to the contradiction for the T -clause ZT ptq as zt,i,p � true has to hold and
the zero-literals are part of their respective T -clauses.

Thus, the dwell-up times are satisfied by the constructed binary control ω as well, and
ω P t0, 1uN�M constitutes a feasible binary control with d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ adhering to the
dwell-up constraints of DU .

A satisfying assignment for ΦDU
pα, θq can again be determined by first transferring the

XSAT into a SLAE matrix ADU
pα, θq, where the dwell-up, barring, and elect clauses are

stated as equations, and the zero, barring, and elect literals are translated into variables
corresponding to columns, see Ex. 4.32.

As tracking the assignments and using the transformation does not guarantee an upper
trapezoidal form anymore, back-substitution is insufficient in this setting. Therefore,
the approaches discussed in Subsection 4.2.2 have to be applied. The runtime can then
be estimated utilizing the size estimations from the previous section and the previous
chapter.
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Example 4.32. Consider the ΦDU
pα, θq for the instance of Example 2.30 with DU �

p2, 1, 1q. Using bookkeeping vectors and an adapted version of Algorithm 4.1 results in
the following SLAE left-hand side (4.15), which is not upper trapezoidal anymore.

z4,3,1 z4,1,3 z4,1,2 z0
4,1,2 z0

4,1,3 e4,1,2 b4,1,2 e4,1,3 b4,1,3 z3,1,1 . . . z0
3,1,1 . . .

T4 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 . . .

D1,3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . . . 0 . . .

N3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 . . .

E1,2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 . . . 0 . . .

E1,3 1 0 0 1 1 0 . . . 0 . . .

B1,2 1 0 0 1 . . . 1 . . .

B1,3 1 0 . . . 0 . . .
... . . . ...

...
... . . .

(4.15)

Theorem 4.33. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let θ P R�, let M, θ ¤ N , let α be a relaxed
control and let DU P RM be the dwell-up time vector for all controls. Then the CIA-DWELL
problem with dwell-up times can be solved in the runtime of

O
�

logpN �M tθuq
�

mint20.465C , pNM t2θ � 1uqDU 2maxt2, C�R�2uu
		

, (4.16)

where DU :� mintN, maxiPrMs DU,iu, R denotes the number of rows and C denotes the
number of columns with

2N � 2pN � 1q � pN � 1qM t2θ � 1uDU ¤ R
¤ 2pN �M t2θ � 1uq � 2ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq �NM t2θ � 1uDU ,

and
C ¤ pN �M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq � 3 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq .

Proof. The correctness of the determined solution follows from Proposition 4.31 and the
fact that the approaches from Subsection 4.2.2 solve the SLAE correctly. It remains to
estimate the runtime.
The number of columns corresponding to the control literals from Definition 4.1, together
with the number of rows induced by the T, Sp, RT , and RS clauses, can be derived from
the proof of Proposition 4.21. As there are at most pN�M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq many control
literals, see inequality (4.10), and the first grid point does not need zero, barring, and
elect literals, we have at most three times as many literals as for the rounding problem
without dwell-up constraints. Thus the number of columns can be estimated by

C ¤ pN �M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq � 3 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq M,θ¤NP O pNM t2θ � 1uq . (4.17)

For the number of rows, we have from the proof of Proposition 4.21 that the T, Sp, RT , and
RS clauses induce at most 2pN �M tθuq many rows, see inequality (4.9). Definitions 4.25
and 4.26 each add a barring and an elect clause for every zero literal, resulting in at
most 2pN � 1qM t2θ � 1u many additional rows. Now for any control literal zt,i,p with
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dwell-up time DU,i, exactly DU,i many clauses are created, see Def. 4.28. Defining
DU :� maxiPrMs DU,i and using that dwell-up clauses are only present for t P rN s, we can
estimate the number of rows added by dwell-up clauses as

¸
Si,pPS

¸
tPSi,p

DU piq¸
k�t�1

1 ¤ NM t2θ � 1uDU .

Without loss of generality, we can assume that DU ¤ N , as otherwise DU can simply be
replaced by N without any implications on the correctness of the solution.
Putting all estimates for the rows together yields

2N � 2pN � 1q � pN � 1qM t2θ � 1uDU ¤ R, (4.18)

and

R ¤ 2pN�M t2θ�1uq�2ppN�1qM t2θ�1uq�NM t2θ�1uDU P OpNM t2θ�1uDU q. (4.19)

The binary search can again be executed over the former vertices of GM pα, θq and thus
adds an additional OplogpN �M tθuqq factor, resulting in the claimed runtime.

We note that the Assumption M, θ ¤ N in Theorem 4.33 is made solely for notational
convenience and that the approach can also be applied in other cases.
Remark 4.34. The runtime estimation made in Theorem 4.33 is guaranteed to be an
overestimation as the SLAE with added dwell-up constraints and ordered in reverse
order of the grid points, Example 4.32, is almost upper-trapezoidal. Thus an appro-
priate implementation will generally have a better runtime than the one provided in
Theorem 4.33.

4.3.2 Dwell-down time constraints

We have shown in Theorem 4.33 that CIA-DWELL with dwell-up constraints can be
solved up to optimality by the SLAE approach In this subsection, we first modify the
presented procedure by replacing the dwell-up clauses with dwell-down clauses. Using
the auxiliary zero, barring, and elect literals, we formulate the XSAT clauses encoding
the dwell-down constraint. We extend the results presented in the previous subsection
by showing that the CIA-DWELL problem with dwell-down constraints is also solvable
with this approach.The solvability then naturally extends to CIA-DWELL with both dwell
constraints.
Contrary to dwell-up constraints, the dwell-down constraints only activate when a control
with dwell-down time is deactivated. While a formulation similar to the dwell-up clauses,
Definition 4.28, is possible as well, we present a slightly different clause construction in
this subsection leading to an improved runtime estimate.

Definition 4.35 (Dwell-down clauses). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed
control and let θ P R�. Let Si,p P S be a control set for i P rM s, p ¤ qpiq. Let DD,i be the
dwell-down time of control i. Let zt,i,p be a control literal, z0

t,i,p the corresponding zero
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literal and bt,i,p the barring literal. Then, the dwell-down clauses for the deactivation of
i P rM s at grid point t, when i was activated p times are then defined by

ZDD
pt, i, pq :� ZDD,B

pt, i, pq ^ ZDD,S
pt, i, pq, (DD-clause)

where

ZDD,B
pt, i, pq :� bt,i,p _ z0

t,i,p _ st,i,p, (DD,B-clause)

and

ZDD,S
pt, i, pq :� st,i,p _

�� ª
kPrt,t�DD,is

zk,i,p�k�t

�_ eD
t,i,p. (DD,S-clause)

The introduced st,i,p literal is called the stopping literal as a chain of activations stopped
at this grid point. The literal eD

t,i,p is another elect type literal as it has no immediate
effect on any other clause.

We define the DD,B- and DD,S-clauses as satisfied if and only if exactly one contained
literal is true.

The construction of the DD,S-clauses with k P rt, t � DD,is uses the observation that
switching out of a control i P rM s with dwell-down time DD,i ¡ 0 at grid point t P rN s
implies that the control cannot be switched into for the next DD,i grid points.

The DD,B-clause signifies that control i was switched off, meaning zt,i,p and z0
t,i,p are

false, at grid point t, while either zt�1,i,p�1 or z0
t�1,i,p�1 were true. As the control was

previously active, we have bt,i,p is false. Thus, the stopping literal st,i,p has to be assigned
to true to satisfy the DD,B-clause. Finally, we note that by construction of the barring
clause, see Def. 4.25, the zero literals corresponding to the control literals in (DD,S-clause)
cannot be activated, ensuring the satisfaction of the dwell-down constraints.

In contrast to dwell-up clauses, Remark 4.29, the number of dwell-down clauses is directly
limited by the number of control literals and independent of the size of the maximum
dwell-down value as there are at most control literal many additional clauses and two
additional literals per clause.

Remark 4.36. Even though the presented formulation for dwell-down clauses, see Def. 4.35,
already uses zero, elect, and barring literals, we explicitly note that not adding these
literals would again lead to an SLAE whose solution space would not necessarily contain an
optimal solution for the corresponding CIA-DWELL problem with dwell-down constraints.

Substituting the literals and clauses from Definition 4.35 for the clauses from Defini-
tion 4.28, we obtain the dwell-down control XSAT formula.

Definition 4.37 (Dwell-down control XSAT). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let DD P RM be the dwell-down time vector for all
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controls. Let
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T ptq, Z0

Sp
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©
Si,pPSp

Z0
Sp
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©
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be the conjunction of T, S, RT , RS , DD, barring and elect clauses. The conjunction of
these clauses

ΦDD
pα, θq :� Z0

T ^ Z0
Sp
^ ZT,R ^ ZS ^ ZDD

^ ZB ^ ZE (4.20)

constitutes the dwell-down control XSAT formula.
We call a dwell-down control XSAT formula ΦDD

pα, θq satisfied if and only if exactly one
literal per clause is true.

We obtain the following two statements by adapting the results from the previous
subsection.

Proposition 4.38. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R� and
let DD P RM be the dwell-down time vector for all controls. Then, there exists a binary
control ω P t0, 1uN�M with d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ adhering to the dwell-down constraints of DD,
if and only if the dwell-down control XSAT formula ΦDD

pα, θq is satisfiable.

Proof. The construction of a satisfying assignment pz, b, eq for the T, Sp, RT , RS , barring,
and elect clauses of ΦDD

pα, θq follows analogously to the same direction from the proof
of Proposition 4.31. The remaining s and eD literals are assigned in the following way:

Rule a: Stopping literals st,i,p are assigned true, if and only if zt�1,i,p�1 or z0
t�1,i,p�1 was

assigned true, and zt,i,p and z0
t,i,p were assigned false.

Rule b: Elect literals eD
t,i,p are assigned true if and only if none of the corresponding zk,i,�

and st,i,p were assigned true.

Now let i P rM s be an arbitrary control with dwell down time DD,i ¡ ∆̄ and consider the
DD,B clause ZDD,B

pt, i, pq. Assume that ZDD,B
pt, i, pq is not satisfied by the assignments

made for pz, b, e, s, eDq. Thus, bt,i,p, z0
t,i,p and st,i,p are all false or at least two are set to

true.
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Case A: Let bt,i,p, z0
t,i,p, st,i,p � false. As bt,i,p is set to false, it follows by Definition 4.25

and the construction from the proof of Proposition 4.31 that either zt�1,i,p�1 or
z0

t�1,i,p�1 is true. As z0
t,i,p was also assigned false, we have from the assignment

rule a that st,i,p has to be true. This contradicts the assumption made for this
case.

Case B: Let bt,i,p, z0
t,i,p � true. This assignment directly contradicts the assignment made

for barring clauses in the proof of Proposition 4.31.

The remaining two possible assignments directly contradict the assignment rule a.
Therefore, all DD,B clauses are satisfied by the assignment pz, b, e, s, eDq.
Now consider the DD,S-clause ZDD,S

pt, i, pq and assume that it is unsatisfied by the
assignment pz, b, e, s, eDq. As the binary control ω fulfilled the dwell-down constraints
imposed by DD, it follows by the assignments made for the zero literals that no two
control literals z can be set to true in ZDD,S

pt, i, pq as otherwise a contradiction directly
follows. Furthermore, the elect type literal eD

t,i,p can be freely deactivated or activated as
it only occurs in its corresponding clause see assignment rule b. Only one case remains
to be investigated. Let a zt�k,i,�, k P DD,i be true and assume that st,i,p is true. By
the assignment rule a, it follows that either zt�1,i,p�1 or z0

t�1,i,p�1 are assigned to true.
Additionally, we have z0

t,i,p � false by rule a as st,i,p was true. Following the assignments
made to the zero clauses, we also have that zt,i,p is assigned to false as otherwise z0

t,i,p would
be set to true contradicting st,i,p � true. Thus, the constructed assignment pz, b, e, s, eDq
satisfies all DD,B-clauses, and we have ωt,i � 0 in this case. As zt�k,i,� � true and
zt�1,i,p�1 � true or z0

t�1,i,p�1 � true directly correspond to ωt�1,i � ωt�k,i � 1, we have
that ω does not fulfill the dwell-down constraint for DD,i, contradicting the assumption
that ω was a feasible binary control adhering to the dwell-down constraints imposed
by DD. Therefore, the assignment pz, b, e, s, eDq satisfies the dwell-down XSAT formula
ΦDD

pα, θq.
For the reverse direction, we consider a satisfying assignment pz, b, e, s, eDq of ΦDD

pα, θq.
We construct ω analogously to the proofs of Propositions 4.8 and 4.31. It therefore
remains to show that the dwell-down constraints are upheld for all controls. Proceeding by
a contradiction argument, we assume that there exists a control i P rM s with dwell-down
time DD,i and a grid point t P rN s with ωt�1,i � 1, ωt,i � 0 with zt�1,i,p � true, and
a corresponding grid point t � k, k ¤ DD,i, with ωt�k,i � 1. If there exist multiple
corresponding grid points t � k we choose the one with the smallest value for k P N.
As the assignment pz, b, e, s, eDq satisfied ΦDD

pα, θq, it holds that all DD,B and DD,S

clauses were satisfied. Because of ωt�1,i � 1, ωt,i � 0, we have that bt,i,p�1 � false and
z0

t,i,p�1 � false. Hence, the stopping literal st,i,p�1 is necessarily true as otherwise the
DD,B-clause ZDD,B

pt, i, p� 1q cannot be satisfied. Additionally, we have that the literal
z0

t�k,i,p�k�t cannot have been true as k was chosen to be the smallest value with ωt�k,i

violating the dwell-down constraint of control i at grid point t. Thus, for ωt�k,i � 1 it
must hold that zt�k,i,p�k�t was assigned true. This results in a contradiction as we have
an unsatisfied DD,S-clause ZDD,S

pt, i, pq because st,i,p was true as well.
The procedure can now be repeated for any k as the distance necessarily increases, and
therefore the constructed binary control ω satisfies the dwell-down constraints as well as
the deviation constraint d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆.
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As there are considerably fewer dwell-down clauses than dwell-up clauses, the runtime
estimation for CIA-DWELL with dwell-down constraints differs from the one made in
Theorem 4.33 as the dwell-down times are absent in the worst-case estimate.

Corollary 4.39. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let θ P R�, let M, θ ¤ N , let α be a relaxed
control and let DD P RM be the dwell-down time vector for all controls. Then the
CIA-DWELL problem with dwell-down constraints can be solved in

O
�

logpN �M tθuq
�

mint20.465C , pNM t2θ � 1uq2maxt2, C�R�2uu
		

, (4.21)

where the number of columns C is bounded by

C ¤ pN �M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq � 5 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq ,

and the number of rows R is estimated by

2N � 4 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq ¤ R ¤ 2pN �M t2θ � 1uq � 4 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq .

Proof. The correctness of the determined solution follows from the previous Proposi-
tion 4.38. Using the approaches from Subsection 4.2.2, we have to estimate the row R
and column sizes C.

Starting with the estimates from Proposition 4.21, Theorem 4.33, and adding the dwell-
down clauses, stopping, and eD literals, we arrive at

C ¤ pN �M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq � 5 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq M, θ¤NP O pNM t2θ � 1uq

for the number of columns and

2N � 4 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq ¤ R ¤ 2pN �M t2θ � 1uq�4 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq
P O pNM t2θ � 1uq

for the number of rows. Insertion into the worst-case runtime for the corresponding
approaches now yields the claimed runtime without dependency on the dwell-down
times.

The presented framework also allows to solve problems containing both dwell-up and
dwell-down time constraints. The existence of a binary control from the solution of the
corresponding SLAE follows directly from Propositions 4.31 and 4.38.
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Theorem 4.40. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R�, let
DU P RM be the dwell-up time vector and DD P RM be the dwell-down time vector for
all controls. Then the CIA-DWELL problem can be solved in

O
�

logpN �M tθuq
�

mint20.465C , pNM t2θ � 1uqDU 2maxt2, C�R�2uu
		

, (4.22)

where DU :� maxtDU,i : i P rM su is the maximum dwell-up time for all controls, the
number of columns C is bounded by

C ¤ pN �M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq � 5 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq ,

and the number of rows R is estimated by

2N � 4pN � 1q � pN � 1qM t2θ � 1uDU ¤ R
¤ 2 pN �M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq � 4 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq �NM t2θ � 1uDU .

Proof. Correctness of the solution follows from Proposition 4.31 and 4.38, while the
runtime estimate is obtained by combining the estimates for column and row sizes from
Theorem 4.33 and Corollary 4.39.

4.4 The regular grid assumption and a generalization of dwell-
time constraints

We now apply the ideas presented in this chapter to generalize the setting as well as
the approachable constraints. We will first replace the equidistant grid assumption and
show that the obtained results are still valid, even though this comes at the price of
additional runtime. We proceed by generalizing the dwell-time constraints and discuss
further possibilities for coupled constraints, which can still be handled by the SLAE
approach.

4.4.1 Replacing the equidistant grid assumption

One of the most restricting assumptions for the results described in Chapters 3 and 4 is
the equidistant grid assumption, Assumption 3.2. We therefore take a closer look at the
grid in this subsection and derive a variant of dwell-up constraints, which are induced by
the grid points instead of the controls.
To avoid any further notational burden, we first state a generalization for equidistant
grids as well as the adapted grid assumption.

Definition 4.41 (Regular rounding grid). Let trt0, t1q, . . . , rtN�2, tN�1q, rtN�1, tN su
be a rounding grid with lengths ∆k :� tk � tk�1 for k � 1, . . . , N . Let ∆min :�
min t∆k : k P rN su. Then the rounding grid is called a regular rounding grid if for all
k P rN s there exists a hk P N such that hk∆min � ∆k and hmax :� max thk : k P rN su.

Assumption 4.42 (Regular rounding grid). The rounding grid on which the relaxed
solution α was obtained is regular.
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We observe that the definitions of control sets, see Def. 3.3, as well as the following
derivations, can be adapted for regular rounding grids by replacing ∆ with ∆k in (3.2).
Switching the perspective and permitting grid points to have dwell-up times now enables
us to define grid point induced dwell-up times.

Definition 4.43 (Grid point induced dwell-up times). Let Assumption 4.42 hold. Let α
be a relaxed control and let θ P R�. A dwell-up time is called grid point induced at grid
point t, if for all controls i P rM s it holds that, if they are active at t, ωt,i � 1, then they
have to stay active for max tDU,t, DU,i �Ru, where R is the number of grid points the
control was active before grid point t.

In contrast to the usual control dwell-up constraints, these are imposed by the grid itself.
Furthering this concept, we can construct an equidistant grid from a regular grid and
guarantee that the resulting binary control derived from the solution of a constructed
SLAE with dwell-up times switches only on the grid points of the original regular grid,
thus preserving all results obtained in this chapter even on regular grids.

Proposition 4.44 (Rounding problems on regular grids). Let Assumption 4.42 hold.
Let α be a relaxed solution and let θ P R�. Then the rounding problems CR-ILP, CIA,
CIA-VC, CIA-DWELL and their bottleneck variants can be solved in

O
�

logpN �M tθuq
�

mint20.465C , phmaxNM t2θ � 1uqD2maxt2, C�R�2uu
		

, (4.23)

where hmax :� max thk : k P rN su, D :� maxthmax, maxtDU,i : i P rM suu, R denotes the
number of rows and C denotes the number of columns with

2N � 4pN � 1q � pN � 1qM t2θ � 1uD ¤ R
¤ 2pN �M t2θ � 1uq � 4ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq �NM t2θ � 1uD,

and
C ¤ pN �M tθuq pM t2θ � 1uq � 5 ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq .

Proof. We substitute the regular grid on which α was calculated with an equidistant grid
by replacing all grid points tk P rN s with htk

¡ hmin with a corresponding set of grid
points tk � t

p1q
k   . . .   t

phtk
q

k   tk�1. Thus, the total number of grid points increases by
at most the factor of hmax. All replaced grid points have a grid point induced dwell-up
time. Therefore, any control i P rM s activated at grid point tk1 has to stay active till at
least grid point tkhk

on the constructed equidistant grid. Application of Theorem 4.33
on the newly constructed instance now yields the claimed results as the dwell-times are
upheld, and a corresponding binary control ω on the regular grid can be recovered from
the binary control computed on the equidistant grid.

Note that Proposition 4.44 shows that any algorithm able to solve dwell-up constrained
rounding problems optimally on equidistant grids should be modifiable such that regular
grids suffice.
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4.4.2 Dwell-time families

From an applicational view, having strictly separated dwell-up or dwell-down time
constraints for every outer-convexified control is not desirable as real-world applications
usually have functionalities that can be activated even during an active dwell-time.
For example, a small facility can be used to balance out load peaks in district heating
networks, while a large facility has to stay active for a given amount of time. Even
for a single control, it can be imagined that dwell times are not equal over the whole
time horizon, e.g., they differ for day and night hours. Instead, a set of controls may
share dwell-up times, which would allow the switching into a different control while
a dwell-up time is still active. For dwell-down times, one can imagine that controls

”inherit“ dwell-down times to each other. The necessity to describe such conditions leads
to the following generalization of the dwell-time constraints from Chapter 2.

Definition 4.45 (Dwell-time families for controls and grid points). Let rM s be a set of
controls with dwell-up times DU . For a control i P rM s and grid index t P rN s the subset
FU,t,i � rM s, FU,t,i � H of controls is called the dwell-up family of control i at grid point
t if a binary control ω has to satisfy the dwell-up time family constraint on the rounding
grid instead of the dwell-up time constraint:

ωk,j ¥ ωt�1,i � ωt,i for all i P rM s, t P rN s, k P DU,t,i, j P FU,t,i. (DpF q
U )

Thus, switching between controls of the same family does not violate the dwell-up
constraint at grid point t. The dwell-down family FU,t,i is defined analogously for
dwell-down times DD with the corresponding adapted inequality (2.21).

We note that a dwell-up FU,t,i or dwell-down family FD,t,i of control i P rM s does not
necessarily have to include control i P rM s and that dwell times are not fixed for grid
points but can vary depending on the first activation or deactivation in this setting.
The dwell family constraint, therefore, generalizes the concept of dwell times for several
controls and allows more flexibility with respect to problem modeling. Furthermore, the
SLAE approach described in this chapter is capable of optimally solving the corresponding
generalized dwell rounding problem to which we also add the generalized deviation, see
Rem. 3.19.

Problem 4.46 (Generalized dwell rounding problem (DWELL-GEN)). Let α be a relaxed
solution on the rounding grid trt0, t1q, . . . , rtN�2, tN�1q, rtN�1, tN su, let ∆ be the grid
size, and let θ P RN�M with θt,i P R� for t P rN s, i P rM s be the generalized deviation.
Let DD be the dwell-down times, DU be the dwell-up times, and FU,t,i and FD,t,i for
t P rN s, i P rM s, be the dwell-up and dwell-down families for all grid points and controls.
Let Cp�q be a sequence-independent bottleneck cost function, then the generalized dwell
problem (DWELL-GEN) is defined as the problem of finding a feasible binary control ω
with minimal bottleneck costs, adhering to the dwell family constraints imposed by DD

and DU and dt,ipα, ωq ¤ θt,i∆ for all t P rN s, i P rM s.

Utilizing the result of Proposition 4.44 now allows us to solve the generalized dwell
rounding problem and yields the following Corollary.
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Corollary 4.47. Let Assumption 4.42 hold. Then the rounding problem DWELL-GEN
can be solved in

O
�

logpN �M tθuq
�

mint20.465C , phmaxNM t2θ � 1uqD2maxt2, C�R�2uu
		

, (4.24)

where DU :� max thmax, min tN, max tDU,t,i,j : t P rN s, i P rM s, j P rM suuu is the maxi-
mum dwell-up time for all control families, hmax :� max thk : k P rN su,
θ :� max tθt,i : t P rN s, i P rM su is the maximum of the generalized deviation, R de-
notes the number of rows and C denotes the number of columns with

2N � 4pN � 1q � pN � 1qM t2θ � 1uD ¤ R
¤ 2pN �M t2θ � 1uq � 4ppN � 1qM t2θ � 1uq �NM t2θ � 1uD,

and
C ¤ �

N �M tθu
� �

M t2θ � 1u
�� 5

�pN � 1qM t2θ � 1u
�

.

4.4.3 Examples for other combinatorial constrains

The proposed algebraic approach can be further extended and applied to different
constraint types, which were not explicitly covered before, but could play a role in
modeling and solving different MIOCP rounding problems. Here we briefly discuss two
other constraint types as well as their corresponding XSAT clauses. Note that adding
more combinatorial constraints to the rounding problem, in turn, adds more equations
to the SLAE and results in higher computing times.

Conditional activation A conditional activation can be described by adding the con-
straint

ωt�1,i � ωt,j ¤ 0 for t P rN s (4.25)

for i, j P rM s, i � j, to the corresponding rounding ILP. A conditional activation can
be used to incorporate parts of the underlying dynamic, e.g., activating mode i is only
permitted after mode j was activated. The corresponding XSAT clause for the p-th
activation of control i under the condition that control i is only activated after control j
was active, see inequality 4.25, which can be added to a SLAE is

©
tPSi,p

��zt,i,p _ e
pC,1q
t,i,p _

�� ª
Sℓ,qPS,ℓ�j

�� ª
kPSℓ,q ,Sℓ,q�Si,p,k�t�1

�
zk,ℓ,p _ z0

k,ℓ,p

����. (4.26)

The literal e
pC,1q
t,i,p denotes an elect literal, which enables the satisfaction of the conditional

activation clause in the case that none of the control literals was activated. The activation
of zt,i,p in clause (4.26) can only occur under the condition that none of the other control
literals are set to true. By construction the corresponding _-operators, in combination
with the condition that only one literal is set to true for the clause to be satisfied, exclude
the control j and only consider the previous grid point t� 1.
We observe that the constraint (4.25) can also be defined on a not necessarily connected
subset of the control horizon and that multiple controls j P rM s can be included.
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Naturally, the conditional activation constraint can also be generalized to either enforce
or permit an activation once a predefined amount of time was spent in a different control.
It can also be used to predefine sequences in which activations have to happen or disallow
certain control sequences, i.e., control i must not be activated after control j:

ωt,i � ωt�1,j P t�1, 1u for t P rN s. (4.27)

In this case the XSAT clauses for the whole control horizon can be formulated as
qpiq©
p�1

�� ©
tPSi,p

�� ©
Sj,qPS

�� ©
pt�1qPSj,q

�
zt,i,p _ e

pC,2q
t,i,p,q _ zt�1,j,q _ z0

t�1,j,q

	���. (4.28)

Here, e
pC,2q
t,i,p,q denotes another elect literal, while the ^-operators denote the conjunction

over all activations of control i, the whole time horizon, and all control sets of j that
have to be considered.

Conditional activation in parts of the time horizon Similar to the previously described
conditional activation, which permitted the activation of another control only directly
after another control was active, the necessity of activating some control once in a certain
period after another control was activated can arise. For this let Ti � rN s be a connected
subset of the grid points. Then the conditional necessary activation condition for control
i at t is described by the constraint

ωt,j

�
1�

Ti̧

k�1
ωt�k,i

�
� 0 (4.29)

The constraint implies that control i has to be activated after at most Ti many grid
points after control j was activated.
The corresponding XSAT formula for the q-th activation of j is written as

©
tPSj,q

��p zt,j,qq _
�� Tiª

k�1

�� ª
Si,pPS

�� ª
t�k PSi,p

pzt�k,i,pq
����. (4.30)

Naturally, this modification can be extended to all activations of control j by adding
another ^-operator to (4.30).

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced an algebraic framework capable of solving rounding
problems with combinatorial constraints in the MIOCP setting. We formulated the
foundation for the SLAE approach and showed equivalence between determining the
solution of a linear algebraic system modulo two and computing a feasible binary control
for the CR-ILP problem. We provided polynomial runtime bounds for the CIA and BN
problems as well as their VC constrained variants.
By extending the SLAE formulation, we provided the means to solve dwell-time constrained
rounding problems optimally even for control specific dwell-times. The given runtime
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estimations do not utilize any structural properties of the SLAE and are therefore prone
to improvements in the future.
Using the gained insights into the problem structure, we then generalized the setting and
stated modifications capable of handling regular grids, different dwell time settings and
various conditional activation conditions.





5Complexity of rounding problems

The previous two chapters have laid down a foundation for combinatorial rounding
approaches in the MIOCP context. In this chapter, we investigate the complexity of
rounding problems when sequence-dependent switching costs or combinatorial constraints
limiting the switching behavior for the binary control are present. In particular, we
provide formal N P-hardness and inapproximability proofs for these rounding problems.
In conjunction with the results presented in the previous two chapters, the complexity
considerations formalize the boundary between computationally hard and polynomial
solvable rounding problems. These results also motivate the investigations presented in
the next chapter.

We begin the complexity investigation by looking into rounding problems with sequence-
dependent switching costs and show that obtaining an optimal solution becomes N P-hard
even on equidistant grids. Additionally, we provide a proof showing that no polynomial-
time approximation algorithm for this problem exists unless P � N P. These results
were first presented in [BK20] by Kirches and the author and complement the results
provided in Chapters 3 and 4 with regards to sequence-independent cost functions and
constraints. We close the chapter by investigating the complexity of rounding problems
with resource constraints, Section 5.2.

For the sake of completeness and ease of reference, we state the complexity results for
the rounding problems handled in the previous two chapters first.

Corollary 5.1. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Then the rounding problems CR-ILP, CIA,
CR-ILP-VC, CIA-VC, ISC-CIA, and BN are in P.

Proof. The polynomial runtime algorithm for CR-ILP-VC was provided in Theorem 3.14.
The theorem also provides the proof for Corollary 3.18 showing polynomial decidability
of the CR-ILP problem. Bottleneck rounding problems, BN, together with the special
cases of the CIA and CIA-VC problems, are considered in Corollary 3.21. The polynomial
solvability of the ISC-CIA problem is shown in Theorem 3.23.
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5.1 The complexity of rounding with sequence-dependent switch-
ing cost functions

This section addresses the complexity of the most general class of switching cost functions
investigated in this thesis, the sequence-dependent switching costs. We reduce the well-
known symmetric traveling salesman problem to the corresponding decision version of
the rounding problem with sequence-dependent switching costs DSC-CIA.

Problem 5.2 (Symmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), see e.g. [Wil96, Section
8], [GJ90, Problem ND22]). Let GTSP � pV, Eq be a complete graph with n vertices,
V :� tv1, v2, . . . , vnu, and let CTSP : E Ñ Q�

0 be a cost function on the edges and let
CTSP P Q� be the cost threshold for the tour. The traveling salesman problem (TSP)
now asks whether a Hamiltonian circuit (a tour R), see Def. A.20, R � E with costs less
or equal CTSP exists in GTSP. An instance of TSP is denoted by pGTSP, CTSP, CTSPq.

The TSP is known to be strongly N P-complete, see Def. A.25, by reduction from the
Hamiltonian circuit problem, see Problem A.21.

Theorem 5.3 ([GJ90, Problem ND22]). The symmetric traveling salesman problem is
strongly N P-complete.

We proceed by formulating the decision problem that corresponds to the optimization
problem, DSC-CIA.

Problem 5.4 (Decision problem for sequence-dependent switching cost rounding). Let
α P pr0, 1s XQqN�M be a relaxed solution, let θ P Q, let ∆ P Q be the mesh size, let
Cp�q : t0, 1uN�M Ñ Q be a sequence-dependent switching cost function and let C P Q be
the cost threshold for Cp�q. The decision problem DEC-DSC-CIA now consists of answering
the question whether there exists a feasible binary control ω with d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆ and
switching costs Cpωq ¤ C. An instance of DEC-DSC-CIA is denoted by pα, θ, ∆, Cp�q, Cq.
In the case of an equidistant grid, the ∆ is omitted.

Finding an algorithm that solves the decision problem DEC-DSC-CIA in polynomial time
implies that the algorithm can also be used to solve the optimization problem DSC-CIA
in polynomial time as one can apply a binary search over the decision variable C and
repeatedly solve the decision problem until an optimal threshold C is found.
Unfortunately, the TSP can be reduced to DEC-DSC-CIA even under the assumptions of
an equidistant grid and a maximal deviation of θ � M�1

M . Note that this deviation is
smaller than 2M�3

2M�2 for M ¥ 2, the minimal deviation value for which a binary solution is
guaranteed to exists, see Cor. 2.17.

Theorem 5.5. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Then DEC-DSC-CIA is strongly N P-complete
for M ¡ 2 and θ � M�1

M .

The complexity result for θ ¡ M�1
M follows from Theorem 5.5, see Cor. 5.7.

The following proof is divided into two parts. In the first part, a reduction that is
strongly polynomial in the input size of the TSP instance is devised. This is achieved
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by constructing a relaxed solution α adhering to the (SOS1) constraints and a cost
function, which inherits the cost values from the TSP instance. The second part shows
the correctness of the reduction by providing the proof that if DEC-DSC-CIA could be
decided in polynomial time, then TSP could be decided in polynomial time as well.

Proof. We first note that θ � M�1
M can be encoded in OpMq. Thus, membership of the

decision problem in N P is confirmed, as α P pr0, 1s XQqN�M and verification of the
feasibility for a given solution ω P t0, 1uN�M in time polynomial with respect to the
input sizes N and M is possible.
Now consider an instance pGTSP, CTSP, CTSPq of the TSP. We define

CL :� n

�
max

i,jPrNs,i�j
CTSP ppvi, vjqq



� 1

and immediately observe that any non-trivial TSP instance admits an optimal tour R
with costs smaller than C. Hence, w.l.o.g. we can assume that CTSP   CL, which we
use in the following construction.
Besides the decision value C, the DEC-DSC-CIA problem on equidistant grids needs a
matrix α P r0, 1sN�M , adhering to the (SOS1) constraint, a sequence-dependent cost
function CRed, and the maximally allowed integral deviation θ as inputs. We construct
these within polynomial time and space bounds from the input pGTSP, CTSP, CTSPq.
We set the number of grid points as N :� n� 1, the number of controls as M :� n the
deviation as θ � M�1

M � n�1
n , and C � CTSP. A substitute for the relaxed solution for

all t P rn� 1s and i P rns can now be constructed as:

αt,i :�

$'&'%
1

M if t   n� 1,

1, if t � n� 1 and i � 1,

0, else.
(5.1)

By construction, α satisfies the (SOS1) constraint and can be obtained in time and space
of Opn3q as the matrix is of size pn � 1q � n, and any single entry needs at most 2n
space. The sequence-dependent cost function CRed is derived from the TSP input for all
t P rn� 1s and i P rns:

CRedpt, i, ω1:t�1,:q :�

$''''''&''''''%

0, if t � 1 and i � 1,

CT SP,j,i, if ωt�1,j � 1,

CL, if
t�1̧

k�1
ωk,i � 1 and either i � 1 or i � 1 and t � n� 1,

CL, else.
(5.2)

Given ω1:t�1,:, the evaluation of the cost function is possible in Opn2q for any t P rn� 1s
and i P rns.
Thus, the construction of the DEC-DSC-CIA instance pα, θ, CRed, Cq on equidistant grids
from a symmetric TSP instance is possible in time polynomial in the input size of
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pGTSP, CTSP, CTSPq. It follows that if the input size of pGTSP, CTSP, CTSPq is bounded
in space by a polynomial in n, then the time necessary to construct a DEC-DSC-CIA
instance is also bounded by a polynomial in n and the space necessary to encode the
constructed instance is bounded by a polynomial in n as well.
It remains to show that, given a TSP instance pGTSP, CTSP, CTSPq, the instance admits
a tour R with costs CTSPpRq ¤ CTSP if and only if the corresponding DEC-DSC-CIA
instance pα, θ, CRedp�q, Cq admits a feasible binary solution ω with CRedpωq ¤ C.
We assume first that there exists a tour R in the complete graph GTSP such that

CTSPpRq ¤ CTSP

holds. As any complete tour is a Hamiltonian cycle, we can w.l.o.g. assume that it begins
and ends at vertex v1. Setting ωt,i � 1 if vertex vi occupies the t-th position in R leads to
an ω P t0, 1uN�M matrix adhering to the (SOS1) constraint with the additional property
that ω1,1 � ωn�1,1 � 1. By construction of C in (5.2), we have

CRedpωq � CTSPpRq ¤ CTSP.

It remains to show that dpα, ωq ¤ θ holds as well. By (5.1), we have that the values αt,i

are equal for all t P rN � 1s and i P rM s. To verify dpα, ωq ¤ θ, we have to consider the
(Slack) constraint. For the first grid point and i � 1 it holds that

α1,1 � θ � 1
M
� M � 1

M
� 1. (5.3)

Setting ω1,1 � 1 does not violate dpα, ωq ¤ θ at t � 1. As R is a tour and by the
previously described construction of ω, all controls have been activated exactly once at
grid point n. Thus, the lower part of the (Slack) inequality is not violated until and
including grid point n asS

n�1̧

k�1
αt,i � θ

W
�

R
n� 1

M
� M � 1

M

V
M�n� 0 for all i P rM s, (5.4)

and S
ņ

k�1
αt,i � θ

W
�

R
1� M � 1

M

V
�

R
1

M

V
� 1 ¡ 0 for all i P rM s. (5.5)

Naturally, the upper bound is not violated as well as[
ņ

k�1
αt,i � θ

_
�

Z
1� M � 1

M

^
� 1 for all i P rM s. (5.6)

Additionally, by inequality (5.6), no control i P rM s besides the first one can be activated
at grid point n� 1 as αn�1,i � 0 for all i P rM s, i � 1 and[

Ņ

t�1
αt,1 � θ

_
�

Z
2� M � 1

M

^
� 2. (5.7)

The construction of ω from R together with α from (5.1) and the inequalities (5.3)–(5.7)
show dpα, ωq ¤ θ. Therefore, ω is a solution of DEC-DSC-CIA with switching costs

CRedpωq ¤ C. (5.8)
Note that the first control has to be activated at t � 1 by the construction of the
sequence-dependent cost function (5.2) as otherwise CRedpωq ¥ CL ¡ C holds.
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For the reverse implication, we assume that ω is a solution of DSC-CIA with the switching
cost function CRed from (5.2) and switching costs

CRedpωq ¤ C. (5.9)

As CRedpωq ¤ C   CL, the first control i � 1 must be activated at the first grid point
t � 1. By construction of α, it follows that every other control must be activated exactly
once in between the grid points 2 and rns asS

ņ

t�1
αt,i � θ

W
�

R
1� M � 1

M

V
�

R
1

M

V
� 1 ¡ 0 for all i P rM s (5.10)

By construction of α, see (5.1), we have that only the first control can be activated for
the second time at grid point n� 1, (5.7). Thus, the first control is active at grid points
1 and n� 1, and traversing the vertices v1, . . . , vn in the order in which the controls were
activated along the grid yields a TSP tour R with costs CTSPpRq � CRedpωq ¤ C. Hence,
the TSP instance pGTSP, CTSP, CTSPq admits a tour R with costs CTSPpRq less or equal
CTSP if and only if the corresponding DEC-DSC-CIA instance pα, θ, CRedp�q, Cq admits a
feasible control ω with CRedpωq ¤ C.

A slight modification of the preceding complexity proof yields an inapproximability result
as any β-approximation algorithm, see Def. A.32, for DEC-DSC-CIA would solve the
Hamiltonian cycle problem, see Problem A.21.

Corollary 5.6. Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let M ¡ 2. Unless P � N P, there exists
no β-approximation algorithm for any β ¥ 1 with polynomial runtime for the rounding
problem DEC-DSC-CIA with deviation parameter θ � M�1

M .

We change the cost function for the TSP instance in such a way that any algorithm
approximating DEC-DSC-CIA within a fixed β ¥ 1 solves the N P-hard Hamiltonian cycle
problem.

Proof. Let GH � pV, Eq with n :� |V | be an instance of the Hamiltonian cycle problem.
Then, we define a TSP instance pGTSP, CTSP, nq by constructing an undirected complete
graph GTSP :� pV, Eq with corresponding edge cost function

CTSP :�
#

1, if pi, jq P E,

βn� 1, otherwise.
(5.11)

We immediately note that GH is Hamiltonian if and only if GTSP admits a tour with
costs of n. Now, by construction of CRedp�q and α in the proof of Theorem 5.5, any
binary control with costs strictly less than n� βn must consist of a sequence of controls
corresponding to edges forming a tour in GTSP. Thus, GH is Hamiltonian if and
only if the corresponding DEC-DSC-CIA instance has a solution ω with switching costs
CRedpωq   n � βn, i.e., CRed ¤ n. As β ¥ 1 was arbitrary but fixed, we have that
approximating DEC-DSC-CIA in polynomial runtime for any β ¥ 1 would decide the
Hamiltonian cycle problem in polynomial time, which contradicts the N P-hardness of
the Hamiltonian cycle problem.
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Examining the construction of the cost function given in (5.2), we observe that the
results extend to all choices of θ ¡ M�1

M . While this seems unintuitive from a nonlinear
point of view as the inequality constraint gets less restrictive, it is natural from the
combinatorial view as polynomial decidability of an instance with larger θ implies
polynomial decidability for instances with smaller θ in the sense that either a solution
can be computed in polynomial time or an infeasibility certificate is generated.

Corollary 5.7. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Then, DEC-DSC-CIA is strongly N P-hard for
M ¡ 2 and θ ¥ M�1

M .

The construction used in the proof of Theorem 5.5 also extends to problems DEC-DSC-CIA
with VC constraints as the statements made during the construction are still valid when
the VC constraint is factored in.

Corollary 5.8. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Then, DEC-DSC-CIA with VC constraints is
strongly N P-hard for M ¡ 2 and θ ¥ M�1

M .

Dropping the equidistant grid assumption does not lead to an easier problem as the
equidistant grid is a special case. Thus, putting the previous results of this section
together yields the following corollary.

Corollary 5.9. DEC-DSC-CIA with or without VC constraints is strongly N P-hard
for M ¡ 2 and θ ¥ M�1

M ∆. Additionally, unless P � N P, than there exists no β-
approximation algorithm with polynomial runtime for any β ¥ 1 for DEC-DSC-CIA.

The results obtained in this section also allow us to look back at the original problem class
of MIOCP. Viewing Theorem 5.5 from the MIOCP perspective yields that computing a
binary control ω that is optimal with respect to a sequence-dependent function is already
strongly N P-hard even when one only searches for the binary control within a radius
smaller than that, for which a binary control ω is guaranteed to exist, see Cor. 2.17,
and restricts the problem class to equidistant grids. Furthermore, Corollary 5.6 tells us
that no polynomial-time approximation algorithm exists. Thus, the results provided in
this section provide more insight than just proving N P-hardness and inapproximability
of MIOCP, as we have shown that computing an optimal binary control within the
vicinity of a relaxed solution is both N P-hard and that no approximation algorithm
with polynomial runtime exists unless P � N P. We will however present an efficient
algorithmic approach with runtime linear in N but exponential in M for this problem in
Chapter 6.

5.2 The complexity of rounding with combinatorial constraints
This section is dedicated to investigating the complexity boundary in regards to combina-
torial constraints. We show that when resource type constraints are added, the problem
of finding a feasible rounding becomes N P-hard even on equidistant grids.
We consider two rounding problems with combinatorial constraints in this section. We
first discuss resource constraints over the whole control. These constraints are not
sequence-dependent in the sense of Definition 2.47. Instead, they consider the resource
consumption over a part or the whole control horizon.
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Definition 5.10. Let ω be a binary control. A resource constraint set Rκ, 1 ¤ κ ¤ K, is
a set of tuples pt, iq, t P rN s, i P rM s, combined with a resource limit rrκ P R, a resource
consumption value rt,i P R for every tuple, and an inequality of the form¸

pt,iq PRκ

rt,iωt,i ¤ rrκ for all t P rN s, i, j P rM s, 1 ¤ κ ¤ K. (5.12)

The superset of resource constraint sets will be denoted by R and the size by K.

Adding resource constraints to the CR-ILP problem leads to the resource-constrained
control rounding problem.

Problem 5.11 (Resource constrained control rounding problem (CR-IP-CONSTR)). Let
Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed solution and let θ P R�. Let R :� tR1, . . . , RKu be
a superset of resource constraint sets from Definition 5.10. Then the resource-constrained
control rounding problem is the problem of finding a solution ω to the following problem:

min
ω

1 (CR-IP-CONSTR)

s.t (SOS1),
(Slack),¸
pt,iq PRκ

rt,iωt,i ¤ rrκ for all t P rN s, i, j P rM s, κ P rKs.

Resource constraints, as given by Definition 5.10, allow more leniency in terms of the
direct sequence in the control than sequence-dependent switching costs, i.e., activating
one control can lead to an excessive consumption of one resource but at the same time
has only a moderate consumption of another resource. This allows more modeling
flexibility and may result in a better overall control as more knowledge of the dynamics
can be incorporated into the rounding step. However, the corresponding decision problem
remains computationally hard.

Theorem 5.12. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Then CR-IP-CONSTR is strongly N P-hard
for θ � M�1

M and κ ¥ 2.

We reduce from the restricted perfect matching problem, which is a variant of the restricted
complete matching problem.

Problem 5.13 (Restricted complete matching problem (RCM) [IR77]). Let GRM �
pV, Eq, V � pW 9YUq with |W | ¤ |U | be a bipartite graph. Let E1, . . . , EK � E andrr1, . . . , rrK be positive integers. The restricted complete matching problem (RCM) is to
determine whether there exists a complete matching M for GRM, which also satisfies the
restrictions:

|M X Eκ| ¤ rrκ for all κ P rKs. (5.13)

The RCM becomes the restricted perfect matching problem (RPM) if |W | � |U |.

The RCM with two or more constraints was shown to be N P-hard by a reduction from
SAT.
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Theorem 5.14 ([IR77, Theorem 1]). RCM with two or more restrictions is N P-hard.

As the RPM is a variant of the RCM, the following corollary was also obtained in [IR77].

Corollary 5.15 ([IR77, Theorem 2]). RPM with two or more restrictions is N P-hard.

Employing Corollary 5.15 now allows us to proceed with the proof of Theorem 5.12.

Proof of Theorem 5.12. We immediately see that CR-IP-CONSTR belongs to the class
N P as given a solution candidate ω, the feasibility of ω can be verified in OpNMq. We
show a reduction from RPM to CR-IP-CONSTR. Let H � pW 9YU, EHq be a bipartite
graph and let

�
H, EH,1, . . . , EH,K, rr1, . . . ,rrK

�
be an instance of the RPM problem with

|W | � |U | � n, EH,1, . . . , EH,K � E, and rrκ P N for κ P rKs.
We set θ � M�1

M and the number of grid points N and controls M to n� 1. The relaxed
solution for CR-IP-CONSTR is given by

αt,i �

$'&'%
1

M if i P rns, t P rns,
1, if t � N and i � M,

0, else.
(5.14)

Naturally,
°M

i�1 αt,i � 1 holds for all t P rN s and by the choice of θ, we have that the
control set of necessary controls, Definition 3.6, is given by

Sp � tS1,1, S2,1, . . . , Sn,1, SM,1u.

It remains to encode the restrictions EH and the corresponding restriction values rrκ,
κ P K. The κ P rKs resource constraints are now written as inequalities of the form¸

tPrns,iPrns,pt,iqPEH,κ

ωt,i ¤ rrκ. (5.15)

We add one additional resource constraint¸
tPrns,iPrns,pt,iqREH

ωt,i � ωN,M ¤ 1, (5.16)

and note that the construction can be performed in time polynomial with respect to the
input size.
We first assume that MH is a solution of RPM and construct a bipartite control GM pα, θq,
see Def. 3.4, corresponding to the relaxed solution α from (5.14) and the deviation chosen
parameter θ. We note that H � GM pα, θq and define M�

H � MH Y pSM,1, Nq. By
construction of α, the matching M�

H is also a matching in GM pα, θq and it is also a
perfect matching, since M � |V pSpq| � |V pT q| � N and MH was assumed to be a perfect
matching in H. Therefore, using the procedure described by Proposition 3.7, we can
construct a binary control ω adhering to d pα, ωq ¤ θ s∆. Furthermore, as MH satisfied
the resource constraints, the binary control ω also satisfies the resource constraints from
(5.15). The constraint from inequality (5.16) is naturally also satisfied as ωN,M � 1 was
chosen.
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For the reverse direction, we assume that ω is a feasible binary control for CR-IP-CONSTR.
By construction of the relaxed solution, see (5.14), we have that control M has not been
activated in any of the first N � 1 grid points because[

N�1̧

t�1
αt,M � θ

_
� 0, (5.17)

and must be activated at the last grid point asS
Ņ

t�1
αt,M � θ

W
� 1. (5.18)

Therefore ωN,M � 1. Thus, no control corresponding to an edge not present in H is
activated as ω is a feasible binary control, and inequality (5.16) is satisfied. From the
construction of α, we have that[

N�1̧

t�1
αt,i � θ

_
� 1 for all i P rM � 1s, (5.19)

and because of M � N we can construct a perfect matching MH on H by following the
procedure from Proposition 3.7. Note that construction of the matching is naturally pos-
sible in OpNq. By inequality (5.15), the constructed matching adheres to the constraints
and thus constitutes a solution to the RPM.

Remark 5.16.

1. In the case that K � 1, that is the number of resource restrictions is exactly one,
then neither the RPM nor the RCM are N P-hard. Instead, they can be solved in
Op|V ||E|q by transforming the problem into a network flow problem. Naturally,
this extends to control rounding problems with only one resource constraint. In
this case the ISC-CIA or BN algorithms, see Cor. 3.21 or Thm. 3.23, should be
applicable.

2. Even if the general RCM and RPM problems are known to be N P-hard for K ¥
2, there are, to the best of our knowledge, no polynomial-time algorithms nor
a complexity proof known for these problems with a fixed number of resource
constraints, i.e., K ¡ 1 and K fixed.

The resource constraint formulation 5.12 limits the number of control usages at some
grid points for certain controls or control combinations over the whole control horizon
independently of the sequence in which the controls are used. Instead of limiting the use
of controls at some grid points, one could also aim to limit the appearance of certain
control sequences. Thus we consider a resource constraint of the following form:

Ņ

t�1
ri,jωt,iωt�1,j ¤ rri,j for all i, j P rM s. (5.20)

The corresponding rounding problem reads:
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Problem 5.17 (Consecutive couple constrained control rounding problem (CR-IP-CO)).
Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed solution, let θ P R�. Let r,rr P RM�M . Then
the consecutive couple constrained control rounding problem is the problem of finding a
solution ω to the following problem:

min
ω

1 (CR-IP-CO)

s.t (SOS1),
(Slack),

Ņ

t�1
ri,jωt,iωt�1,j ¤ rri,j for all i, j P rM s. (5.21)

The matrix r is the resource consumption matrix and rr the couple constraint matrix.

The constraint (5.21) encodes an imposed limit of switches from certain controls i into
controls j over the control horizon. Computational complexity of this problem can be
shown by adapting the proof of Corollary 5.6 from the previous section.

Corollary 5.18. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Then the CR-IP-CO problem is strongly
N P-hard.

Proof. Consider an instance GH � pV, Eq of the Hamiltonian circle problem with |V | � n.
We define an instance of the CR-IP-CO problem by setting N � 1 � n � M , θ � M�1

M ,
and constructing α accordingly to (5.1). The resource consumption is defined by

ri,j �
#

1, if pi, jq P E,

2, else.
(5.22)

Thus, the couple constraints are given by
Ņ

t�1
ri,jωt,iωt�1,j ¤ 1 � rri,j for all t P rN � 1s (5.23)

Following along the lines of the proof provided for Corollary 5.6, we observe that the
Hamiltonian cycle problem can be reduced to CR-IP-CO.

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we established the complexity results for three types of rounding problems.
We first looked at rounding problems with sequence-dependent switching costs and deter-
mined strong N P-hardness for this problem class. Additionally, the inapproximability
of problems with sequence-dependent switching costs was shown. Putting these results
in perspective means that solving an MSCP with sequence-dependent switching costs is
N P-hard, even if the nonlinear part of the objective function, Jpyq, is well-behaved.
We then investigated the complexity of resource type constraints and showed that
resource constraints as well as coupled resource constraints also result in N P-hard
rounding problems.
Both results, together with the algorithmic approaches from the previous chapters 3 and 4,
formalize part of the complexity boundary for rounding problems in the decomposition
approach.
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This chapter introduces an approach capable of handling rounding problems with sequence-
dependent switching costs. These problems include the problem class of DSC-CIA,
whose strong N P-hardness was shown in the last Chapter 5, Theorem 5.5. Among
the approaches proposed in this thesis, this approach is the most general one, as it
is applicable to all of the previously considered rounding problems. To this end, we
show that treating the rounding problem with a shortest path approach on a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) enables us to cope with sequence-dependent switching costs while
favorably estimating the worst-case runtime, which, in our case, is linear in the number
of discretization points.

The results presented in the first three sections refine the considerations made in the
publication [Bes+20] by Hansknecht, Kirches, Manns, and the author. The last subsection,
Subsection 6.4.5, is based upon the publication [Bes+22] by Hansknecht, Kirches, Manns,
and the author and extends the approach to a two-dimensional setting.

We begin by restating the corresponding IP for the DSC-CIA problem in Section 6.1. The
DAG construction as well as the proof of correctness for this approach, Theorem 6.12,
are given in Section 6.2. We proceed by performing a worst-case and runtime analysis
for the proposed shortest path approach in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 provides adaptations
and runtime proofs of the presented shortest path approach for many of the rounding
problems introduced in the previous chapters, while states further possible extensions.

6.1 Switching cost aware rounding and DSC-CIA

The optimization formulation of the DSC-CIA problem was first introduced in a slightly
more restricted form as an ILP by Hansknecht, Kirches, Manns, and the author in
[Bes+19]. For the reader’s convenience, we restate the DSC-CIA problem formulation
from Chapter 2 here, which we call (SCARP-IP) in the following. We note that this
formulation allows sequence-dependent costs to occur even when one does not switch,
i.e., the same control stays active.
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min
ω

Cpωq (SCARP-IP)

s.t. (Slack), (SOS1),
ωt,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s, t P rN s.

A solution to (SCARP-IP) now consists of a binary control ω minimizing Cpωq while
being in a ∆θ proximity to α. Setting Cpωq � 0, it becomes clear that (SCARP-IP)
is a generalization of CR-ILP. Thus, we obtain the consistency result upon which the
combinatorial integral decomposition is based on.

Corollary 6.1 ([Bes+19, Prop. 3.1]). Let θ ¥ 1, let Gpnq
T be a sequence of rounding grids

such that ∆pnq Ñ 0 and let α be a relaxed control. Then there exists a sequence of binary
controls ωpnq solving (SCARP-IP) for the sequence of rounding grids Gpnq

T . In particular,
any rounding algorithm solving (SCARP-IP), for given relaxed control α, and rounding
grid GT is consistent.

Remark 6.2. Under the assumption that costs C increase with the number of switches,
the problem formulation (SCARP-IP) enables us to interpret θ as a trade-off parameter
to balance the deviation of ω from α with the induced increase in switching costs.

From the previous chapter, it is known that the (SCARP-IP) formulation contains
strongly N P-hard problems, see Thm. 5.5, and as it is a generalization of CIA, black-box
branch-and-bound solvers have unfavorable runtime properties for larger problems, see
Section 2.4.2, Chapter 7, and [Bes+19]. We will proceed by investigating a different
approach to solve rounding problems of the type introduced by (SCARP-IP).

6.2 Rounding as a directed acyclic graph

We propose to consider (SCARP-IP) as a shortest path problem on a DAG. This allows
to use nonlinear cost functions of the form

Cpωq � cp1qpω1q �
N�1̧

t�2
cptqpωt�1, ωtq � cpNqpωN q, (6.1)

where cp1q are the initial costs, cptq are intermediate costs originating from interval rt�1, tq
and cpNq are final costs. This formulation covers sequence-dependent switching costs,
Definition 2.47, and therefore the DSC-CIA problem. The first step of transforming the
(SCARP-IP) into a shortest path problem necessitates the formulation of a corresponding
DAG and consequentially the definition of a vertex set. We define this set through a
union of sets of binary feasible solutions (BINFS), which will make up the vertices of a
first DAG. Based on this first control DAG, an equivalent second DAG based on labels will
be derived. This label DAG will then be used to compute solutions of the (SCARP-IP).

Definition 6.3 (Binary Feasible Solutions (BINFS) [Bes+20, Def. 7]). Let α be a relaxed
control, let θ P R� and let ∆1, . . ., ∆N be the consecutive grid points on the rounding
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grid. We define the set of binary feasible solutions with regards to α and θ until interval
t P rN s as

Btpα, θq :�
#

ω P t0, 1ut�M

�����ω satisfies (SOS1) and (Slack) w.r.t
ω for all i P rM s and k P rts

+
. (6.2)

We also say that Btpα, θq are the feasible solutions that are spanned by α, θ and ∆1, . . . , ∆t.

Thus for t P rN s, the BINFS belonging to Btpα, θq are the matrices ω P t0, 1ut�M that are
binary feasible until the t-th interval. Now we observe that for t P rN s and the BINFS
ωpbq P Bt that a BINFS ωpaq P Bt�1 can be seen as the predecessor of ωpbq if ω

paq
k � ωpbq

for k P rt � 1s. This also means that ωpbq is a natural extension of ωpaq and that this
extension can be found for all t P rN s. In terms of a graph, this idea can be formalized
in the following definition.

Definition 6.4 (The (SCARP-IP)-DAG with controls [Bes+20, Def. 8]). Let α be a
relaxed control, let θ P R� and let ∆1, . . ., ∆N be the consecutive grid points on the
rounding grid. We define the vertex set V pCq as

V pCq :� V pCqpα, θq �
N¤

t�1
V
pCq

t pα, θq with V
pCq

t pα, θq :� Btpα, θq, for t P rN s, (6.3)

and the corresponding set of arcs ApCq :� �N�1
t�1 A

pCq
t with

A
pCq
t :�

$''&''%pωt, ωt�1q

��������
ωt PV

pCq
t ,

ωt�1 PV
pCq

t�1 ,

ωt�1
k �ωt

k for all k P rts

,//.//- .

We denote the (SCARP-IP)-DAG with controls by GpCq :� pV pCq, ApCqq.

Definition 6.4 allows us to incorporate cost functions of the form (6.1) into a shortest
path problem on GpCq as costs for an arc pvt, vt�1q P

�
V
pCq

t � V
pCq

t�1

	
XApCq for t P rN �1s.

We permit ourselves a slight abuse of notation for the case of t � 1 to avoid further
notational burden as the vertex set V

pCq
0 is not modeled explicitly. The arc cost function

is then defined as:

Cpvt, vt�1q :�

$''&''%
cp1qpv1q, if t � 1,

cptqpvt, vt�1q, if t P t1, . . . , N � 1u,
cpN�1qpvN�1, vN q � cpNqpvN q, if t � N � 1.

(6.4)

Together with the equidistant grid assumption, Assumption 3.2, or regular grid assump-
tion, Assumption 4.42, and using the (SOS1) constraint, we observe that a column-wise
sum of ω P Btpα, θq yields the number of intervals in which the controls i P rM s are
switched on. We call the resulting vectors the labels of the binary control ω.
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Definition 6.5 (Labels of binary controls [Bes+20, Def. 10]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold.
Let t P rN s, let θ ¥ 1 and let α be a relaxed solution. For ω P Btpα, θq the vector
Lpωq P NM defined as

Lpωq :�
�

ţ

k�1
ωk,1,

ţ

k�1
ωk,2, . . . ,

ţ

k�1
ωk,M

�T

(6.5)

is the label or label vector of ω.

Remark 6.6. Note that Assumption 3.2 was used in the above definition. It will, how-
ever, become clear in Subsection 6.4 that the assumption can easily be replaced by
Assumption 4.42 in a similar fashion as was previously discussed in Subsection 4.4.3.

We observe that any two BINFS ωpaq, ωpbq P Btpα, θq possessing the same label value are
incident to the same emerging arcs in the DAG in the sense that they are adjacent to the
same BINFS from Bt�1pα, θq. By virtue of (6.4) this implies that the costs induced by
subsequent BINFS are the same for ωpaq and ωpbq. Moreover, the labels originating from
the t-th layer Vt of GpCq have length t, that is the 1-norm of Lpωq is t for ω P Btpα, θq.
The following proposition formalizes these observations.

Proposition 6.7 ([Bes+20, Proposition 11]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�.

a) Let t P rN s, and let ωpaq, ωpbq P V
pCq

t such that Lpωpaqq � Lpωpbqq. If it holds that
ω̂paq :�

�
ωpaqT | eT

j

	T
P V

pCq
t�1 for some j P rM s, then it follows that ω̂pbq :��

ωpbqT | eT
j

	T
P V

pCq
t�1 .

b) Let t P rN s, and let ω P V
pCq

t . Then, }Lpωq}1 �
°M

i�1 Lpωqi � t.

c) Let ω P V . Then, either ω P V
pCq

1 or there exist t P rN �1s and vertices ωp1q P V
pCq

1 ,
. . ., ωptq P V

pCq
t with pωpkq, ωpk�1qq P A for all k P rt� 1s and pωptq, ωq P A.

d) Let ω P V
pCq

N , let t P rN s and let ωp1q P V
pCq

1 , . . . , ωpNq P V
pCq

N be the vertices from
c). Then

Cpω1:tq �
ţ

k�1
Cpωpkq, ωpk�1qq � Cppωp1q, . . . , ωtqq. (6.6)

Proof. Because of ωpbq P Vt and Assumption 3.2, we obtain

�θ ¤
ķ

ℓ�1
ω̂
pbq
ℓ,i � αℓ,i ¤ θ for all k P rts and i P rM s.

Furthermore,

t�1̧

k�1

�
ω̂
pbq
k � αk

	
� Lpωpbqq � ej �

t�1̧

k�1
αk � Lpωpaqq � ej �

t�1̧

k�1
αk �

t�1̧

k�1

�
ω̂
paq
k � αk

	
,
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where we have used the fact that Lpωpaqq � Lpωpbqq implies that
°t

k�1 ω
paq
k,i �

°t
k�1 ω

pbq
k,i

for all i P rM s. Consequently, it follows for all i P rM s that

�θ ¤
t�1̧

k�1
ω̂
pbq
k,i � αk,i ¤ θ

by means of ω̂paq P Vt�1pα, θq. Combining this, (Slack) holds with k P rt � 1s for ω̂pbq.
Because ω̂

pbq
t�1 � ei, ω̂

pbq
t�1 satisfies (SOS1) too. This proves the first claim.

The second claim follows from the (SOS1) constraint and the definition of labels, see
Def. 6.5. The third claim follows inductively from the first. The fourth claim now follows
inductively from the third together with (6.1) and (6.4).

The labeling function L induces an equivalence relation � on the set of vertices of the
t-th grid point V

pCq
t pα, θq as well as on the whole set of vertices V pCqpα, θq. Using this

equivalence relation, we define the induced quotient DAG G :� pV, Aq.
Definition 6.8 (The (SCARP-IP)-DAG with labels [Bes+20, Def. 8]). Let Assump-
tion 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R� and let ∆ be the mesh size. We
define the vertex set V as

V :� V pα, θq �
N¤

t�1
Vtpα, θq, for t P rN s. (6.7)

with
Vtpα, θq :�

!
Lpωq P NM

���ω P Btpα, θq
)

.

The corresponding set of arcs Apα, θq :� �N�1
t�1 Atpα, θq is defined by

Atpα, θq :�

$''&''%
�
Lpωptqq, Lpωt�1q�

��������
}Lpωt�1q � Lpωtq}1 � 1,

Lpωptqq P Vtpα, θq,
Lpωpt�1qq P Vt�1pα, θq.

,//.//-
We denote the (SCARP-IP)-DAG with labels by G :� pV, Aq.
Example 6.9. We construct an DAG conforming with Definition 6.8 from the the relaxed
control α from Example 3.5 for θ � 1. For ease of reference we restate the relaxed control
here.

αT :�

������
6{21 0 0 15{21

5{21 8{21 0 6{21

5{21 7{21 10{21 0
5{21 6{21 11{21 0

�����. (6.8)

The corresponding label DAG is depicted in Figure 6.1.

Proposition 6.10 ([Bes+20, Proposition 13]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a
relaxed control and let θ P R�.

a) Then v � w :ô Lpvq � Lpwq for v, w P V pCq is an equivalence relation.
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p0, 0, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 0, 0q

p0, 1, 0, 0q

p0, 0, 1, 0q

p0, 0, 0, 1q

p1, 1, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 1, 0q

p1, 0, 0, 1q

p0, 1, 1, 0q

p0, 1, 0, 1q

p0, 0, 1, 1q

p1, 0, 1, 1q

p0, 1, 1, 1q

p0, 0, 2, 1q

p0, 0, 1, 2q

p2, 0, 1, 1q

p1, 1, 1, 1q

p1, 0, 2, 1q

p1, 0, 1, 2q

▲Figure 6.1 — DAG with θ � 1 for α from (6.8) or Example 3.5.

b) Let v � w for v, w P V pCq. Then, v P V
pCq

t for t P rN s implies w P V
pCq

t .

c) It holds that V � �N
t�1 Vt.

d) There exists a bijection between the subpaths pv1, . . . , vtq P V
pCq

1 � . . .� V
pCq

t with
pvk, vk�1q P ApCq for all k P rt�1s, and pL1, . . . , Ltq P V1�. . .�Vt with pLk, Lk�1q P
A for all k P rt� 1s.

e) Let pL1, . . . , Ltq P V1 � . . .� Vt be a subpath and let the costs defined by

pCppL1, . . . , Ltqq :� cspL1q�
t�1̧

k�2
ctpLk�Lk�1, Lk�1�Lkq�

#
cf pLN � LN�1q if t � N,

0 else.

Let v1, . . . , vt P V
pCq

1 � . . . � V
pCq

t be the subpath devised from pL1, . . . , Ltq through
the bijection from d). Then the cost function pCppL1, . . . , Ltqq is consistent with C
on pV pCq, ApCqq, that is

pCppL1, . . . , Ltqq �
t�1̧

k�1
C pvk, vk�1q .

Proof. The first claim is verified straightforwardly by employment of Definition 6.5. The
second claim follows from Proposition 6.7.b) and in turn }Lpvq}1 � t for v P V

pCq
t . The

third claim now follows from the second claim.
For the fourth claim, we strive an inversion of pv1, . . . , vtq ÞÑ pLpv1q, . . . , Lpvtqq. By
Proposition 6.7.b) we have }v}1 � 1 for v P V

pCq
1 , that is no information is lost because

of the equivalence relation. Thus, Lpv1q � L1 has exactly one solution v1 P V1pCq. For
dk :� Lk�1 � Lpvkq we recover the change from layer k to k � 1 for k P rts by virtue of
Proposition 6.7.a).
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The injectivity is then obtained inductively with the formula vk � v1�
°k�1

ℓ�2 dℓ for k P rts.
The fifth claim follows inductively from Definition 6.8 the fourth claim of Propostion 6.7
and the previously shown fourth claim

Remark 6.11 (More involving sequence-dependent cost functions). The recursive structure
originating from C, which translates to C and pC yields that a shortest path algorithm
only needs to store the information on the current and previous vertices of the path
in pV, A, pCq to be able to evaluate the costs for an arc in the DAG G � pV, Aq. In
the case of more involving sequence-dependent cost functions, i.e., cost functions whose
values depend not only on one previous activation choice but on the last k choices,
the corresponding labeling function has to be adapted to ensure the optimality of the
obtained control. Conversely, the corresponding claims, especially Proposition 6.7.d)
and 6.10.e) could be employed in such cases to obtain approximation guarantees instead
of optimality for these cost functions.

We are now able to prove the main result of this section, which establishes the equivalence
between solving (SCARP-IP) and solving a shortest path problem over the quotient DAG
G.

Theorem 6.12 ([Bes+20, Thm. 14]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control
and let θ P R�. Let C be a cost function as defined in (6.1). Then, the following are
equivalent.

A) ω is feasible for (SCARP-IP).

B) tω1, . . . , ωNu P V
pCq

1 � . . .� V
pCq

N and pωt, ωt�1q P ApCq for all t P rN � 1s.
C) L1, . . . , LN P V1� . . .�VN and pLt, Lt�1q P A for all t P rN �1s, where Lt :� Lpωq

for t P rN s.

Moreover, Cpωq � C ppω1, . . . , ωN qq � pC ppL1, . . . , LN qq.

Proof. The equivalence of A) and B) follows from the construction of GpCq, see Def. 6.4,
and Proposition 6.7. Identity of Cpωq � C ppω1, . . . , ωN qq is ensured by construction of
C in (6.4), and the fourth claim of Proposition 6.7.
The equivalence of B) and C) is ensured by Proposition 6.10. Similarly, the identity
C ppω1, . . . , ωN qq � pC ppL1, . . . , LN qq is guaranteed by the fifth claim of Proposition 6.10.

Theorem 6.12 allows to apply shortest path algorithms to the (quotient) DAG constructed
from a relaxed control α and a (Slack)-parameter θ. The shortest path solution can then
trivially be used to construct a feasible binary control by virtue of Proposition 6.10 d).
We observe that if no path of length N through DAG G can be found, then infeasibility of
the instance for the combination of combinatorial constraints and the slack-parameter θ is
certified. Additionally, we have that a solution generated by a shortest path algorithm on
G is optimal with respect to a sequence-dependent cost function C of the type presented
in (6.1), due to Proposition 6.10 e).
Before suggesting an algorithm to apply on G, we note that both GpCq and G are
topologically ordered.
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Corollary 6.13. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
Then both GpCq and G are topologically ordered.

Proof. The claim for GpCq follows immediately from the definition of arcs in Definition 6.4.
The corresponding order for G stems from Proposition 6.10.d) and the claim for GpCq.

With Corollary 6.13 in mind, we propose a general procedure to solve the shortest-path
problem on the G, using elements of Dijkstra’s algorithm, see also [Cor+09, p. 655].

Algorithm 6.1 Shortest-paths on DAG
1: Add an artificial vertex v0 incident to all vertices in V1 to the topologically sorted

vertices of G
2: For each vertex v P V set dpvq � 8 and the predecessors P pvq � NIL
3: Set dpv0q � 0
4: for each vertex v P V taken in topologically sorted order do
5: for each vertex w adjacent to v with a higher topological order value do
6: if dpwq ¡ dpvq � Cpv, wq then
7: Set dpwq � dpvq � Cpv, wq and P pwq � v

8: return Vertex v P VN with lowest value dpvq and predecessors P .

As the label DAG, see Def. 6.8, is topologically ordered by construction, the runtime of
Algorithm 6.1 is Op|V | � |A|q, [Cor+09, p. 655].
Remark 6.14. Shortest path algorithms differing from the Dijkstra-type algorithm 6.1, can
of course be applied as well. However, the attribute of being topologically ordered makes
the DAG suitable for use with a Dijkstra-type algorithm. Furthermore, the topological
ordering permits the use of negative cost values for C in combination with a Dijkstra-type
algorithm.

Having established the correctness of our approach for the rounding problem posed by
(SCARP-IP) as well as DSC-CIA, we proceed by estimating the cardinalities of V and A
and deduce a worst-case runtime for the presented shortest path approach in the next
section.

6.3 Runtime estimates
In Subsection 6.3.1, we establish a worst-case scenario with regards to the runtime for
calculating an optimal solution of (SCARP-IP) with the shortest path approach. We
use the established worst-case to show the following worst-case runtime estimate for
Algorithm 6.1.

Theorem 6.15 (Runtime of the shortest path algorithm for (SCARP-IP)). Let as-
sumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�. Then finding a feasible
binary solution ω with Algorithm 6.1 which is optimal for (SCARP-IP) has the worst-case
runtime of

|V | � |A| P O
�

N
?

M
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

. (6.9)
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Theorem 6.15 states that the runtime of Algorithm 6.1 is linear in N , polynomial in
θ and exponential in M . This comes as no surprise as an exponential runtime in at
least one input parameter is to be expected when one considers the results presented in
Chapter 5, especially Theorem 5.5. However, the worst-case analysis performed in the
next subsection will also show that one can expect a better performance in practice as the
relaxed controls causing the worst-case possess very distinct and unrealistic structures.
Remark 6.16. The result presented in Theorem 6.15 is a slight improvement to the result
presented in [Bes+20, Thm. 33]. We will also see that for θ P N the presented result
cannot be improved, see Example 6.43. A possible refinement of the result for θ R N is
stated in Conjecture 6.34.

6.3.1 Worst case for the shortest path algorithm
Establishing the runtime of Algorithm 6.1 necessitates knowledge of the maximum possible
cardinalities of V and A. By Corollary 6.13, the DAG G is topologically sorted and arcs
only go into one direction. Thus, |A| is only dependent on |V |, which by Definitions 6.4
and 6.8 is primarily dependent on the BINFS spanned by the relaxed control from the
input. Therefore, for a fixed (Slack)-parameter θ, the worst-case realization is the relaxed
controls α spanning the largest set of BINFS as this results in the largest vertex set V .
We begin by subdividing the set of all possible relaxed controls α with respect to the
rounding grid points and the number of controls.

Definition 6.17 (Set of Relaxed Solutions [Bes+20, Def. 16]). Let M be the number
of switches and N the number of intervals in a rounding grid. Then the set of relaxed
controls until interval t P rN s is defined as

Sol pM, tq :�
#

α P r0, 1st�M

����� M̧

i�1
αk,i � 1 for all k P rts

+
. (6.10)

Having defined Sol pM, tq and following the statements made at the beginning of this
subsection, we now aim to find subsets E � Sol pM, Nq such that the cardinality of the
spanned BINFS and accordingly the cardinalities of the vertex sets are bounded. In
particular, we show that

suprαPSolpM,Nq
|Vtprα, θq| ¤ sup

αPE
|Vtpα, rθsq| for all t P rN s (6.11)

holds for suitable choices of E . We finish at a finite and well defined subset E such that
maxαPE |V pα, θq| can be bounded favorably in Subsection 6.3.2.
Utilizing Assumption 3.2, we define the following two subsets of Sol pM, tq.
Definition 6.18 (Subsets of Relaxed Solutions [Bes+20, Def. 17]). Let Assumption 3.2
hold, let M P N and θ P R�. For t P N we define the following subset of relaxed controls.

I pM, tq :�  
α P Sol pM, tq ∣∣ αk,i P t0, 1u for all i P rM s and all k P rts( ,

SI pM, tq :�
#

α P I pM, tq ∣∣For all i, j P rM s and all s P rts :
����� ş

k�1
αk,i �

ş

k�1
αk,j

����� ¤ 1
+

.
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We note that appropriately concatenated identity matrices suffice to see that I pM, tq,
SI pM, tq � H for all t P rN s and immediately observe the following chain of inclusions
for all t P rN s:

SI pM, tq � I pM, tq � Sol pM, tq . (6.12)

Having defined the two subsets necessary for the worst-case estimate allows us to state
the main theorem of this subsection, which notably implies that (6.11) holds with the
choice of E � SI pM, Nq.
We formulate the following Theorem 6.19 using the additional assumption of θ ¥ 1. We
make this assumption to avoid discussing the existence of feasible elements in the vertex
sets during the proof and postpone this discussion to Remark 6.31 and Proposition 6.32,
where we show that the result can be transferred to θ P R�.

Theorem 6.19. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let M P N and let θ ¥ 1. Then for all t P rN s
and rα P Sol pM, tq, there exists an α P SI pM, tq such that

|Vtprα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, rθsq|. (6.13)

Outline of the proof of Theorem 6.19. We divide the proof into two parts. The first part
is dedicated to prove inequality 6.13 for the choices rα P Sol pM, tq and α P I pM, tq. In
the second part we improve the statement to the desired claim by choosing rα P I pM, tq
and α P SI pM, tq.

Remark 6.20. Similarly to the result presented in Theorem 6.15, the result shown in
Theorem 6.19 is slightly improved in comparison to the result from [Bes+20, Theorem
18].

Proof of Inequality (6.13) for rα P Sol pM, tq and α P I pM, tq

Lemma 6.21. Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let θ ¥ 1. Then for all t P rN s and allrα P Sol pM, tq there exists an α P I pM, tq such that

Vtprα, θq � Vtpα, rθsq. (6.14)

In order to prove Lemma 6.21, we require an element α P I pM, tq that satisfies similar
bounds as the ones imposed on elements rα P Sol pM, tq by the (Slack) constraint. The
existence of such an element follows from Corollary 2.17. Note that application of
Corollary 3.18 would also allow to compute such an element for any relaxed solution in
polynomial runtime.

Lemma 6.22. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. For all t P rN s there exists α P I pM, tq such
that for all i P rM sS

ķ

ℓ�1
rαℓ,i � 2M�3

2M�2

W
¤

ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,i ¤

[
ķ

ℓ�1
rαℓ,i � 2M�3

2M�2

_
for all k P rts. (6.15)
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Proof. We use Corollary 2.17 to deduce that there exists a α P I pM, tq that satisfies for
all i P rM s

ķ

ℓ�1
rαℓ,i � 2M � 3

2M � 2 ¤
ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,i ¤

ķ

ℓ�1
rαℓ,i � 2M � 3

2M � 2

for all k P rts. By definition of r�s it holds that a ¤ b implies ras ¤ b for b P N and
a P R. Analogously, b ¤ c implies b ¤ tcu for b P N and c P R by definition of t�u.
Because α P I pM, tq, we have

°k
ℓ�1 αℓ,i P N for all k P rts and i P rM s and the claimed

inequality (6.15) follows.

Proof of Lemma 6.21. We have nothing to prove if rα P I pM, tq. Thus we restrict torα P SolpM, tqzI pM, tq. Lemma 6.22 yields the existence of α P I pM, tq such that the
inequalities (6.15) hold. Now let rω P Vtprα, θq be arbitrary with label Lprωq. Then by
Definition 6.5 we have S

ķ

ℓ�1
rαℓ,i � θ

W
¤ Liprωq ¤

[
ķ

ℓ�1
rαℓ,i � θ

_
(6.16)

for all i P rM s at an arbitrary grid point k P rts. Therefore it holds thatS
ţ

k�1
αk,i �

P
θ
TW (6.15)

¤
SZ ţ

k�1
rαk,i � 2M � 3

2M � 2

^
� P

θ
TW

�rxs�t�xu�
xPR

SZ ţ

k�1
rαk,i � 2M � 3

2M � 2

^
� X� θ

\W t�u
¤

SZ ţ

k�1
rαk,i � θ � 2M � 3

2M � 2

^W
r�s
¤

SZQ ţ

k�1
rαk,i � θ

U
� 2M � 3

2M � 2

^W
(6.16)
¤

SZ
Liprωq � 2M � 3

2M � 2

^W
LiprωqPN� Liprωq �

SZ
2M � 3
2M � 2

^W 2M�3
2M�2 1� Liprωq.

Similarly, for the upper bound it holds that[
ţ

k�1
αk,i �

P
θ
T_ (6.15)

¥
[R ţ

k�1
rαk,i � 2M � 3

2M � 2

V
� P

θ
T_

r�s
¥

[R ţ

k�1
rαk,i � θ � 2M � 3

2M � 2

V_
t�u
¥

[RY ţ

k�1
rαk,i � θ

\� 2M � 3
2M � 2

V_
(6.16)
¥

[R
Liprωq � 2M � 3

2M � 2

V_
LiprωqPN� Liprωq �

[R
� 2M � 3

2M � 2

V_
2M�3
2M�2 1
¥ Liprωq.

Now, as rω P Vtprα, θq was arbitrary, we haveS
ţ

k�1
αk,i �

P
θ
TW ¤ Liprωq ¤

[
ţ

k�1
αk,i �

P
θ
T_

for all rω P Vtprα, θq and for all t P rN s. Thus, rω P Vtpα, rθsq for all t P rN s and the claim
from (6.14) follows.
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Proof of Inequality (6.13) for α P I pM, tq and α P SI pM, tq The proof of Theorem 6.19
necessitates to show that inequality (6.13) holds for α P I pM, tq and α P SI pM, tq, which
is the purpose of the following lemma.

Lemma 6.23 ([Bes+20, Lem. 21]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let θ ¥ 1. Then for all
t P rN s and all α P I pM, tq there exists an α P SI pM, tq such that

|Vtpα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, θq|. (6.17)

Proof. For α P SI pM, tq or t ¤ θ, inequality (6.17) holds as an equality by virtue of
(Slack). Thus, we restrict to t ¡ θ and α P IpM, tqzSI pM, tq throughout the proof.
We employ mathematical induction over m P N by means of a distance function dtpαq,
which we define in Definition 6.26 below. The induction hypothesis reads

For all t P rN s and all α P IpM, tqzSI pM, tq with dtpαq � m there exists
α P SI pM, tq such that

|Vtpα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, θq|.

The base case is laid out in Lemma 6.28, and the induction step is elaborated in
Lemma 6.29, which together conclude the proof.

Similar to necessary and maximally permissible activations and control sets, Defini-
tions 3.1, the (Slack) constraint permits to obtain upper and lower bounds on the number
of activations for any subinterval rts � rN s. We only consider subintervals containing the
first grid point and extend the notation of maximally necessary and maximally permissible
activations, Definition 3.1, to alleviate the notational burden.

Definition 6.24 ([Bes+20, Def. 22]). Let t P rN s, let α P Sol pM, tq, let k P rts, and let
θ ¥ 1. The number of necessary activations for α, θ and k is the vector

θ�k pα, θq :�
�

max
#

0,

S
ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,1 � θ

W+
, . . . , max

#
0,

S
ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,M � θ

W+�T

. (6.18)

The number of allowed activations for α, θ and k is the vector

θ�k pα, θq :�
�[

ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,1 � θ

_
, . . . ,

[
ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,M � θ

_�T

. (6.19)

Before we continue, we show that a binary control ω can be reconstructed from a label
satisfying the activation bounds from α P I pM, tq. Constructing binary controls in this
way allows us to deduce the existence of a binary control in the base and induction step.

Lemma 6.25 ([Bes+20, Lem. 23]). Let t P rN s, θ ¥ 1, and α P I pM, tq. Let L P ZM

satisfy θ�t pα, θq ¤ L ¤ θ�t pα, θq. Then, there exists at least one ω P Vtpα, θq with
Lpωq � L.
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Proof. By Definition 6.18 there exists j P rM s such that αt,j � 1. Because θ ¥ 1,
}L}1 � t, Proposition 6.7.b), and (SOS1) hold for α and all k P rts, we have for this
j P rM s that

θ�t�1pα, θq ¤ L� ej ¤ θ�t�1pα, θq.

We can therefore start to construct the last row of the desired ω P Vtpα, θq by setting
ωt,j � 1 and ωt,i � 0 for i P rM sztju. Then we repeat the described procedure backwards
in t� 1 with L1 :� L� ej to determine the entries of the row ωt�1 P ZM until t � 1. We
obtain a recursively defined ω P Vtpα, θq with Lpωq � L.

In the following arguments, we require the means to quantify the distance between a
given α P I pM, tq and the set SI pM, tq in terms of the label function L. We introduce a
distance function that satisfies our needs.

Definition 6.26 ([Bes+20, Def. 24]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let θ ¥ 1, t P rN s and
α P I pM, tq. The integral label distance dtpαq P N for α is defined as

dtpαq :� min
α

1
2}Lpαq � Lpαq}1 s.t. α P SI pM, tq . (D)

We prove elementary properties of the distance function dtpαq.

Lemma 6.27 ([Bes+20, Lem. 25]). Let the assumptions of Definition 6.26 hold. Then
the following holds.

1. There exists a minimizer α of (D). In particular the value dtpαq is well defined.

2. The difference between two consecutive integral label distances satisfies dtpαq �
dt�1pαq P t�1, 0, 1u.

Proof. For the first claim, we notice that minimizing (D) reduces to enumerating the set
SI pM, tq, which is finite by the construction from Definition 6.18. For the second claim,
we notice that α satisfies (SOS1) because of α P I pM, tq. Therefore, the integral label
distance can differ by at most 1 in between two consecutive distances dtpαq and dt�1pαq
due to sum-norm and the factor 1

2 in front of it.

We are now prepared to prove the base case and the induction step of Lemma 6.23. The
arguments bear similarities, and we begin with the base case, which is less technical.

Lemma 6.28 ([Bes+20, Lem. 26]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let t ¡ θ ¥ 1, let
α P IpM, tqzSI pM, tq and let dtpαq � 1. Then there exists α P SI pM, tq such that

|Vtpα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, θq|. (6.20)
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Proof. Let dtpαq � 1. By Lemma 6.27.1 there exists α P SI pM, tq and controls i, j P
rM s, i � j, such that

ţ

k�1
αk,j �

ţ

k�1
αk,j � 1, (6.21)

ţ

k�1
αk,i �

ţ

k�1
αk,i � 1 and (6.22)

ţ

k�1
αk,g �

ţ

k�1
αk,g � 0 for all g P rM sz ti, ju . (6.23)

In addition, the Definition of SI pM, tq yields
ţ

k�1
αk,i �

ţ

k�1
αk,j P t�1, 0, 1u. (6.24)

We proceed by distinguishing between two cases for (6.24).

Case A: We assume
°t

k�1 αk,i �
°t

k�1 αk,j � 1 and obtain the identities
ţ

k�1
αk,j

(6.21)� 1�
ţ

k�1
αk,j �

ţ

k�1
αk,i, and (6.25)

ţ

k�1
αk,i

(6.22)�
ţ

k�1
αk,i � 1 �

ţ

k�1
αk,j . (6.26)

By equalities (6.23), (6.25), and (6.26) we conclude for g P rM s that

θ�t,gpα, θq �

$'&'%
θ�t,jpα, θq, if g � i by (6.25),
θ�t,ipα, θq, if g � j by (6.26),
θ�t,gpα, θq, if g � i, j by (6.23).

(6.27)

Let ω P Vtpα, θq and let Lpωq be the corresponding label. We define the vector rL asrLi � Ljpωq, (6.28)rLj � Lipωq, and (6.29)rLg � Lgpωq for g P rM szti, ju. (6.30)

From equalities 6.27 we deduce that θ�t pα, θq ¤ rL ¤ θ�t pα, θq. Hence, we apply
Lemma 6.25 to guarantee existence of a binary control ω P Vtpα, θq such that
Lpωq � rL. The procedure can now be repeated for all different binary controls
ω P Vtpα, θq and the bijection defined by (6.28)–(6.30) guarantees that the claimed
inequality (6.20) holds.

Case B: Let
°t

k�1 αk,i �
°t

k�1 αk,j ¤ 0. It follows that

θ�t,ipα, θq
(6.22)
¤ θ�t,ipα, θq

(6.24)
¤ θ�t,jpα, θq

(6.21)
¤ θ�t,jpα, θq. (6.31)

We proceed by means of a case distinction on the sign of θ�t,jpα, θq.
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a) θ�t,jpα, θq ¡ 0. Let ω P Vtpα, θq and let Lpωq be the corresponding label. We
define the label rL :� Lpωq � ei � ej and obtain

0 ¤ θ�t,jpα, θq(6.21)� θ�t,jpα, θq � 1
(Slack)
¤ Ljpωq � 1� rLj , (6.32)

θ�t,ipα, θq
(6.22)
¥ θ�t,ipα, θq � 1

(Slack)
¥ Lipωq � 1� rLi. (6.33)

By virtue of Lemma 6.25 we find a binary control ω P Vtpα, θq such that
Lpωq � rL. Combining this with the fact that ω was chosen arbitrarily and
that ZM Q L ÞÑ L�ei�ej P ZM is a bijection on the codomain of the labeling
function L, the claimed inequality (6.20) follows.

b) θ�t,jpα, θq � 0. By Definition 6.24, it follows from inequality (6.31) and
θ�t,j ¥ 0 that

θ�t,ipα, θq � θ�t,ipα, θq � θ�t,jpα, θq � 0. (6.34)

For binary controls ω P Vtpα, θq with

0 � θ�t,ipα, θq ¤ Lipωq ¤ θ�t,ipα, θq and 0   Ljpωq ¤ θ�t,jpα, θq

we construct ω P Vtpα, θq such that Lpωq � Lpωq � ei � ej as in case a) above.
For labels and their corresponding controls constructed in this way, it holds
that

0   Lipωq ¤ θ�t,ipα, θq, and (6.35)
0 ¤ Ljpωq ¤ θ�t,jpα, θq. (6.36)

Finally, let ω P Vtpα, θq with Ljpωq � 0 and 0 ¤ Lipωq ¤ θ�t,i. We now have

θ�t,ipα, θq (6.22)  θ�t,ipα, θq ¤ θ�t,jpα, θq, (6.37)

where the second inequality follows from
°t

k�1 αk,i�
°t

k�1 αk,j ¤ 0. We define
the label rL by

rLi :� Ljpωq � 0,rLj :� Lipωq, andrLg :� Lgpωq for all g P rM szti, ju.

For rL it holds that

θ�t,ipα, θq (6.34)� 0 � rLi, and (6.38)

θ�t,jpα, θq (6.34)� 0 ¤ rLj

(6.37)
¤ θ�t,jpα, θq. (6.39)

By virtue of Lemma 6.25, we find a binary control ω P Vtpα, θq with Lpωq � rL.
In this case ZM Q L ÞÑ L � pLj � Liqei � pLi � Ljqej defines a bijection on
the set of label values, where L is the label of ω P Vtpα, θq interpreted as a
vector and Li, Lj are the entries associated to control i and j respectively.
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Furthermore, comparing (6.35) and (6.38), we observe that Lipωq ¡ 0 for the
ω constructed in (6.35), (6.36) and Lipωq � 0 for the ω constructed by (6.38),
(6.39), which yields that both bijections together guarantee the validity of
inequality (6.20).

Lemma 6.28 states that in the case of dtpαq � 1, there exists an element α P SI pM, tq
whose set of feasible binary solutions is at least as large as the one of α. We continue
with the induction step in which we construct the labels similar to the base case to prove
the claim for higher values of dtpαq.
Lemma 6.29 ([Bes+20, Lem. 27]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let t ¡ θ ¥ 1. Assume
for some m P Nzt1u it holds that for all t P N and all α P I pM, tq the inequality
dtpαq ¤ m� 1 implies that there exists α P SI pM, tq such that

|Vtpα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, θq|.
Then for all t P rN s and all α P I pM, tq the identity dtpαq � m implies that there exists
α P SI pM, tq such that

|Vtpα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, θq|. (6.17)

Proof. Let dtpαq � m ¡ 1 be fixed. The claim is immediate if α P SI pM, tq. Thus, we
assume α P IpM, tqzSI pM, tq. Given that dtpαq � m ¡ 1 and α R SI pM, tq, breaking ties
arbitrarily, we may pick i :� argmintLpαqℓ : ℓ P rM su and j :� argmaxtLpαqℓ : ℓ P rM su
such that

ţ

k�1
αk,i � 1  

ţ

k�1
αk,j . (6.40)

Therefore there exists ℓ P rts such that αℓ,j � 1, αℓ,i � 0. With this in mind, we construct
a (different) binary control β P t0, 1ut�M to use the induction hypothesis. Let βk � αk

for k P rtsztℓu and βℓ � ei. The construction of βℓ and inequality (6.40) gives
ţ

k�1
βk,i ¤

ţ

k�1
βk,j , (6.41)

ţ

k�1
βk,j�1 ¤

ţ

k�1
αk,j , and (6.42)

ţ

k�1
αk,i�1 ¤

ţ

k�1
βk,i. (6.43)

We consider the minimizer α of dtpαq, and obtain
1
2}Lpβq � Lpαq}1 � m� 1, and
1
2}Lpβq � Lpαq}1 � 1

by choice of i and j. This implies dtpβq ¤ dtpαq � 1, and we may apply the induction
hypothesis on β, that is |Vtpβ, θq| ¤ |Vtpβ, θq| for some β P SI pM, tq. It remains to show
that

|Vtpα, θq| ¤ |Vtpβ, θq|. (6.44)
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From the construction of β we have βk � αk for k P rtsztℓu and equations (6.21)–(6.23)
hold with the choice of β for the variable α therein. Since

βℓ,i � 1, βℓ,j � 0, αℓ,j � 1, αℓ,i � 0, (6.45)

we have
ţ

k�1
αk,i

βℓ,i�1
 

αℓ,i�0

ţ

k�1
βk,i

(6.41)
¤

ţ

k�1
βk,j

βℓ,j�0
 

αℓ,j�1

ţ

k�1
αk,j . (6.46)

As in the proof of Lemma 6.28, we again distinguish the two cases between θ�t,jpα, θq ¡ 0
and θ�t,jpα, θq � 0 to establish inequality (6.44). The claim for the first case follows
analogously to Case B a) from the proof of Lemma 6.28. We substitute α with β and
replace inequalities (6.32) and (6.33) with

0 ¤ θ�t,jpβ, θq(6.42)� θ�t,jpα, θq � 1
(Slack)
¤ Ljpωq � 1� rLj , (6.47)

θ�t,ipα, θq
(6.43)
¥ θ�t,ipβ, θq � 1

(Slack)
¥ Lipωq � 1� rLi. (6.48)

Now the claimed inequality (6.44) follows by the same arguments as Case B a).
The case θ�t,jpα, θq � 0 can be handled analogously to the corresponding Case B b). We
substitute α with β and employ the chain of inequalities 6.46 instead of equality (6.34)
and inequality (6.37).

This concludes the induction argument in the proof of Lemma 6.23 and delivers the
second crucial part for the proof of Theorem 6.19. We restate Theorem 6.19 and show
that it is a result of applying Lemmas 6.21 and 6.23 together.

Theorem 6.19. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let M P N and let θ ¥ 1. Then for all t P rN s
and rα P Sol pM, tq, there exists an α P SI pM, tq such that

|Vtprα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, rθsq|. (6.13)

Proof of Theorem 6.19. Let t P N, and let rα P Sol pM, tq. By Lemma 6.21 there exists
α P I pM, tq satisfying the superset relation (6.14). Application of Lemma 6.23 yields
the existence of α P SI pM, tq satisfying inequality (6.17). This leads to the following
chain of inequalities

|Vtprα, θq|
(6.14)
¤ |Vtpα, rθsq|

(6.17)
¤ |Vtpα, rθsq| (6.49)

and concludes the proof of Theorem 6.19.

Some remarks on the result of Theorem 6.19 as well as potential improvements are in
order.
Remark 6.30 (The worst-case in computational practice). Note that in computational
practice relaxed solutions are often fractional valued. However, in the case of θ P N the
chain of inequalities (6.13) in Theorem 6.19 becomes

|Vtprα, θq|
(6.14)
¤

θPN
|Vtpα, θq|

(6.17)
¤ |Vtpα, θq|,

as rθs � θ. Thus, the worst-case estimate on the number of vertices in the case of θ P N
is attained by an already binary-valued “relaxed” solution. Additionally, the subset with
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the largest number of feasible binary controls has a peculiar structure, see Def 6.18, which
is scarcely seen in practice.

Remark 6.31 (Fractional θ-values and θ   1). Upon closer inspection of the chain
of inequalities (6.13) in Theorem 6.19 together with the limitation that θ ¥ 1, the
supposition may arise that the vertex sets, see Def. 6.4, behave differently for θ   1 or
fractional θ values. However, looking at the corresponding definition of the vertex sets,
see Def. 6.8, immediately leads to the following result.

Proposition 6.32. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let M P N and let α P Sol pM, tq. Let θ P R�

and θ � rθs P N. Then
Vtpα, θq � Vtpα, θq for all t P rN s.

Proof. By Definition 6.8 it holds for any t P rN s and any ω P Vtpα, θq that ω P Vtpα, θq.

Thus the vertex sets are not larger for fractional θ-values or θ ¤ 1 as their size is limited
by the vertex set constrained with rθs.

The following DAG, in combination with the graph depicted in Figure 6.1 from Example 6.9,
illustrates the statements made in Remark 6.31 as the DAG from Figure 6.2 is a subgraph
of the DAG from Figure 6.1.

Example 6.33. We assume α as the relaxed control from Example 3.5, set θ � 5{6 and
construct the corresponding DAG in Figure 6.2.

p0, 0, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 0, 0q

p0, 1, 0, 0q

p0, 0, 1, 0q

p0, 0, 0, 1q

p1, 1, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 1, 0q

p1, 0, 0, 1q

p0, 1, 1, 0q

p0, 1, 0, 1q

p0, 0, 1, 1q

p1, 0, 1, 1q

p0, 1, 1, 1q

p1, 1, 1, 1q

▲Figure 6.2 — DAG with θ � 5{6 for α from (6.8).

Having Remark 6.31 in mind, we conjecture that the result from Lemma 6.21 can be
improved to replace rθs by just θ, leading to the following conjecture for the worst-case.
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Conjecture 6.34. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let M P N and let θ ¥ 1. Then for all
t P rN s, there exists a subset EpM, t, θq � Sol pM, tq such that for all rα P Sol pM, tq there
exists α P EpM, t, θq with

|Vtprα, θq| ¤ |Vtpα, θq|.
Remark 6.35. Proving Conjecture 6.34 necessitates handling of more intricate subsets
EpM, t, θq depending on M, t, and θ instead of I pM, tq and SI pM, tq. This can be seen
by closely examining the following example instance given in Example 6.36.

Example 6.36. We consider M � 3, N � 5 and θ � 17{10. By Definition 6.18, one of
the corresponding worst-case elements of SI pM, tq is given by

αT �

����
0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0

���. (6.50)

The corresponding DAG is displayed in Figure 6.3.

p0, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 0q

p0, 1, 0q

p0, 0, 1q

p2, 0, 0q

p1, 1, 0q

p0, 2, 0q

p1, 0, 1q

p0, 1, 1q

p2, 1, 0q

p2, 0, 1q

p1, 1, 1q

p1, 2, 0q

p0, 2, 1q

p1, 0, 2q

p0, 1, 2q

p3, 1, 0q

p3, 0, 1q

p2, 1, 1q

p2, 2, 0q

p1, 2, 1q

p2, 0, 2q

p1, 1, 2q

p3, 2, 0q

p3, 1, 1q

p2, 2, 1q

p2, 3, 0q

p1, 3, 1q

p2, 1, 2q

p1, 2, 2q

▲Figure 6.3 — DAG with θ � 17{10 for α from (6.50).

Note that we will see in the next section, in particular Lemma 6.37, that all elements of
SI pM, tq will span a DAG with the same vertex set cardinalities in comparison to the
one shown in Figure 6.3.
Additionally, we examine the following instance given by

rαT :�

����
4{10 9{10 0 1{10 9{10

3{10 1{10 9{10 0 1{10

3{10 0 1{10 9{10 0

���. (6.51)

The corresponding DAG is depicted in Figure 6.4.
Inspecting the DAGs of α and rα reveals that despite the fact that rα R I pM, tq it holds
that |Vtpα, θq|   |Vtprα, θq| for t ¥ 2. Thus, the conjectured inequality does not hold
as the subsets I pM, tq and SI pM, tq are not flexible enough with respect to possible
interactions between M and θ. Further investigations, which we will not cover in this
thesis reveal that proving Conjecture 6.34 necessitates the use of subsets whose definition
and cardinality does depend on the interactions and relationships between M , t, and θ.
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p0, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 0q

p0, 1, 0q

p0, 0, 1q

p2, 0, 0q

p1, 1, 0q

p0, 2, 0q

p1, 0, 1q

p0, 1, 1q

p0, 2, 0q

p3, 0, 0q

p2, 1, 0q

p2, 0, 1q

p1, 1, 1q

p1, 2, 0q

p1, 0, 2q

p0, 3, 0q

p0, 2, 1q

p0, 1, 2q

p3, 1, 0q

p3, 0, 1q

p2, 1, 1q

p2, 2, 0q

p2, 0, 2q

p1, 2, 1q

p1, 3, 0q

p1, 0, 3q

p1, 1, 2q

p0, 1, 3q

p0, 2, 2q

p0, 3, 1q

p4, 1, 0q

p4, 0, 1q

p3, 1, 1q

p3, 2, 0q

p3, 0, 2q

p2, 2, 1q

p2, 1, 2q

p2, 3, 0q

p2, 0, 3q

p1, 3, 1q

p1, 1, 3q

p1, 2, 2q

▲Figure 6.4 — DAG with θ � 17{10 for rα from (6.51).

These investigations also suggest that α belongs to the set of worst-case solutions for
M � 3 and θ � 17{10.
In closing this example we note that a DAG induced by α for rθs would have a higher
cardinality than the DAG of rα.

6.3.2 Runtime estimate for the shortest path approach

The previous subsection treated the worst case in terms of cardinality for the vertex
set induced by BINFSs and improved a result from [Bes+20]. The cardinality result, as
well as the properties of SI pM, tq, will now be used to determine the necessary runtime
to acquire an optimal solution for the formulated (SCARP-IP) with a shortest path
approach as proposed in the previous Section 6.2.

Lemma 6.37 (Limited cardinality of vertex sets for SI pM, tq [Bes+20, Lem. 29]). Let
Assumption 3.2 hold and let θ ¥ 1. Then for k ¤ M tθu and α P SI pM, kq it holds that

|Vk�1pα, θq| ¤ |Vkpα, θq|. (6.52)

Additionally, for all k ¡ M tθu it holds that

|Vkpα, θq| � |VMtθupα, θq|. (6.53)

Proof. Let k ¤ M tθu and α P SI pM, kq. For all i P rM s, it follows that

θ�k,i � max
#

0,

S
ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,i � θ

W+
αPSIpM,kq�

k¤Mtθu
0. (6.54)
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We consider the i P rM s with αk,i � 1 and αk,j � 0 for all j P rM sztiu. By (6.54) we
have θ�k�1,ipα, θq � θ�k,ipα, θq � 0. This leads to the identities θ�k�1,jpα, θq � θ�k,jpα, θq � 0
for j P rM sztiu. Moreover, θ�k�1,ipα, θq   θ�k,ipα, θq because of αk,i � 1.

Let ω P Vk�1pα, θq. We construct rω P t0, 1uk�M by setting rωℓ :� ωℓ for all ℓ P rk � 1s
and rωk :� ei. Then Lprωq � Lpωq � ei and rω P Vkpα, θq because

Lprωqj P !θ�k,jpα, θq, . . . , θ�k,jpα, θq
)

for all j P Mztiu, and

Lprωqi P !1, . . . , θ�k,ipα, θq
)

.

Thus, |Vk�1pα, θq| ¤ |Vkpα, θq|, as for ωp1q, ωp2q P Vk�1pα, θq with ωp1q � ωp2q the con-
structed rωp1q, rωp2q differ.
To prove (6.53), we let k ¡ M tθu. It is immediate that each ω P Vk�1pα, θq can be
extended to rω P Vkpα, θq by the construction rule detailed above. It remains to verify
that |Vkpα, θq| ¤ |Vk�1pα, θq| for k ¡ M tθu. We again choose i P rM s such that αk,i � 1
and αk,j � 0 for all j P rM sztiu. Because α P SI pM, kq and k ¡ M tθu, every column of
α contains at least tθu nonzero entries. Thus,

0 ¤
S

k�1̧

ℓ�1
αℓ,i � θ

W
 

S
ķ

ℓ�1
αℓ,i � θ

W
. (6.55)

We pick an arbitrary rω P Vkpα, θq, set rL � Lprωq � ei and note that rLi ¥ 0 holds because
of inequality (6.55). The feasibility inequalities θ�k�1,ipα, θq ¤ rLj ¤ θ�k�1,i are satisfied by
construction. Moreover,

rLi � Liprωq � 1¤ θ�k,ipα, θq � 1 αk,i�1� θ�k�1,ipα, θq, and

rLi � Liprωq � 1¥ θ�k,ipα, θq � 1
(6.55)
¥ θ�k�1,ipα, θq

(6.55)
¥ 0.

We apply Lemma 6.25 to deduce that there exists ω P Vk�1pα, θq. Because of (6.55),
we may use the bijectivity of the mapping ZM Q ℓ ÞÑ ℓ � ei P ZM to deduce that
|Vk�1pα, θq| � |Vkpα, θq| for k ¡ M tθu.

Example 6.38 (Exemplary worst-case DAG for α P SI pM, tq). We let M � 3, θ � 1
and define the relaxed control α P SI pM, tq by

αT �

����
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0

���. (6.56)

The corresponding label DAG is depicted in Figure 6.5. We observe that |Vk�1pα, θq|  
|Vkpα, θq| and the cardinalities of V3, V4 and V5 are equal to |V3| � 7.

For the purpose of a runtime estimate it remains to show that the BINFS spanned by
different relaxed solutions α, β P SI pM, Nq have the same cardinality from a certain
grid point on.
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p0, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 0q

p0, 1, 0q

p0, 0, 1q

p2, 0, 0q

p1, 1, 0q

p0, 2, 0q

p1, 0, 1q

p0, 1, 1q

p2, 1, 0q

p2, 0, 1q

p1, 1, 1q

p1, 2, 0q

p0, 2, 1q

p1, 0, 2q

p0, 1, 2q

p3, 1, 0q

p3, 0, 1q

p2, 1, 1q

p2, 2, 0q

p1, 2, 1q

p2, 0, 2q

p1, 1, 2q

p3, 2, 0q

p3, 1, 1q

p2, 2, 1q

p2, 3, 0q

p1, 3, 1q

p2, 1, 2q

p1, 2, 2q

▲Figure 6.5 — DAG with θ � 1 for α from (6.56)

Lemma 6.39 ([Bes+20, Lem. 30]). Let Assumption 3.2 hold and let t P rN s. Then for
all α, β P SI pM, Mtq with α � β it holds that

|VMtpα, θq| � |VMtpβ, θq|. (6.57)

Additionally, for all k P N with M tθu ¤ k ¤ Mt it follows that

|VMtθupα, θq| � |Vkpα, θq| � |VMtθupβ, θq|. (6.58)

Proof. By Definition 6.18 and (SOS1) it holds for α, β P SI pM, tq that

Mţ

k�1
αk,i �

Mţ

k�1
αk,j for all i, j P rM s. (6.59)

Otherwise there must exist a pair i, j P rM s, i � j such that°Mt
k�1 αk,i �

°Mt
k�1 αk,j ¡ 1

contradicting α, β P SI pM, Mtq. By (SOS1) and equality (6.59) it follows that

M
Mţ

k�1
αk,i

(6.59)�
M̧

i�1

Mţ

k�1
αk,i

(SOS1)� Mt
(SOS1)�

M̧

i�1

Mţ

k�1
βk,i

(6.59)� M
Mţ

k�1
βk,i. (6.60)

Therefore t � °Mt
k�1 αk,i �

°Mt
k�1 βk,i for all i P rM s.

Now let ω P VMtpα, θq. Because of (6.60) and the regularity of α and β from Definition 6.18
we can construct a permutation matrix Pk P t0, 1uM�M for every k P rt� 1s such that
Pkαpk�1qM�1:kM � βpk�1qM�1:kM . By applying the permutation matrices P1, . . . Pt to
the associated rows of ω we can construct an element ω P VMtpβ, θq, which fulfills (SOS1)
and (Slack) as well as the condition for SI pM, Nq as ω was an element of VMtpα, θq.
Permutation matrices are invertible and we apply them row-wise, thus we constructed
a bijection between VMtpα, θq and VMtpβ, θq, which proves the first claim. The second
claim follows by applying Lemma 6.37 together with the first claim.

The previous two Lemmas 6.37 and 6.39 show that for α P SI pM, Nq the cardinality of
the vertex sets induced by BINFSs does strictly increase up to the grid point M tθu and
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does not increase afterward. Additionally, Lemma 6.39 shows that the vertex sets induced
by BINFSs originating from different elements of SI pM, Nq have the same cardinality
from grid point M tθu onwards. Together with Theorem 6.19, we can proceed the runtime
investigation by fixing one α P SI pM, Nq and confine us to the case that the considered
grid point is k � M tθu.
A formula for the cardinality of the vertex set V pα, θq and its corresponding arc set from
Section 6.2 can now be deduced by looking at the possible number of labels that can exist
under the (SOS1) and (Slack) conditions at grid point M tθu. This can be formulated as
the problem of finding the number of different integral solutions for the system$''&''%

°M
i�1 xi � M tθu,

0 ¤ xi ¤ t2θu for all i P rM s,
xi P N for all i P rM s.

(6.61)

Naturally, for α P SI pM, M tθuq any solution of the system (6.61) represents one element
of VMtθupα, θq as the (Slack) condition is encoded in 0 ¤ xi ¤ t2θu and the (SOS1)
condition is enforced through the sum

°M
i�1 xi � M tθu.

Remark 6.40. The problem of finding the number of different integral solutions for the
system (6.61) dates back to De Moivre in 1756 [Moi56] and Euler in 1801 [Eul01].

A closed-form for the number of different solutions can be determined by the application
of formal power series [Niv69] in combination with coefficient extractions and partial
geometric sums.

Lemma 6.41 (see e.g. Thm. 2.1 in [HK08]). Let assumption 3.2 hold and α P SI pM, Nq.
Then

|VMtθupα, θq| �
m̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �M tθu� pt2θu� 1qj � 1

M � 1



, (6.62)

where m �
Y

Mtθu
t2θu�1

]
.

Proof. We defer the proof to Lemma A.44.

Unfortunately the alternating structure of equation 6.62 is not suitable for a precise
calculation. However, using Stirling’s formula and the local limit theorem, Eger [Ege14]
has shown the following asymptotic approximation for (6.62).

Theorem 6.42 ([Ege14]). Let M be a positive integer and θ ¥ 1. Then

m̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �M tθu� pt2θu� 1qj � 1

M � 1



P O

�� pt2θu� 1qMb
2πM pt2θu�1q2�1

12

�, (6.63)

where m :�
Y

Mtθu
t2θu�1

]
.

We do not want to deviate much from the runtime proof of the graph-based approach
here and defer an explanation of (6.63) to Appendix A.7.
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Theorem 6.15 (Runtime of the shortest path algorithm 6.1 for (SCARP-IP)). Let
Assumption 3.2 hold, let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�. Then, finding a feasible
binary control ω which is optimal for (SCARP-IP) with Algorithm 6.1 has the worst-case
runtime of

|V | � |A| P O
�

N
?

M
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

. (6.9)

Proof. We first assume θ ¥ 1 and let rα P Sol pM, Nq be a relaxed control. Let Gprα, θq ��
V prα, θq, rA�

be the DAG from Section 6.2 for rα. Theorem 6.19 provides existence of an
α P SI pM, Nq satisfying (6.49). Together with Lemma 6.39 it now holds for all t P rN s
that

|Vtprα, θq| Thm. 6.19¤ |Vtpα, rθsq| Lem. 6.37¤ |VMrθspα, rθsq| (6.64)

Application of Theorem 6.42 now yields an upper bound on |V |:

|V prα, θq| �
Ņ

t�1
|Vtprα, θq|

(6.64)
¤ N |VMrθspα, rθsq|

Thm. 6.42P N �O

������
�X

2rθs
\� 1

	Md
2πM

�X
2rθs

\
�1
	2

�1

12

�����

� O

����NM� 1
2

�
2rθs� 1

�Mc��
2rθs� 1

�2 � 1
	
���� O

����NM� 1
2

�
2rθs� 1

�Mc��
2rθs� 1

�2
	
���

� O
�

NM� 1
2
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

(6.65)

We now observe that for all t P rN � 1s it holds that any vertex v P Vtprα, θq has at most
M neighbors in Vt�1prα, θq. Therefore, the number of arcs | rAt| is upper bounded by

| rAt| ¤ MVtprα, θq @t P rN � 1s. (6.66)

The bound on | rA| is now obtained by using (6.64) together with (6.66):

| rA| � N�1̧

t�1
| rAt|

(6.66)
¤

N�1̧

t�1
MVtprα, θq

 
Ņ

t�1
MVtprα, θq

(6.64)
¤ NM |VMrθspα, rθsq|

Thm. 6.42P NM �O

������
�X

2rθs
\� 1

	Md
2πM

�X
2rθs

\
�1
	2

�1

12

�����
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� O

��N
?

M

�
2rθs� 1

�Mb�
2rθs� 1

�2 � 1

�� O

��N
?

M

�
2rθs� 1

�Mb�
2rθs� 1

�2

�
� O

�
N
?

M
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

(6.67)

We obtain the claimed runtime for θ ¥ 1 as the term from (6.65) is dominated by the
term from (6.67). By Proposition 6.32, the claimed runtime follows for θ   1 with the
choice of θ � 1.

Example 6.43 (Tightness of Theorem 6.15). We recall the relaxed solution from
Example 6.38 with θ � 1.

α �

����
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0

���
T

.

We first evaluate the term on the right-hand side of (6.63) for M � 3 and θ � 1:

pt2θu� 1qMb
2πM pt2θu�1q2�1

12

M�3�
θ�1

27b
π 9

2

¤ 7.19. (6.68)

Evaluating |V3pα, 1q| via Lemma 6.41 yields

|V3pα, 1q| �
m̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �M tθu� pt2θu� 1qj � 1

M � 1



M�3�
θ�1

�
3
0


�
3� 3� 1

3� 1



�
�

3
1


�
3� 3� 3 � 1� 1

3� 1



� 10� 3 � 7. (6.69)

We recall V3pα, θq � 7 and observe that all obtained results are tight up to the point
where Theorem 6.42 is applied. Furthermore, even after the approximative upper bound
obtained through Theorem 6.42 is applied, the results are close for a very small choice of
M � 3.

Theorem 6.15 shows that the worst-case runtime of the proposed shortest path approach
is linear in the number of discretization points N and exponential in the number of
outer-convexified controls M . This makes the approach viable for applications as the
number of controls in optimal control problems is small in practice, while the number of
discretization points is exceedingly large, i.e., M, θ ! N .
Remark 6.44 (Influence of larger (Slack)-parameter choices). A larger value of θ enlarges
the DAG, leading to potentially better solutions with respect to sequence-dependent
switching costs, but allows BINFSs that are farther away from the relaxed solution α,
resulting in a worse approximation behavior and worse solutions with respect to J .

The preceding two sections presented a new approach for rounding problems in the MIOCP
setting, which allows incorporation of sequence-dependent switching costs while keeping
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a runtime that is linear in the number of discretization points N , see Thm. 6.15. The ap-
proach solves the problem up to optimality instead of heuristically, see Thm. 6.12, and can
use the deviation parameter θ as an additional balancing factor between switching costs
and maximal allowed integral control deviation. In the next section, we present runtime
estimates and construct the corresponding DAGs for additional areas of application.

6.4 Application and runtimes for different combinatorial con-
straints

We first establish that the proposed shortest path approach can also be applied to the
rounding problems CIA, BN and ISC-CIA.

Corollary 6.45. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
Let C be a bottleneck or sequence-independent switching cost function. Then, the shortest
path algorithm 6.1 solves the problems CIA, BN and ISC-CIA in

|V | � |A| P O
�

N
?

M
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

.

Proof. The claim holds for ISC-CIA problems as the sequence-dependent switching cost
functions from (6.1) are a generalization of sequence-independent cost functions. For
BN problems we construct the vertices in the same way. Now we observe that at any
grid point t P rN s and for any control i P rM s the cost values can be applied to the
corresponding arcs in A as they only depend on the label value Li �

°t
k�1 ωt,i, the grid

point or the summed values of the relaxed control,
°t

k�1 αt,i. Thus, the shortest path
algorithm 6.1 can be applied and solves the problem up to optimality in the runtime
shown in Theorem 6.15. The claim for CIA now follows directly from the proof of
Lemma 3.20.

6.4.1 The shortest path approach and vanishing constraints

Naturally, the DAG construction can also be modified to solve problems with VC con-
straints.

Definition 6.46. Let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R� and let G � pV, Aq be the
(SCARP-IP)-DAG from Definition 6.4. Then the vanishing control (SCARP-IP)-DAG is
defined by GV C :� pVV C , AV Cq with

AV C :�

$''&''%pv, wq P

��������
v P At, w P At�1,

w � v � ei, αt,i ¡ 0.

,//.//-
and

VV C :�
!

v P V | deg�AV C
pvq ¡ 0

)
.

Example 6.47 illustrates that the VC-(SCARP-IP)-DAG is sparser than the corresponding
(SCARP-IP)-DAG.
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Example 6.47. We reconsider the relaxed solution from Example 6.9 and remember that
it was first used in Subsection 3.1 to illustrate GM

V C pα, θq. We adapt the corresponding
DAG construction from Definition 6.8 as per Definition 6.46 and obtain the DAG from
Figure 6.6. Note that this DAG is a subgraph of the DAG shown in Figure 6.1.

p0, 0, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 0, 0q

p0, 1, 0, 0q

p0, 0, 1, 0q

p0, 0, 0, 1q

p1, 1, 0, 0q

p1, 0, 1, 0q

p1, 0, 0, 1q

p0, 1, 1, 0q

p0, 1, 0, 1q

p0, 0, 1, 1q

p1, 0, 1, 1q

p0, 1, 1, 1q

p1, 1, 1, 1q

▲Figure 6.6 — DAG with θ � 16{21 for α from (6.56). Dotted arcs satisfy αt,i � 0.

The higher sparsity of the DAG, originating from the VC condition encoded into the
arc set AV C , will lead to faster runtimes in practice. However, this cannot be used to
obtain better theoretical worst-case and runtime results, which can be seen by slightly
modifying θ and adapting the corresponding subsets from Definition 6.18. The subsets
have to be adapted due to the VC constraint as otherwise the spanned vertex sets Vtpα, θq
for α P I pM, tq would contain very few vertices. However, the following choice for the
subsets still preserves the structure used in the worst-case proofs.

Definition 6.48. Let Assumption 3.2 hold, let M P N, let 1 ¡ ϵ ¡ 0 and let θ ¥ 1� ϵ.
For t P N we define the following subsets of relaxed controls.

IV CpM, tq :�
!

α P Sol pM, tq ∣∣ αk,i P t ϵ
M�1 , 1� ϵu for all i P rM s and all k P rts

)
,

SIV CpM, tq :�
#

α P IV CpM, tq ∣∣ For all i, j P rM s and all s P rts :����� ş

k�1
αk,i �

ş

k�1
αk,j

����� ¤ 1
+

.

Applying the same arguments as in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 now yields the result.

Corollary 6.49. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
Let C be a sequence-dependent, sequence independent or sequence-independent bottleneck
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cost function. Then, the shortest path algorithm 6.1 solves the problems CIA-VC, BN-VC,
ISC-CIA-VC and DSC-CIA-VC in

|VV C | � |AV C | P O
�

N
?

M
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

.

Proof. The claim directly follows from Theorems 6.12, 6.15 and Corollary 6.45.

The tightness of Corollary 6.49 underlies the same specifications as the tightness of
Theorem 6.15. This can be seen by replacing the worst-case example α from Exam-
ple 6.38 with the modified worst-case solution αV C P SIV CpM, tq obtained by applying
Definition 6.48:

αT
V C :�

����
1� ϵ ϵ{2 ϵ{2 1� ϵ ϵ{2

ϵ{2 1� ϵ ϵ{2 ϵ{2 1� ϵ

ϵ{2 ϵ{2 1� ϵ ϵ{2 ϵ{2

��� with ϵ P p0, 1q .

The resulting DAG is the same as the one shown in Figure 6.5.

We note that from an implementational point of view, one would adapt line 6 of Al-
gorithm 6.1 to check the additional VC condition. Thus, resulting in a small imple-
mentational effort while enabling an additional constraint to be added to the rounding
problem.

6.4.2 Dwell-up constraints

Dwell-up constraints can be handled similarly to VC constraints, by modifying the
structure of the (SCARP-IP)-DAG. However, in contrast to VC constraints, dwell-up
constraints influence the DAG more significantly as additional arcs have to be added to
encode the dwell-up constraints, while some vertices and arcs disappear as they cannot
be reached or traversed in this setting.

Definition 6.50. Let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R� and let G � pV, Aq be the
(SCARP-IP)-DAG from Definition 6.4. Let DU P RM be the dwell-up time vector for
all controls. Then the dwell-up constrained (SCARP-IP)-DAG is defined by GDU :�
pVDU , ADU q with

ADU :�  pv, wq P A
��v P A, w P A

(Y
$''&''%pv, wq P A

��������
v P At, w P At�DU,i

s.t.
Lpwq � Lpvq � eiDU,i.

,//.//-
and

VDU :�
!

v P V | d�ADU
pvq ¡ 0

)
.
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Example 6.51 ((SCARP-IP)-DAG for dwell-up times with α from Example 2.30). Let
α be the same as in (2.30):

αT :�

����
4{8 0 7{8 7{8
3{8 3{8 1{8 1{8
1{8 5{8 0 0

���.

We again assume dwell-up times of DU � p2, 1, 1q and set θ � 2M�3
2M�2DU � 12{8 according to

Proposition 2.29. The corresponding dwell-up constrained (SCARP-IP)-DAG is depicted
in Figure 6.7.

p0, 0, 0q
p0, 1, 0q

p0, 0, 1q

p2, 0, 0q

p0, 2, 0q

p0, 1, 1q

p0, 0, 2q

p3, 0, 0q

p2, 1, 0q

p2, 0, 1q

p0, 2, 1q

p0, 1, 2q

p4, 0, 0q

p3, 1, 0q

p3, 0, 1q

p2, 1, 1q

p2, 2, 0q

p1, 2, 1q

p2, 0, 2q

p1, 1, 2q

▲Figure 6.7 — DAG with θ � 12{8 for α from (2.22). Dashed arcs denote an optimal
dwell-time satisfying control ω in the sense that dpα, ωq � 5{8   2M�3{2M�2.

With Definition 6.50 at hand, we can again apply the same arguments as in the previous
two sections and obtain the following corollary. Note that for any dwell-up constrained
control i P rM s a vertex now has one or two outgoing arcs. The second outgoing arc
stems from the dwell-up constraint and goes directly to the vertex corresponding to
satisfying the dwell-up constraint for the control. Therefore, any vertex v P VDU now has
at most 2M outgoing arcs, meaning that the runtime estimate stays the same.

Corollary 6.52. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
Let C be a sequence-dependent, sequence independent or sequence-independent bottleneck
cost function and let DU be the dwell-up time vector for all controls. Then, the shortest
path algorithm 6.1 solves the problems CIA-VC, BN-VC, ISC-CIA-VC and DSC-CIA-VC
with dwell-up constraints in

|VDU | � |ADU | P O
�

N
?

M
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

.

Instead of using Definition 6.50, we could choose to modify the shortest path algorithm
while keeping the original (SCARP-IP)-DAG.
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6.4.3 Dwell-down constraints

Up to this point, the runtime estimate from Theorem 6.15 could be seamlessly transferred.
Adding dwell-down constraints changes this, as we observe that there can exist two
or more BINFS ωpaq, ωpbq P Vtpα, θq, possessing the same label value L, which are not
incident to the same set of labels in Vt�1pα, θq. This is due to the dwell-down constraints
as vertices sharing the same labels in Vt�1pα, θq can originate from different vertices in
Vtpα, θq and inherit the dwell-down times from the corresponding paths, thus inhibiting
certain control activations. This observation necessitates a modification as the equivalence
relation induced solely by the labeling function L is invalid. The modification, in turn,
makes the problem more difficult to solve as we have to create more vertices in the
worst-case.
For this, we first define the set of active dwell-down constraints of a control.

Definition 6.53. Let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R�. Let t P rN s and let ω P Btpα, θq.
The set of active dwell-down constraints for ω is the vector Dpωq P RM with entries
defined as follows: Let j P rM s and k P rts be the last grid point with ωk,j � 1. Then

Dipωq :� maxt0, DD,i � pt� kqu. (6.70)

That is, Dipωq is the number of remaining grid points until control i can be activated
again.

The set of active dwell-down constraints at hand we can define the corresponding dwell-
down DAG.

Definition 6.54. Let α be a relaxed control, let θ P R� and let G � pV, Aq be the
(SCARP-IP)-DAG from Definition 6.4. Let DD P RM be the dwell-down time vector
for all controls. Then the dwell-down constrained (SCARP-IP)-DAG is defined by
GDD :� pVDD, ADDq with

VDD :�
#
pL, Dqpωq

�����Lpωq P V

Dpωq from Definition 6.53.

+
.

The corresponding set of arcs ADD :� �N�1
t�1 ADD,t is constituted by the sets

ADD :�

$''&''%pv, wq P At

��������
w � v � ei,

Dipvq � 0.

,//.//-
Remark 6.55. The fact that dwell-down constraints are more problematic for the shortest
path approach was to be expected as shortest path problems on DAGs subject to resource
constraints are N P-hard, even if only a single resource constraint is present [HZ80, p.
306f]. In the case of dwell-down constraints, the deactivation of a control can be viewed
as consuming a certain type of resource, which is restored only after some amount of time
has passed. The amount corresponds to the dwell-down time of the deactivated control.
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We now observe that for any ω P Vtpα, θq any control can have at most one active dwell-
down value in between 0 and DD,i. Assuming a dwell-down time vector of DD P RM , then
leads to the following simple estimate on the number of potential different dwell-down
value realizations: �

DD,1
1


�
DD,2

1



�
�

DD,M

1



�

M¹
i�1

DD,i ¤ pDDqM . (6.71)

Inequality (6.71) signifies that any label Lpωq can have at most pDDqM many different
dwell-down realizations. Thus, the DAG is expanded multiplicatively by at most this
factor.
Anticipating the results we present in Subsection 6.4.5 we note that one could also
construct the DAG in a slightly different manner by using Definition 6.64, and obtain
MDD as the worst-case number of potentially added vertices.
We obtain the result for the dwell-up and dwell-down constrained rounding problem
as the definition for the dwell-down constrained (SCARP-IP)-DAG can naturally be
extended to cover dwell-up constraints.

Corollary 6.56. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�. Let
C be a sequence-dependent, sequence independent or sequence-independent bottleneck cost
function and let DD be the dwell-down time vector for all controls. Then, the shortest
path algorithm 6.1 solves the problem CIA-DWELL in

|VDD| � |ADD| P O

�
N min

#
M¹

i�1
DD,i, MDD

+?
M

�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
�

.

Furthermore, the worst-case runtime stays the same, even if additional dwell-up con-
straints have to be considered.

6.4.4 Shortest paths on non-equidistant grids

The shortest path approach can also be extended to handle optimal control rounding
problems on non-equidistant grids. For this purpose, we adapt the label definition and
then follow along the ideas presented for the SLAE approach in Subsection 4.4.1.

Definition 6.57. Let Assumption 4.42 hold. Let t P rN s, θ ¥ 1 and let α be a relaxed
control. Let hk P N, k P rN s be the multipliers from Definition 4.41. For ω P Btpα, θq the
regular label vector LRpωq P N is defined as

Lpωq :�
�

ţ

k�1
hkωk,1,

ţ

k�1
hkωk,2, . . . ,

ţ

k�1
hkωk,M .

�
(6.72)

We observe that Definitions 6.5 and 6.57 coincide in the case of equidistant grids. Using
regular labels and constructing the DAG with grid point induced dwell times now allows
using argumentation described in the previous two sections and results in the following
Corollary.
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Corollary 6.58. Let Assumption 4.42 hold. Let α be a relaxed control and let θ P R�.
Then the rounding problems DSC-CIA, DSC-CIA-VC and DSC-CIA with dwell-up constraints
can be solved in

|VDU,R| � |ADU,R| P O
�

N
?

M
�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
	

,

where VDU,R and ADU,R are the vertex and arc sets from Definition 6.50 constructed
using the regular label function, Def. 6.57, instead of Definition 6.5. Additionally, all
problems handled in Corollary 6.45 can be solved in the same runtime.

Dwell-down constrained problems in this setting can be solved in

|VDD| � |ADD| P O

�
N min

#
M¹

i�1
DD,i, MDD

+?
M

�
2rθs� 1

�M�1
�

.

6.4.5 Rounding in the two-dimensional setting

The previously treated problems considered control variables distributed in a one-
dimensional domain. We will now extend the approach and consider the case of a
discrete-valued control variable that is distributed on a two-dimensional domain. The pre-
sented formulation, as well as the adaptation, was first introduced in the article [Bes+22]
by Hansknecht, Kirches, Manns, and the author.

Note that even though we only discuss the two-dimensional setting here, the considerations
made in this subsection can also be transferred to higher dimensions as the theoretical
foundations of the CIA decomposition remains valid in higher dimensions. For details we
refer to [Man19; MK20b].

Setup for the two-dimensional case From the perspective of the shortest path approach
and the desire to be able to evaluate switching costs, especially the total variation, the
two-dimensional rounding problem features two significant differences in comparison to
the one-dimensional problem.

First of all, the natural ordering of the grid cells that we used in Section 6.1 is not
available anymore, which constitutes a general problem for all rounding algorithms from
the CIA approach and necessitates the introduction of a suitable order in which grid
cells should be evaluated. Fortunately, it was shown in [MK20b] that using space-filling
curves, e.g., Hilbert curves, satisfies the requirements of the CIA approach postulated
in [MK20b, Def. 4.4].

Secondly, the switching cost function, i.e. the total variation, is significantly more
involved in the two-dimensional case. To this end consider the grid indexed by t P rN s
and denote the set of neighbors for a grid cell Tt, t P rN s, by Nt. The length of a shared
interface between two grid cells, an edge in 2D, is denoted by ∆t,s for neighboring grid
cells Tt, Ts. Now, the total variation value contributed by grid cell Tt depends on the
controls activated in its neighborhood, i.e., Ts. In other words, let i, j P rM s, s P Nt,
ωt,i � 1 � ωs,j , then ωt,i � ωs,i and we have to account for switching costs ci,j P R
that are scaled with the length of the shared edge between Tt and Ts. Formalized, this
leads to the following generalization of (6.1), the nonlinear cost functions from previous
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Sections. For consistency we assume ci,j � cj,i and cii � 0 for all i, j P rM s, but note
that this symmetry is not necessary.

C2Dpωq :� 1
2

Ņ

t�1

M̧

i�1
C2Dpt, i, ωq, (6.73)

C2Dpt, i, ωq :�
¸

sPNt

M̧

i�1
ωt,iωs,jcij∆s,t. (6.74)

Switching Cost Aware rounding in two dimensions Following the one-dimensional
approach, we can now formulate the (SCARP-IP) for the two-dimensional case. We first
formulate the multidimensional equivalent of (Slack).

max
iPrMs,tPrNs

����� ţ

k�1
λkpαk,i � ωk,iq

����� ¤ θλ , (Slack-2D)

where λ :� maxTtPT λpTtq and λk :� λpTkq, k P rN s denotes the Lebesgue measure over
Tk.
This enables us to formulate the two-dimensional (SCARP-IP) problem:

min
ω

C2Dpωq (6.75)

s.t.
M̧

i�1
ωt,i � 1 for all t P rN s, (SCARP-IP-2D)

(Slack-2D),
ωt,i P t0, 1u for all t P rN s and all i P rM s,

The labeling function L for feasible binary controls ω P t0, 1ut�M can now be defined
analogously to the one-dimensional case, cf. Def. 6.5 or Def. 6.57. The challenge now lies
in the previously stated observation that a control activation in Tt affects the switching
cost values —the summands in (6.74)—of following grid cells along the chosen serialization
order of the grid cells. Thus, only storing a label L does not suffice anymore because of
the more complex structure of the objective function and, similarly to the dwell-down
constrained case, Subsection 6.4.3, we have to remember some of the previous control
decisions made along the serialization order. This motivates the following definition.
Note, however, that we want to avoid storing all controls as this would lead to a complete
enumeration.

Definition 6.59 (Visited neighborhood). Let t P N be a grid cell index and let H be
the serialization order of the grid. The visited neighborhood of grid cell Tt is the set
N V

t containing all grid cell indices in the neighborhood Nt with lower grid cell index
k   t, k P rN s, with respect to H. An index k P N V

t is also called a visited neighbor of t.

We note that any serialization order implies well-definedness of the visited neighborhood
for all grid cell indices as the serialization induces an ordering for the grid cell indices.
Furthermore, the control choices that have to be remembered are exactly those grid
cells whose neighborhood has not been completely visited as their choices influence the
objective function values of other not yet visited grid cells.
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Definition 6.60 (Potentially cost influencing set). Let t P rN s be a grid cell index and
let H be the serialization order of the grid. The set It

I
pNq
t :� tk P rN s|NkzN V

k � Hu (6.76)

is called the potentially cost influencing set at grid cell index t.

Well-definedness of the cost influencing set follows again from the serialization order, see
Example 6.61.

Example 6.61. We set N � 16 and inspect two different serialization orders of the grid.
Both examples are depicted in Figure 6.8. On the left-hand side, we consider a vertical
sweep and a Hilbert curve induced grid cell ordering on the right-hand side.

To illustrate the different visited neighborhoods as well as the potentially cost influencing
sets, we consider t � 7 during the serialization. The blue marked grid cells are the visited
grid cells which are members of the potentially cost influencing set.

In more detail we have the following state of the sets for the horizontal sweep:

I
p16q
7 � t1, 5, 6, 7u with

N1zN V
1 � t2, 8uzt2u � t8u,

N5zN V
5 � t4, 6, 12uzt4, 6u � t12u,

N6zN V
6 � t3, 5, 7, 11uzt3, 5, 7u � t11u,

N7zN V
7 � t2, 6, 8, 10uzt2, 6u � t8, 10u.

For the Hilbert curve serialization we have

I
p16q
7 � t2, 3, 5, 7u with

N2zN V
2 � t1, 3, 15uzt2u � t15u,

N3zN V
3 � t2, 4, 8, 14uzt4, 6u � t8, 14u,

N5zN V
5 � t4, 6, 8uzt3, 5, 7u � t8u,

N7zN V
7 � t6, 8, 10uzt2u � t8, 10u.

From Example 6.61 we observe that previous control choices that have to be remembered
depend on the serialization order. Combining this observation with the potentially cost
influencing sets for every grid cell we can define the so-called prefix vector which stores
the necessary control choices made on previous grid cells.
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▲Figure 6.8 — Sweeping (left) and Hilbert curve (right) grid order serialization on a
grid with N � 16.

Definition 6.62. Let t P rN s, let θ P R�, let H be the serialization order of the grid and
let ω P t0, 1ut�M be a binary control. The prefix size is denoted by

P
pNq
H :� max

tPrNs
|IpNq

t |. (6.77)

The prefix vector pptqpωq P rM sP is defined by

p
ptq
k pωq � i ô ωk,i � 1 for k P I

pNq
t (6.78)

and contains the controls activations made on the grid cells contained in the potentially
cost influencing set of grid cell t.

Definition 6.62 now allows us to retain the necessary information from a binary control
for our purpose of solving (6.75). We observe that storing the whole binary control in
the prefix vector is not necessary, as trivially, at most N � 1 choices have to be stored.
Moreover, the prefix size is significantly smaller in general, cf. Ex. 6.68, Prop. 6.69 and
Conj. 6.70.
By Definition 6.62, the entries in prefix vectors are subject to change when advancing
through the serialization, which necessitates a more complex notion for comparison
between two prefixes from consecutive grid cell indices.

Definition 6.63. Let t P rN � 1s, let θ P R�, let H be the serialization order of the
grid and let It and It�1 be the cost influencing sets of grid cells Tt and Tt�1 respectively.
Let ωpaq P t0, 1ut�M and ωpbq P t0, 1ut�1�M be two binary controls. Then the prefixes
pptqpωpaqq and ppt�1qpωpbqq are called consistent, if¸

kPItXIt�1

���pptqk pωpaqq � p
ptq
k pωpbqq

��� � 0. (6.79)

Definition 6.63 has the meaning that two prefixes coincide if they do not differ in grid
cells which can affect the switching cost values of following grid cells.
The information stored in the prefix vector together with the labels and the notion of
prefix consistency now allows the definition of a DAG for any θ P R� for the (6.75). As
before, the problem can be solved by using a shortest path algorithm on this DAG.
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Definition 6.64 (DAG for (6.75) [Bes+22, Section III.B]). Let α be a relaxed control,
let θ P R� and let λ1, . . . , λN be the volumes of the grid cells. We define the vertex set
V 2Dpα, θq � �N

t�1 V 2D
t with

V 2D
t :�

$''&''%
�
L, pptq

�pωq
��������
ω P t0, 1ut�M satisfies
(Slack) for all i P rM s, k P rts,
and pptqpωq P rM sP

,//.//- , (6.80)

and the corresponding set of arcs A2D :� �N�1
t�1 A2D

t with

A2D
t :�

$''''&''''%

��
L, pptq

�pωptqq,�
L, ppt�1q�pωpt�1qq

	
P V 2D

t � V 2D
t�1

����������
}Lpωpt�1qq � Lpωptqq}1 � 1,�

pptqpωptqq�, �ppt�1qpωpt�1qq�
are consistent.

,////.////- . (6.81)

Similar to the dwell-down constrained one-dimensional case, the runtime in the two-
dimensional case depends on the size of the prefix as well as the number of grid cells and
controls.
Remark 6.65 (Shortest path and dwell-down constraints). Note that in the one-dimensional
dwell-down constrained case a prefix vector can be defined analogously by setting the
prefix length to DD. Together with an adapted construction of the DAG, compare
Def. 6.64, this leads to the second estimate given in Corollary 6.56.

Corollary 6.66 ([Bes+22, Proposition 3.1]). Let α be a relaxed control, let H be the
serialization order and let θ P R�. Then the shortest path approach for (6.75) solves
the two-dimensional variants of CIA, BN, CIA-DWELL, DSC-CIA as well as their VC
constrained counterparts in

|V 2D| � |A2D| P O
�

MP pHqN
?

Mp2rθs� 1qM�1
	

. (6.82)

Proof. For t ¤ P the number of prefixes per label Lpωq is bounded by M t. For any later
grid cell t ¡ P at most MP many different prefixes can exist because other information
does not influence the switching costs at cell t. Therefore we have

|V 2D| �
Ņ

t�1
|V 2D

t | ¤ MP
Ņ

t�1
|Vt|,

where Vt is the size of the one-dimensional counterpart of V 2D
t . The runtime claim follows

analogously to proof of Theorem 6.15.

Remark 6.67 (Omitting the prefix). It is possible to omit the prefix in the two-dimensional
case and use the (SCARP-IP)-DAG instead. This implies that the switching cost value
is computed with respect to only two instead of four neighboring cells, leading to an
approximation of the optimal solution depending on the cost values from the switching
cost function.
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A prefix size bound for sweeps and a conjecture for Hilbert curves In the context
of Corollary 6.66, limiting the prefix size P

pNq
H for given serialization orders and grid

cells becomes vital for the practicability of the shortest path approach. We exemplary
investigate two grid cell orderings, the vertical sweep and the Hilbert curve induced grid
cell ordering already presented in Example 6.61.

Example 6.68. We consider three refinements of a uniform grid for two different
serialization orders. The prefix sizes for the Hilbert curve iterates from Figure 6.9 are

P
p4q
H � |Ip4q2 | � 2   2

?
2,

P
p16q
H � |Ip16q

7 | � 4   2
?

16, and

P
p64q
H � |Ip64q

29 | � 10   2
?

64.

The corresponding grid cell indices and the grid point with maximum prefix size are
marked in blue. The observed growth rate motivates Conjecture 6.70.
Similarly, the grid cell indices and one of the grid points with maximum prefix size are
marked in blue for the vertical sweep in Figure 6.10. The prefix sizes are

P
p4q
H � |Ip4q2 | � 2,

P
p16q
H � |Ip16q

5 | � 4 �
?

16, and

P
p64q
H � |Ip64q

9 | � 8 �
?

64.

which leads to the prefix size bound given in Proposition 6.69.
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▲Figure 6.9 — Refinements of a uniform grid for N P t4, 16, 64u with corresponding
Hilbert curve indexing, see Example 6.68 for details.
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▲Figure 6.10 — Refinements of a uniform grid for N P t4, 16, 64u with a vertical sweep
indexing.
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Considering the maximal size of the prefix for the sweep depicted in Figure 6.10 and
explained in Example 6.68, we immediately obtain the following result for sweep serial-
izations.

Proposition 6.69. Let H be a sweep induced grid cell indexing for a two-dimensional
grid with N grid cells, such that

?
N P N. Then PH ¤ maxt2,

?
Nu.

Proof. We have nothing to show in the case of N   5, thus let N ¥ 5. Observe that for a
sweep induced grid cell indexing the neighborhood of grid cell k P ?N is fully visited at
t � ?N � k, k P r?N s. This behavior repeats for all k P ts?N � 1, s

?
Nu, s P N, s

?
N ¤

N . Thus maxtPrNs It �
?

N and the claim follows.

We state the following conjecture, which is motivated by the theoretical and computational
results presented by Manns and Kirches in [MK20b].

Conjecture 6.70. Let H be a Hilbert curve induced grid cell indexing for a two-
dimensional grid with N grid cells, such that

?
N P N. Then it holds that PH ¤ 2

?
N .

Note that even though PH is larger, the findings from [MK20b] suggest that using
Hilbert curve orderings instead of other serialization orderings leads to better state
approximations.

6.5 Extensions of the SCARP approach
The DAG constructed in Section 6.2 allows several adaptations enhancing the proposed
SCARP approach. We briefly explain two possible extensions here. These extensions
allow to improve or alter the SCARP approach towards the MIOCP at hand and serve to
further illustrate the flexibility of the SCARP approach.
The first extension affects the solution quality produced by SCARP in terms of BC and
can be used in the case that more than one shortest path through the DAG exists. In
this case, we can modify Algorithm 6.1 such that all labels corresponding to a shortest
path are returned. This modification enables us to evaluate the corresponding binary
controls and pick the binary control with smallest objective function value J . Thus,
in the case of CIA, the SCARP approach allows to calculate the binary control with
smallest objective function value J for BC among the binary controls with smallest
integral control deviation θ. Using this modification necessitates an additional runtime of
O
�

E pNq?M p2rθs� 1qM�1
	

, where E pNq is the time necessary to evaluate the binary
control in BC, and the

?
M p2rθs� 1qM�1 term stems from the maximal number of

possible vertices at the last grid point, see the proof of Theorem 6.15 and especially
inequality 6.64 in combination with Theorem 6.42.
Naturally, this extension does not guarantee that the optimal solution for BC is found but
facilitates a simple way to quickly evaluate many promising and usable binary controls.
The second extension concerns the choice of the pseudo-metric dpα, ωq used in the (Slack)
constraint. Naturally, one can substitute the chosen pseudo-metric by another function
dE and construct the corresponding SCARP-type control DAG as described in Section 6.2
as long as the following properties are fulfilled by dE :
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a) dE maps into R,

b) dE can be evaluated at any grid point t P rN s,
c) the value of dE at t P rN s depends only on the binary control choices made at

k ¤ t, k P rN s and

d) let t P rN s and given two different feasible binary solutions ωpaq, ωpbq P t0, 1ut�M

with the same label value Lpωpaqq � Lpωpbqq. It has to hold that, if pωpaqT |eiqT for
i P rM s is feasible with respect to dE and θ, then pωpbqT |eiqT is also feasible with
respect to dE and θ.

The first three properties enable a definition of BINFS and labels. Together with the
fourth property, this allows to construct a label DAG and proceed with proofs in a similar
way to the procedures described in sections 6.2 and 6.3. We note that the fourth property
was shown to hold in Proposition 6.7 in the case of the pseudo-metric.
Naturally, the value and interpretation of the deviation parameter θ have to be adapted
accordingly depending on the relationship between dE , BC and RC.
Similar to the multidimensional or dwell-down cases the fourth property can be replaced,
but depending on the properties of the chosen function dE , the corresponding runtime
estimates can get worse.

6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced and discussed the shortest path framework SCARP capable
of handling sequence-dependent switching costs in the context of MIOCPs, i.e., total
variation of switches. The corresponding problem was shown to be N P-hard in the
previous chapter.
We first rephrased the rounding problem as a shortest path problem on a DAG which
can be efficiently solved, e.g., by Dijkstra-type algorithms. Solving the shortest path
problem supplies an optimal solution of the sequence-dependent switching cost rounding
problem DSC-CIA and enables to balance approximation quality and switching costs by
using different values for the maximally allowed control deviation θ.
We performed a detailed worst-case and runtime analysis for the SCARP framework.
The theoretical results show that, despite the N P-hardness of the sequence-dependent
switching cost rounding problem, the proven bounds for SCARP are favorable as they are
linear in the number of discretization points N and only exponential in the number of
controls M .
We provided the construction methods and runtimes necessary to cope with several
different combinatorial constraints as well as combinations thereof including problems in
higher dimensions. We concluded the chapter by discussing further possible extensions
of the SCARP approach highlighting the framework’s flexibility.
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This chapter demonstrates computational results for solving rounding problems occurring
during the CIA decomposition for different MIOCPs with the approaches presented in this
thesis. We discuss four different problems and compare the performance of the RVM and
SCARP approaches with SUR, NFR, and the BnB and MILP solvers from the pycombina
module [Bür+20]. We omit the SLAE approach in this chapter due to its unfavorable
runtime estimates in comparison to the RVM and SCARP approaches. Furthermore, we
note that we did not employ any of the modifications for SCARP elaborated in Section 6.5.
To enable a fair comparison, we chose problems that can be handled by most of the
currently established algorithms. Note that the RVM and SCARP modeling capability
extend beyond the investigated settings.
The first and third of the presented problems are directly taken from the benchmark
examples detailed in the mintoc library [Sag12]. The second problem consists of a
variation of the first problem, which was also considered in [Bes+19; Bes+20]. The
corresponding NLPs were solved using Python v3.7.8. implementations, where CasADi
version 3.5.3 [And+19] was applied to generate the derivatives. The NLP relaxation was
then solved with IPOPT [WB06] version 3.12.3 using direct multiple shooting to discretize
the dynamics, see [BP84] for details. The fourth problem considers the design of cloaks
for wave functions governed by the Helmholtz equation in 2D. The presented results for
this problem have also been published in the article [Bes+22].
All computational experiments for Sections 7.1–7.3 were executed on a laptop computer
equipped with an Intel i7-6700 CPU clocked at 2.60 GHz and 16 GB RAM. Implementa-
tions of SUR, NFR, RVM and SCARP are done in C++. For the BnB and MILP solvers
from pycombina, a timeout after 1800s or 1.000.000.000 LP solver iterations was used in
all experiments.

7.1 CIA and the Lotka-Volterra multimode problem
This section illustrates the efficacy of solving CIA problems with the RVM and SCARP
approaches in terms of integral control deviation, state-vector approximation, objective
values and runtimes. To this end we consider the Lotka-Volterra multimode fishing prob-
lem (LVM), which can be found in the MIOCP benchmark library mintoc [Sag12]. The

https://mintoc.de/index.php/Lotka_Volterra_Multimode_fishing_problem
https://mintoc.de/index.php/Lotka_Volterra_Multimode_fishing_problem
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problem was thoroughly investigated under different aspects [Sag05; SJK11; SBD12] and
its relaxed solution contains a singular arc [Sag05]. The convexified problem formulation
with Mayer objective term reads

inf
y,w

y2ptf q (LVM)

s.t. 9y0pτq � y0pτq � y0pτqy1pτq �
3̧

i�1
c0,iy0pτqwipτq, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

9y1pτq � y1pτq � y0pτqy1pτq �
3̧

i�1
c1,iy1pτqwipτq, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

9y2pτq � py0pτq � 1q2 � py1pτq � 1q2, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
wpτq P t0, 1uM , for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
M̧

i�1
ωipτq � 1, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

ypt0q � p0.5, 0.7, 0qT .

For our computations, we used the values rt0, tf s :� r0, 12s, tc0,1, c1,1u :� t0.2, 0.1u,
tc0,2, c1,2u :� t0.4, 0.2u, tc0,3, c1,3u :� t0.01, 0.1u and discretized the grid with equidistant
discretizations of N P t40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280, 320, 360, 400u. The number of
discretizations was chosen this way as we could only compute globally optimal solutions
of (LVM) up to and including N � 200 in less than 24 hours with Bonmin.
The RVM and SCARP approaches both started with θ � 5{6, the tight bound of SUR,
stated in Theorem 2.25, instead of the tight bound of 3{4 for the CIA problem, provided
by Corollary 2.17, which guarantees the existence of a binary control ω for any relaxed
control α.
We first compare the deviation value θ obtained and the runtime needed by SUR, NFR,
RVM, SCARP and pycombinas BnB and MILP solver. Figure 7.1 shows the deviations
calculated from the binary controls obtained by applying the different algorithms to
the same relaxed solution α of (LVM). The results of the RVM and SCARP approaches
numerically verify the theoretical results obtained in Chapters 3 and 6 as they coincide
with the results obtained by pycombinas BnB and MILP solvers. The binary controls
obtained by the SUR and NFR heuristics often coincide with the optimal solutions. In
the case of N P t160, 240u, however, the deviation is above the bound of 2M�3{2M�2,
provided in Corollary 2.17.
The runtimes are depicted in Figure 7.2 and show the expected behavior of the RVM
and SCARP approaches as they are very close to the runtime needed by the SUR and
NFR heuristics.
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▲Figure 7.1 — Control deviation θ for the different binary controls computed by the
six different rounding algorithms. The grey line visualizes the bound from Corollary 2.17.
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▲Figure 7.2 — Compute times of CIA for the (LVM) problem for the six investigated
rounding algorithms.
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We also compare the relative error of the states obtained for the binary controls by using
the relative error

epNq
y,A :� supt }ypwpNq

A q � ypapNqq}2
supt }ypapNqq}2

, (7.1)

where A denotes the rounding algorithm, i.e., A P tSUR, NFR, RVM, SCARP, BnB, MILPu.
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y
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(SCARP) (BNB) (MILP)

▲Figure 7.3 — Relative state errors of the six rounding algorithms regarding the
approximation of the state errors for the relaxation of (LVM). Note that (LVM) is a
nonlinear problem thus a monotone decrease in terms of the relative state error cannot
be expected for all iterations.

Figure 7.3 shows that even though the binary controls obtained by the RVM, SCARP, BnB
and MILP approaches had the same control deviation θ, they do not necessarily coincide,
which can result in different state deviations, see e.g. N P t240, 320u in Figure 7.3. A
behavior similar to the state error can be observed for the objectives in Figure 7.4, where
we compute the relative error as

epNq
J,A :� |Jpy, w

pNq
A q| � |Jpy, apNqq|
|Jpy, apNqq| . (7.2)

These figures show that the theoretical results presented in the previous chapters carry
over to the numerical tests and that we have slightly better performance of RVM or
SCARP than for SUR and NFR in terms of the integral control deviation, the relative
state and objective errors, see Figures 7.1, 7.3 and 7.4, while maintaining a significantly
lower runtime than tailored BnB and MILP approaches, depicted in Figure 7.2.
For a closer look at the discrepancy in the relative state and objective errors visible at
N � 240, we compare the states obtained after rounding with the state of the relaxed
solution in the time interval τ P r6, 12s in Figure 7.5. For τ   6 the state difference is
negligible for all rounding algorithms, while for the second interval MILP, RVM, and
SCARP almost reproduce the states obtained by the relaxed solutions whereas the SUR
and BnB algorithms show deviations in both directions. We highlight that the SCARP
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▲Figure 7.4 — Relative error of the six rounding algorithms regarding the approx-
imation of the objective for the relaxation of (LVM). Note that (LVM) is a nonlinear
problem thus a monotone decrease in terms of the relative objective error cannot be
expected for all iterations.
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▲Figure 7.5 — Comparison of states for N � 240 on τ r6, 12s and all rounding
algorithms investigated in this chapter.
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and MILP solutions are identical up to 10�16 for all state evaluations on the whole time
horizon T with the exception of those on the last three grid points, i.e., τ ¥ 11.9.
We close this section by comparing the solution obtained by the decomposition approach
using RVM with a globally optimal solution obtained for up to N � 200 using the
MINLP solver Bonmin version 1.8.7. For a fair comparison, all four main algorithms
of Bonmin, B-BB, B-OA, B-Hyg and B-QG were employed. Out of these results we
picked the solution with shortest runtime. A solution could not be generated for any
N P t240, 280, 320, 360, 400u in the time limit of 86400 seconds. The runtimes as well
as the objective values are tabulated in Table 7.1. We compare these results with the
relaxed solution as well as the solution obtained by RVM. The displayed runtime for
RVM includes the runtime to compute the relaxation, perform the rounding using RVM
and to reevaluate (LVM) with ω obtained from RVM.

N Objective epNq
J,A Runtime [s]

(RC) Bonmin RVM Bonmin RVM Bonmin RVM
40 1.833349 1.842131 1.857952 4.79014� 10�3 1.34197� 10�2 5.13465� 102 3.64199� 100

80 1.830383 1.831712 1.878211 7.26077� 10�4 2.61300� 10�2 2.96304� 103 1.74735� 100

120 1.828938 1.828866 1.829164 �3.93671� 10�5 1.23568� 10�4 2.56534� 103 2.51670� 100

160 1.828838 1.828970 1.830194 7.21769� 10�5 7.41454� 10�4 7.16185� 103 3.38349� 100

200 1.828901 1.828805 1.829328 �5.24905� 10�5 2.33473� 10�4 1.69841� 104 4.38995� 100

400 1.828730 � 1.828759 � 1.58579� 10�5 � 9.36980� 100

▲Table 7.1 — Objective values, optimality gap in percent and runtime of Bonmin
and the decomposition approach with RVM as rounding algorithm for (LVM). The �

indicates a time-out of the solver after 24 hours.

The results displayed in Table 7.1 show the clear advantages of the decomposition
approach as the runtimes are relatively small and the computations can be performed up
to a high accuracy. Even though the last result of Bonmin for N � 200 is better than
the corresponding relaxed and binary solutions, the fast runtime of the decomposition
approach permits to double the number of grid intervals and then find an even better
solution for (LVM).

7.2 Switching-cost aware rounding
This section presents a case study for solving an (MSCP) involving costs on the switching
of controls with the CIA decomposition. We compare the SUR heuristic as well as the
SCARP algorithm and the BnB and MILP implementations of pycombina. The section is
based on the results presented in the articles [Bes+19, Section IV] and [Bes+20, Section
5]. In the following we consider a different variant of the Lotka-Volterra multimode fishing
problem and add switching costs to the problem. The convexified problem formulation is
given by

inf
y,w

y2ptf q � Cpwq (LVSC)

s.t. 9y0pτq � y0pτq � y0pτqy1pτq � c0y0pτq
3̧

i�1
viwipτq, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

https://github.com/coin-or/Bonmin
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9y1pτq � y1pτq � y0pτqy1pτq � c1y1pτq
3̧

i�1
viwipτq, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

9y2pτq � py0pτq � 1q2 � py1pτq � 1q2, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
wpτq P t0, 1uM , for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
M̧

i�1
ωipτq � 1, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

ypt0q � p0.5, 0.7, 0qT .

We used the values

rt0, tf s � r0, 12s, c0 � 0.4, c1 � 0.2,

discretized the grid with equidistant discretizations and N � 2k, k P r10s grid points,
and chose discrete control realizations with

v1 � 1.0, v2 � 0.2 and v3 � 0.0.

The control realizations can be seen as the different influences a control realization exerts
on the populations, while the switching costs can be interpreted as the operational
expenses to equip or discard the fishing equipment. For our experiment we choose to set
the switching on costs to

c�1 � 2.0, c�2 � 1.0, c�3 � 0.0,

while the switching off costs are given by

c�1 � 0.1, c�2 � 0.1, c�3 � 0.0.

As the binary control function w on a discretized grid can be reconstructed from ω by
setting w � °N

k�1 χtk�1,tk
ωk, the switching cost function can be given in its discretized

form as

Cpwq � Cpωq :�
3̧

i�1
c�i ω1,i �

Ņ

t�2

3̧

i�1
σ�t,ipωqc�i �

Ņ

t�2

3̧

i�1
σ�t,ipωqc�i ,

where

σ�t,ipωq :� maxt0, ωk�1,i � ωk,iu for i P rM s, t P rN szt0u,
σ�t,ipωq :� maxt0, ωk,i � ωk�1,iu for i P rM s, t P rN s.

In the following comparison, we chose θ � 5{6 as the deviation parameter for SCARP to
ensure that the SUR algorithm used in the computations finds a binary control. As the
pycombina solvers cannot natively handle switching costs, but can handle a limitation
on the number of switches σmax for different controls, we first solved (LVSC) via the
CIA decomposition, using SCARP as a rounding algorithm, evaluated the number of
switches made by SCARP and provided the limits as additional input for the BnB and
MILP solvers.
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N SUR SCARP BnB MILP
2 0.648 0.666 1.334 0.666
4 0.691 0.629 0.629 0.629
8 0.603 0.664 0.664 0.664
16 0.776 0.751 0.751 0.751
32 0.693 0.740 0.740 0.740
64 0.600 0.808 0.786 0.786
128 0.735 0.832 0.832 0.832
256 0.506 0.802 0.802 0.802
512 0.698 0.828 :1.387 �0.828
1024 0.569 0.833 �10.13 �0.947

▲Figure 7.6 — Runtimes and deviations for SUR, SCARP as well as pycombina’s BnB
and MILP solvers for (LVSC) with θ � 5{6 for SCARP. : indicates that 1.000.000.000 LP
solver iterations were reached. � indicates a timeout after 1800s.

The running times of the algorithms as well as their deviation are depicted in Figure 7.6.
Similarly to the observations made in [Bes+19; Bes+20], the BnB and MILP solvers take
a significant amount of time to solve the problem. For N � 1024, the BnB solver times
out and does not generate a valid solution, while for N � 512 finding an optimal solution
takes more than the 1.000.000.000 LP solver iterations. In all instances the shortest path
implementation of SCARP presents a vast improvement in terms of runtime and shows
the runtime growth behavior theorized in Chapter 6. As expected, the deviation of the
binary controls computed by the SCARP, BnB and MILP approaches is higher than the
deviation of SUR. However, the SUR heuristic does not take switching costs into account,
which we discuss in the next paragraph. Additionally, out of the SCARP, BnB and MILP
results only the results provided by SCARP stay below the threshold of 5{6.
Comparison of the objective values is again performed using the relative error epNq

J,A with
respect to the relaxed solution of (LVSC). The plot in Figure 7.7 visualizes the behavior
of the relative error. We note again that since the considered problem is nonlinear, the
error does not necessarily decrease monotonely over the grid refinements. Nonetheless,
the convergence property of the CIA approach, stated in Thm. 2.9, is validated for
SCARP. The right plot visualizes the switching costs. One immediately observes that the
switching costs computed by SCARP as well as the BnB and MILP solvers are significantly
lower than the switching costs of SUR. Additionally, the trade-off between deviation and
switching costs, which we will inspect more closely in the next subsection, is hinted at by
comparing the results of the BnB solver and SCARP at the last shown refinement.
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(a) Comparison of the approximation quality for the objective from (LVSC). Theorem 2.9.
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(b) Switching costs of SUR, SCARP, BnB and MILP for different discretizations N

▲Figure 7.7 — Relative error and switching costs of SUR, SCARP and pycombina’s
BnB and MILP solvers for (LVSC) with θ � 5{6 for SCARP.
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Influence of the choice of θ on runtime and results for SCARP and (LVSC)
with switching costs
The runtime results for SCARP, see Thm. 6.15, indicate the importance of the cardinalities
of the vertex and arc sets and a dependence on the choice of θ. Additionally, the previous
results shown in Figure 7.7 give a first confirmation of the trade-off relationship between
θ and the approximation quality, see also Rem. 6.2. We therefore ran benchmarks with
θ P 5{6 � t1.5, 2.u and compare them to the previously obtained solutions for θ � 5{6. We
include the results of SUR in this comparison as a baseline.
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Number of evaluated vertices and arcs during the computation of SCARP for different
values of θ and ∆ compared to the bound obtained in Thm. 6.15. Note that the
worst-case bounds for θ � 5

4 and θ � 5
3 coincide.
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Runtime of SCARP for different values of θ and ∆. The SUR runtime is displayed as
a baseline.

▲Figure 7.8 — Influence of the choice of θ on the runtime and results of SCARP for
(LVSC).

Figure 7.8 shows the cardinality of the vertex and arc sets visited during the SCARP
computations with Algorithm 6.1 and compares them with the worst-case bound from
Theorem 6.15. As expected, the number of vertices and arcs increases linearly with the
refinement of the grid and the number of vertices and arcs seen during the computation
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is in all cases lower than the theoretical bound, which is due to Lemma 6.21 and
Theorem 6.42. A tight bound for Theorem 6.42 was conjectured in Conjecture 6.34. We
also note that the presented results differ from the results presented in [Bes+20] as the
worst-case bound of Theorem 6.15 was improved in comparison to [Bes+20, Thm. 33].
Confirming the theoretical results regarding the runtime estimate, the runtime of the
SCARP approach increases in relation to the chosen θ value.
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Comparison of the approximation quality for the objective from (LVSC) for SCARP
with different values of θ and SUR. The grey line visualizes the desired linear decrease
of the error from Theorem 2.9
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Switching costs of SCARP with different values of θ and SUR.

▲Figure 7.9 — Relative error and switching costs for SUR and SCARP for different
values of θ.

The relative error approximations and switchings costs for the different choices of θ
are displayed in Figure 7.9. We can confirm the trade-off between θ and the relative
approximation error as a higher θ value permits smaller switching costs because the
controls can be chosen farther away from the relaxed solution. This shows one of the
features with which the developed SCARP approach enhances the current capabilities of
the decomposition approach to compute switching cost aware roundings in competitive
runtime.
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7.3 Minimum dwell-up time constrained MIOCP
This section illustrates the application of SCARP for a dwell-up time constrained MIOCP.
The three tank multimode (TTM) problem considers three tanks connected by pipes with
the goal to minimize the deviation of the fluid levels from certain parameters k1 and k2 in
the middle and lower tank, whereas a deviation from k1 in the middle tank is penalized
heavier, k3, than the deviation in the lower tank, k4. This optimal control problem is a
variant of the two tank problem considered in [CDH16], originating from [Vas+13], and
has also been investigated by Zeile, Sager and Robuschi [ZRS20; Zei21] in the context of
the CIA decomposition approach. The following convexified problem formulation is taken
from the benchmark library mintoc [Sag12]:

inf
y,ω

y3ptf q (TTM)

s.t. 9y0pτq � �
a

y0pτq � c1w1pτq � c2w2pτq � w3pτq
a

c3y2pτq, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
9y1pτq �

a
y0pτq �

a
y1pτq, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

9y2pτq �
a

y1pτq �
a

y2pτq � w3pτq
a

c3y2pτq, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
9y3pτq � k3py1pτq � k1q2 � k4py2pτq � k2q2, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
wpτq P t0, 1uM , for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,
M̧

i�1
ωipτq � 1, for a. a. τ P rt0, tfs,

ypt0q � p2., 2., 2., 0.qT .

The used parameter values are

rt0, tf s :� r0, 12s, k :� t2, 3, 1, 3u, and c :� t1.0, 2.0, 0.8u.

For comparability of our results, we choose the same discretizations as chosen by the
authors of [ZRS20], which is N P t20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280u. The solution of the
decomposition approach applied to problem (TTM) without dwell-up constraints, for
different discretizations and utilizing SCARP are displayed in Table 7.2. The optimality
gap expressed as percentage is computed as Jpy,ω

pNq
SCARPq{Jpy,apNqq� 100.

N (RC) objective Objective epNq
J,SCARP Optimality gap [%] θ Runtime [s] (SCARP)

20 8.776720 10.24578 1.67381� 10�1 16.738 0.695 4.62587� 10�5

40 8.776057 8.900478 1.41773� 10�2 1.418 0.603 4.71302� 10�5

80 8.775977 8.831293 6.30311� 10�3 0.063 0.707 1.20135� 10�4

160 8.775976 8.782620 7.57066� 10�4 0.076 0.575 2.02087� 10�4

320 8.775976 8.778544 2.92617� 10�4 0.029 0.657 3.84465� 10�4

640 8.775975 8.776722 8.51187� 10�5 0.009 0.682 7.89157� 10�4

1280 8.775976 8.776112 1.54968� 10�5 0.001 0.643 1.26823� 10�3

▲Table 7.2 — Objective values, optimality gap, control deviation and runtime of
SCARP for the (TTM) problem without dwell-up constraints.

https://mintoc.de/index.php/Three_Tank_multimode_problem
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The results shown in Table 7.2 illustrate that a fine discretization is essential for the
decomposition approach to achieve sufficiently good results and provide a baseline for
the comparisons with increasing dwell-up values. We presented only a comparison with
SCARP as similar to the previous section the results obtained by the RVM, BnB and
MILP approaches are identical in terms of control deviation θ, differ sometimes slightly
in terms of the objective and in the case of BnB and MILP deviate by a large factor in
terms of runtime.
We now added dwell-up constraints of the form stated in Definition 2.27 to problem TTM.
These constraints were only considered during the rounding step and were not included
into the NLP as it was reported that including them into the NLP does not have a
significant impact on the solution [ZRS20]. The objective function values and control
deviations obtained by DSUR, SCARP, BnB and MILP for DU are depicted in Figure 7.10.
To ensure comparability between the different dwell-up time constrained instances we
display a time-scaled deviation factor θS, which is obtained by factoring the time per
grid cell into θ e.g. for T � 12, N � 1280 and a deviation of θ the time-scaled deviation
θS is is given by θS :� θ � T{N � θ � 12{1280.
Figure 7.10 illustrates that the objective value for the rounding problem as well as the
original constrained MIOCP is affected by increasing dwell-up constraint values. As the
solution of the relaxed problem is unaffected by dwell-up constraints, we compare the
absolute objective function values for the binary controls instead of relative deviations
from the relaxed objective value. Comparing the development of the objective function
values along the finer discretizations for the different dwell-up constraints, we notice that
for smaller dwell-up values, DU P t0.3, 0.5u, it still holds that a smaller deviation often
leads to a smaller objective function value. However, this is not the case for the the
larger two dwell-up values, DU P t0.7, 0.9u, as the dwell-time constrained dynamic more
and more decouples from the relaxation and the deviation for which SCARP, BnB and
the MILP solver optimized has less significance with regards to the underlying dynamic.
Future work should focus on intertwining the rounding step with a computation or
estimation of the dynamic to improve the applicability of the CIA approach in the case
of large dwell time values.
Table 7.3 shows the different runtimes for the dwell-up value choices of DU P t.3, .9u.
Naturally, the DSUR heuristic is still the fastest. However, considering that we did not
optimize the SCARP algorithm for dwell time problems and adding the facts that it
still provides optimal solutions in terms of integral control deviation, has fast runtimes
and often provides the best solution in terms of the objective function, it is a promising
alternative for solving dwell time constrained MIOCPs. This is especially the case since
DSUR always sets the dwell-up time to the maximum over all dwell-up times, while
SCARP can also handle problems with different dwell-up times and can incorporate
switching costs into the problem.
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▲Figure 7.10 — Scaled integral control deviation and relative objective error for
(TTM) with different dwell-up times DU P t0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9u s and on discretizations
with N P t40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280u grid points.
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DU � .3
N DSUR SCARP BnB MILP
20 4.88722� 10�5 7.45580� 10�5 4.58949� 10�2 2.04483� 10�1

40 2.99096� 10�4 4.05322� 10�4 5.38568� 10�2 2.73341� 10�1

80 1.99485� 10�4 5.60380� 10�4 3.78293� 100 1.05597� 100

160 1.98913� 10�4 3.28112� 10�3 7.08367� 100 7.27357� 100

320 9.98020� 10�4 2.29035� 10�2 1.16695� 101 3.77442� 101

640 2.03466� 10�4 2.36090� 10�1 2.23834� 101 3.51611� 102

1280 3.98874� 10�4 3.75914� 100 5.16183� 101 3.08387� 103

DU � .9
N DSUR SCARP BnB MILP
20 5.71106� 10�5 9.70080� 10�5 8.18803� 10�1 5.10377� 10�1

40 9.872913� 10�5 3.60290� 10�4 6.58064� 10�2 3.57900� 10�1

80 1.994133� 10�4 1.17530� 10�3 1.11449� 100 1.03034� 100

160 1.993418� 10�4 6.35161� 10�3 2.28545� 100 6.53746� 100

320 9.71078� 10�4 3.40431� 10�2 4.64307� 101 1.59373� 101

640 2.02632� 10�4 2.83425� 10�1 9.60870� 101 9.73986� 102

1280 3.02935� 10�4 2.66297� 100 2.97519� 101 �3.60986� 103

▲Table 7.3 — Runtimes in seconds for the four different rounding algorithms and two
different dwell-up values used in the rounding step of the CIA decomposition approach to
solve problem (TTM). The � indicates a timeout of the MILP solver.

7.4 Multi-dimensional switching-cost aware rounding
In this section, we consider the numerical behavior of the SCARP approach in a two-
dimensional setting involving switching-costs. As detailed in Subsection 6.4.5, the
switching cost function in this situation is more involved as the switching costs contributed
by a single grid cell Tt, t P rN s, depend on the choices made in the neighboring cells.
The content of this section is based on [Bes+22].
We consider a topology optimization problem for designing cloaks for wave functions
governed by the Helmholtz equation in a 2D scenario, see also [HM15; LMW21] and
Figure 7.11 for a visualization. The problem considers an incident wave y0 and a
design area ΩD � Ω � R2. We now seek a function ν : ΩD Ñ tν1, ν2, ν3u, where
ν1 :� 0, ν2 :� 0.5 and ν3 :� 1 are possible material constants describing material
properties, e.g. impermeability of the material. In our case νpxq � ν1 indicates that
no material is placed at x P ΩD. The aim is to protect an object in another region
Ωo � Ω � R2 from the incident wave. Applying partial outer convexification, we have
νpxq � °3

i�1 wipxqνi for a. a. x P Ω and the considered optimization problem is

inf
y,w

1
2}y � y0}2L2pΩoq

� RBpwq (H)
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s.t. �∆y � k2
0y � �

k2
0qy � k2

0qy0
� M̧

i�1
νiwi in Ω,

pBy{Bnq � ik0y � 0 on BΩ,

wpxq P t0, 1u3 and
3̧

i�1
wipxq � 1 for a. a. x P Ωs,

wpxq � 0 for a. a. x P ΩzΩs,

w P L8pΩ,R3q.

By combining Proposition 2.7 from [LMW21] and Theorem 2.12 from [Man21] with

▲Figure 7.11 — Domain Ω � p0, 2q2 with the scatterer design area Ωs � p.5, 1.5q2 in
light gray and the protected area Ωo � p0.5, 1.5q � p1.625, 2.q in black.
weights (costs) g1 � 0, g2 � 1, and g3 � 4, and a general scale of 0.05, we have that the
CIA decomposition approach is feasible for (H).
For RB we used the relaxed multi-bang regularizer [CK14; Man21] and chose the wave
number k0 � 6π and the scatterer parameter q � 0.75. The domain is then discretized
uniformly into 28�28 squares, which are decomposed into 4 triangles each. The discretized
state equation is then solved with the open-source library Firedrake [Rat+16], using
PETSc as the backend for numerical linear algebra [Bal+19]. The adjoint equation for
the first term of the reduced objective is computed by using dolfin-adjoint [Far+13].
We optimize for a first-order stationary point using a limited-memory quasi-Newton
method with BFGS updates, blmvm, from the PETSc TAO package [Den+18]. In order
to be able to apply gradient-based methods, the regularizer is smoothed slightly by
using a Moreau envelope with γ � 0.01 as described in [Man21]. We note that different
smoothing approaches, such as the subdifferential smoothing in a semi-smooth Newton
approach [CK14], could be applied instead.
We compute and compare the solution of the rounding step in four different ways.
We use the multidimensional SCARP approach described in Subsection 6.4.5 as well
as the one-dimensional SCARP approach as a heuristic as described in Remark 6.67.
Additionally, the ILP formulation of (6.75) for this rounding problem is solved using
version 9.1 of the GUROBI optimizer; see [LLC18], denoted by ILP here. We also use
an adapted multidimensional version of the SUR algorithm, see [MK20b]. As discussed
in Subsection 6.4.5, we use iterates of Hilbert curves to order the grid cells. The
computations were performed on a workstation equipped with an AMD Epic 7742 CPU
and 96 GB RAM.
Inspecting the relaxed control a, we have that aνi is already close to the parameter values
ν1, ν2 or ν3 in large parts of the domain. We compute the binary controls with SCARP,
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N ILP SCARP2D SCARP SUR

41 0.092 1.07 � 10�05 2.73 � 10�06 4.84 � 10�06

42 0.030 9.19 � 10�05 1.77 � 10�05 5.43 � 10�06

43 0.061 344.25 9.92 � 10�05 7.85 � 10�04

44 0.698 : 8.61 � 10�04 2.20 � 10�05

45 6.85 : 9.95 � 10�03 6.29 � 10�05

46 78.87 : 1.24 � 10�01 2.35 � 10�04

▲Table 7.4 — Runtimes of ILP, SCARP2D, SCARP and SUR for the rounding step
performed during the decomposition approach for (H). N is the number of cells de-
composing Ωs. Displayed times are in seconds and the : indicates an exceedingly high
memory consumption leading to prohibitively large computation times.

ILP and SUR for N � 4 up to N � 4096, where N denotes the number of cells. Finer
grids can still be computed with SCARP and SUR, but not for the ILP as the memory
demand exceeds the installed memory of the workstation. Similarly, the memory demand
of SCARP2D exceeds the installed memory of the workstation for N ¡ 256, leading to
prohibitively high computation times in this case. The runtimes of all four algorithms
are displayed in Table 7.4.
Looking at the results displayed in Table 7.5, we observe that convergence of the objective
values is achieved for the refined grids, therefore numerically verifying our statement
that the decomposition approach is applicable. Figure 7.12a shows the state and control
vectors for the continuous relaxation as well as for the different rounding algorithms on
the finest discretization. Differences in the tracking term y � y0 are hardly visible for all
results. Blue indicates a value close to zero, indicating that a protection of Ωo can be
established.
The switching costs, indicating the difficulty of constructing the corresponding design,
obtained with SUR are higher than than the ones obtained by SCARP, which in turn
are higher than the optimal ones obtained with SCARP2D, and ILP. These results are
presented in Table 7.6. Correspondingly, the undesired jittering present in the control
designs shown in Figure 7.12b is more pronounced for higher switching cost values.
Notably, the switching costs produced by SCARP are only moderately higher than the
optimal ones produced by SCARP2D and ILP (a difference of 6.1% for N � 1024 and
4.5% for N � 4096). For small mesh sizes a naive SCARP2D approach with prefix
lengths of N{2 delivers promising results. Unfortunately, the increased complexity leads
to computational intractability of the naive SCARP2D approach already for medium
mesh sizes. However, the one-dimensional SCARP algorithm can still be employed in this
setting and provides an efficient heuristic with acceptable results.
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(a) Resulting amplitude of y � y0 (left) and controls (right) of the Helmholtz cloaking problem (H).

(b) Control designs for grids 42 to 46 for SUR (top row), SCARP (center row), and ILP/ SCARP2D
(bottom row).

▲Figure 7.12 — Control designs and amplitudes from different rounding algorithms
for the Helmholtz cloaking problem (H).

N ILP/ SCARP2D SCARP SUR

41 4.02 � 100 3.72 � 100 4.62 � 100

42 4.02 � 100 4.02 � 100 3.98 � 100

43 2.14 � 100 2.61 � 100 1.76 � 100

44 5.01 � 10�1 5.69 � 10�1 6.01 � 10�1

45 9.70 � 10�2 1.22 � 10�1 1.66 � 10�1

46 2.78 � 10�2 3.05 � 10�2 4.67 � 10�2

▲Table 7.5 — Relative objective er-
rors of ILP/ SCARP2D, SCARP, and SUR
to the continuous relaxation over suc-
cessively refined grids. Lowest error is
indicated in bold.

N ILP/SCARP2D SCARP SUR

41 1 1 1
42 2 2 3
43 4.750 5.125 5.875
44 7.250 7.875 9.375
45 10.125 10.750 13.344
46 12.470 13.031 16.094

▲Table 7.6 — Switching costs of ILP,
SCARP2D, SCARP, and SUR. N is the
number of cells decomposing Ωs.
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7.5 Summary
We considered four different MIOCP benchmark problems under different constraint and
cost settings. In the appropriate problems, we compared the rounding solutions produced
by the RVM and SCARP approaches with the SUR and NFR heuristics as well as BnB
and MILP solvers from pycombina. We verified the theoretical results from previous
chapters of the proposed RVM and SCARP approaches. In the one-dimensional examples,
Sections 7.1–7.3, we demonstrated that RVM or SCARP either delivered better solutions
or the same solution quality with a vast improvement in regards to the necessary runtime.
In the multidimensional problem, the one-dimensional SCARP approach enables the
possibility to quickly compute good solutions comparable to the ILP, while necessitating
a fraction of the little computational effort. The efficacy of the decomposition approach
was also presented in a comparison with Bonmin.
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This thesis enhanced the theoretical and modeling capabilities of the decomposition
approach for MIOCPs by developing several new rounding approaches capable of handling
combinatorial constraints and switching costs.
We first investigated the rounding problems on equidistant grids with and without
vanishing constraints and sequence-independent bottleneck cost functions, Chapter 3.
The matching approach, RVM, capable of optimally solving the rounding problem with
respect to the integral control deviation in polynomial runtime, was introduced. The
approach was extended towards solving problems with sequence-independent (bottleneck)
objective functions Additionally, the tight bound for the integrated control deviation in
the case of vanishing constraints was derived, generalizing the findings of [KLM20].
The application-driven demand for reduced chattering in the control drove the consid-
erations for the SLAE approach presented in Chapter 4. We formulated the rounding
problem on equidistant grids as a system of linear algebraic equations modulo two. This
view enabled us to add several types of combinatorial constraints such as dwell-up and
dwell-down or conditional activation constraints into the rounding problem.
Motivated by the real-world demand for an algorithmic approach capable of taking the
cost of switching decisions into account, we analyzed the computational complexity of
rounding problems with sequence-dependent switching costs and resource constraints.
Unlike the rounding problems examined in the previous two chapters, both of those
rounding problems were shown to be strongly N P-hard. In the case of switching costs,
it is even hard to approximate a solution within polynomial time for any bound.
Having the complexity results presented in Chapter 5 in mind, we introduced the SCARP
framework for rounding problems with sequence-dependent switching costs in Chapter 6.
This generalizes the approach for the CIATV problem explored by Zeile and Sager [SZ20].
For the SCARP framework, we devised a DAG formulation representing the rounding
problem with switching costs. A shortest path problem on the constructed DAG is not
only efficiently solvable but also represents the rounding with lowest switching costs for a
given integral control deviation. The conducted theoretical runtime analysis showed that
the SCARP approach is capable of solving the DSC-CIA problem in a time linear in N ,
the number of discretization points. We note that, considering the derived complexity
results, the exponential runtime in M , the number of controls, was to be expected. We
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further demonstrated the flexibility of the SCARP approach by providing suitable DAGs
for problems examined in the previous chapters and deduced that the SCARP approach
can also be applied for rounding problems on regular grids. We concluded the chapter by
investigating the construction in the two-dimensional setting and by pointing towards
two of the many possible extensions for the SCARP approach.
The RVM and SCARP approaches were also implemented and compared in terms of
performance and runtime with a tailored BnB solver, a MILP solver as well as the SUR
heuristic. The results on the four benchmark problems not only demonstrated the
efficiency and advantages of the proposed methods but also verified the previously stated
theoretical findings.
The results provided in this thesis contribute to the understanding of the rounding
problem arising in the decomposition approach for MIOCPs under different constraints
and objective functions. The presented research can be extended in several directions.
The developed algorithms combine a small computational burden with high reliability
in terms of solution quality, thus applying them to real-world applications, e.g., in the
context of NMPCs, is intriguing. Combining the guarantee to obtain optimal solutions
for the rounding problem and the flexibility for different deviation parameter values over
the time horizon provides further possibilities for theoretical research and extends the
applicability of the decomposition approach in practice. Similarly, the incorporation
of additional information about the underlying dynamics and the relaxation into the
rounding step could lead to better solutions for the MIOCP. In terms of the SLAE approach
it would be interesting to see whether use of the problem-specific structure permits to
solve dwell-time constrained problems in polynomial time.
Further steps into this direction could include a tighter combination of NLP solvers
and algorithms solving the rounding problem, e.g., by evaluating the adjoints after
some rounding decisions have been temporarily fixed on the grid. The flexible SCARP
framework seems to be very suited for this purpose as the DAG is structured along the
time horizon and thus labels can be evaluated at any discretization point. In a similar
endeavor, one may also consider investigating the combination of reduced basis methods,
nonlinear solvers, and rounding algorithms in the context of MIOCPs to improve the
solution quality further.



AAppendix

The first three sections of this appendix reiterate definitions and inequalities from different
fields of expertise, which are used in various parts of this thesis.
The last four sections give further details for some specific results deferred from their
originating chapter.

A.1 Formulas for floor and ceiling functions
This section reprints some of the inequalities used for floor and ceiling functions.

Definition A.1 (Floor and ceiling functions). Let x P R, then the floor function
t�u : RÑ Z is defined by

txu � max
nPZ

tn ¤ xu. (A.1)

The ceiling function r�s : RÑ Z is defined by

rxs � min
nPZ
tn ¥ xu. (A.2)

By definition it holds for all x P R that

txu ¤ x ¤ rxs. (A.3)

Application of the definition also leads to the following equalities:

�txu � r�xs and � rxs � t�xu. (A.4)

For k P N it also holds that

tx� ku � txu� k and rx� ks � rxs� k. (A.5)

In the case that x R Z it follows from (A.4), that

rxs� r�xs � 1 and (A.6)
txu� t�xu � �1. (A.7)
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For two elements x, y P R it follows from the definition that

txu� tyu ¤ tx� yu and (A.8)
tx� yu ¤ txu� tyu� 1, (A.9)

as well as

rxs� rys� 1 ¤ rx� ys and (A.10)
rx� ys ¤ rxs� rys. (A.11)

Let R P tt�u, r�su, then from equality A.5 one obtains

tx�Rpyqu � txu�Rpyq and rx�Rpyqs � rxs�Rpyq. (A.12)

A.2 Utilities from graph theory

This section introduces some important aspects of graph theory used in this thesis.

Definition A.2 (Simple undirected graph [Wil96, Chapter 2.2]). A simple graph G :�
pV, Eq is an ordered pair consisting of

• a finite set V with V � H, called vertex set, and

• a finite set E � ttv, wu|v, w P V and v � wu, the edge set.

The graph G from Definition A.2 is called simple because no loops, that is edges with
tv, vu are permitted.

Definition A.3 (Simple directed graph[Wil96, Chapter 7.22]). A simple directed graph
G � pV, Aq, or digraph is an ordered pair consisting of

• a vertex set V , and

• a finite set E � tpv, wq|tv, wu P V � V and v � wu, the arc set.

In most cases the notation pv, wq is also used for edges, the distinction between edges
and arcs is then clear from context.

We proceed with some basic definitions which enable a simpler way to describe properties
of a graph.
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Definition A.4 (Neighborhood of vertices and adjacency [Wil96, Chapter 2.2]). Let G
be a simple undirected graph. Let v P V be a vertex. The neighborhood of vertex v is
defined as the set

N pvq :� tw P V | tv, wu P Eu.
For a subset U � V the neighborhood N pUq is the union of neighborhoods of the vertices
belonging to U , that is

N pUq :�
¤
uPU

N puq.

Similarly, let G be a directed graph and v P V be a vertex. Then

N pvq :� tw P V | pv, wq P Eu.

A vertex w P V is called adjacent to a vertex v if w P N pvq. The corresponding edge
(arc) is incident to v and w.
An edge (arc) e1 :� tv1, w1u is called adjacent to another edge e2 :� tv2, w2u if either
v2 P tv1, w1u or w2 P tv1, w1u.

Definition A.5 (Degree of vertices [Wil96, Chapter 2.2]). Let G be a simple undirected
graph. Let v P V be a vertex. The degree degpvq of v is the number of edges incident to
v.
In the case of a simple directed graph G, the in-degree deg�pvq of v is the number of arcs
with v as the second element, i.e. pw, vq for w P V ztvu. Consequently, the out-degree
deg�pvq of v is the number of arcs with v as the first element, i.e. pv, wq for w P V ztvu.

Definition A.6 (Paths and cycles [Wil96, Chapter 3.5]). Let G be a simple (un)directed
graph. A path P in G is a finite sequence of vertices tv0, v1 . . . , vku in which all vertices
are distinct, and vi is adjacent to vi�1 for 0 ¤ i ¤ k � 1.
A path containing at least one edge is a called cycle if vk � v0.
The length |P | of a path P is the number of edges contained in the path.

Naturally, Definition A.6 can be extended to simple directed graphs, resulting in directed
paths and directed cycles.

Problem A.7 (Shortest path problem [Wil96, Chapter 3.8]). Let G be a simple undirected
graph, let v, w P V, v � w be two vertices and let C : E Ñ R be a cost function on the
edges. The shortest path problem is to find a path P from v to w with lowest cost value
CpP q :� °

tvi,vi�1uPP Cptvi, vi�1uq.
The problem on a directed graph is defined by replacing the corresponding edges with arcs.

Two particular subclasses of graphs are used in the thesis, see Chapters 3, 4 and 6, the
directed acyclic graphs and bipartite graphs.

Definition A.8 (Directed acyclic graphs). Let G be a simple directed graph. G is called
a directed acyclic graph (DAG), if there exists no directed cycles in G.
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Definition A.9 (Bipartite graphs [Wil96, Chapter 2.3]). Let G be a simple undirected
graph. G is called bipartite, if the the vertex set V can be split into two disjoint sets A
and B such that all edges of G are incident to a vertex of A and a vertex of B.

In the context of this thesis, assignments relating two vertices originating from the two
disjoint sets to each other are often made. These assignments are called matchings.

Definition A.10 (Matchings and covered edges [Wil96, Chapter 8.25]). Let G � pV, Eq
be a simple undirected graph.

A matching M � E is a set of pairwise non-adjacent edges.

An edge tv, wu � e P E is covered by a matching M if there exists an edge e1 P M
incident to either v or w.

A maximal-cardinality matching is a matching where every edge in G is adjacent to at
least one edge of M.

A maximum-cardinality matching or maximum matching is a matching M in G such
that there exists no matching �M with |M|   |�M|.
Given an edge-weight function C : E Ñ R, then the weight of a matching is denoted by

CpMq :�
¸

ePM
Cpeq.

Note that not all maximal-cardinality matchings are maximum matchings. The matching
problem is formalized below.

Problem A.11 (Maximum matching problem). Let G � pV, Eq be a simple undirected
graph. Does there exist a maximum(-cardinality) matching M in G?

The description of algorithms solving Problem A.11 necessitates the notion of a particular
type of path, the so-called augmenting path.

Definition A.12 (Augmenting Path [Sch03, Chapter 16.1]). Let G � pV, Eq be a simple
undirected graph and M be a matching in G. A path P in G is called an M-augmenting
path if

1. |P | is odd,

2. the first and last edge covered by P is not covered by M and

3. the edges contained in P alternate in and out of M.

In the case of a bipartite graph, augmenting paths can be used to solve Problem A.11.
To this end, we use the symmetric difference A

À
B, which is defined as pAzBq Y pBzAq

and contains the elements that belong to exactly one of the two sets.
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Algorithm A.1 Augmenting path algorithm [Sch03, Chapter 16.3]
Input:

G � pAYB, Eq: Bipartite graph,
M: matching in G.

Output:
M1: Matching in G with |M|   |M1| if |M| was not a maximum
matching.

1: AM Ð tv P A|tv, wu R M for all w P N pvqu
2: BM Ð tv P B|tv, wu R M for all w P N pvqu
3: Employ a depth or breadth first search to find an augmenting path P from a vertex

v P AM to any vertex w P BM that alternates between vertices of A and vertices of
B

4: M1 Ð M
À

P
5: return M1

Repeated application of Algorithm A.1 solves Problem A.11.

Theorem A.13 (Runtime of Algorithm A.1 for Problem A.11 [Sch03, Thm. 16.3]).
Repeated application of Algorithm A.1 solves Problem A.11 on a bipartite graph G � pV, Eq
in Op|V ||E|q.

The Hopcroft-Karp algorithm presented below uses shortest augmenting paths resulting
in a better worst-case performance.

Algorithm A.2 Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [HK73][Cor+09, Problem 26-6]
Input:

G � pAYB, Eq: Bipartite graph.
Output:

M: Maximum matching in G.

1: M ÐH
2: repeat
3: Let P � tP1, P2, . . . , Pku be a maximal set of vertex-disjoint shortest augmenting

paths with respect to M
4: M Ð M

À pP1 Y P2 Y � � �Pkq
5: until P � H
6: return M

Theorem A.14 (Runtime of Algorithm A.2 [Sch03, Thm. 16.4]). Algorithm A.2 solves
Problem A.11 on a bipartite graph G � pV, Eq in Opa|M||E|q.

In case of a non-bipartite graph, the Blossom algorithm of Edmonds [Edm65] or the
Micali-Vazirani algorithm [MV80; Vaz12] can be applied to solve Problem A.11.
A non-exhaustive list of algorithms solving Problem A.11 on bipartite graphs is given in
Table A.1 below.
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Algorithm Runtime
Ford-Fulkerson [FF56] O pnmq
Hopcroft-Karp [HK73] O

�?
n1m

�
ABMP [Alt+91] O

�
n1.5am{logpnq

	
Cheriyan-Mehlhorn [CM96] O

�
n2.5

λ

	
Push-relabel [GT88b] O

�
nm logpn2

m q
	

Hungarian Algorithm [Kuh55; EK72; Tar83] O
�
n3�

Pseudoflow algorithm [CH11] O
�

mintn1κ, n1n2
λ , mu � κ2 � κ2.5

λ

	
▲Table A.1 — List of deterministic algorithms for the maximum matching problem on
bipartite graphs with V � V1 Y V2, V1 X V2 � H and n1 :� |V1| ¤ |V2| �: n2. We denote
the cardinality of the whole vertex set by n :� |V | � n1 � n2, the cardinality of the edge
set is denoted by by m :� |E|, and the size of the maximum matching by κ ¤ n1. The
parameter λ denotes the size of words used for a speed-up by boolean operations.

We state two important theorems for matchings in bipartite graphs as well as the
generalization used in Chapter 3, especially in the proofs of Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.9.

Theorem A.15 (Hall’s theorem (graph theoretic version) [Wil96, Chapter 8.25]). Let
G � pV, Eq be a simple undirected bipartite graph with vertex sets V1 and V2. Then G
admits a matching that matches all vertices of V1 if and only if for every subset V 1

1 � V1
it holds that

|V 1
1 | ¤ |N pV 1

1q|. (A.13)

Hall’s theorem states a necessary and sufficient condition for the matching problem
where all vertices of one vertex set are matched. If one is additionally interested in
matching a certain number of vertices of the second partition, then one needs the following
generalization.

Theorem A.16 (A generalization of Hall’s theorem [HK56; DM58],[Sch03, Theorem
16.8]). Let G � pV, Eq be a simple undirected bipartite graph with vertex sets V1 and V2.
Let W � V . Then there exists a matching M covering W if and only if there exists a
matching M1 covering W X V1 and a matching M2 covering W X V2.

Finally, we note that problem A.11 can easily be extended to a minimum-weighted
maximum matching problem by adding an edge-weight function.

Problem A.17 (Minimum-weighted maximum matching problem). Let G be a simple
undirected graph and let C : E Ñ R be an edge-weight function. The minimum-weighted
maximum matching problem consists of finding a maximum matching M with minimal
edge-weight CpMq.

Table A.4 lists algorithms for solving Problem A.17, as a minimum-weighted maximum
matching problem can be reformulated into a minimum cost flow problem, Problem 3.24.
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A.3 Runtimes and complexity classes
We briefly introduce the notions of runtimes and two important complexity classes, P and
N P, as well as approximation algorithms and schemes. Our brief introduction of these
topics follows the discussions given in [GJ90; LR79; Vaz01]. A thorough introduction to
complexity classes can be found in [GJ90]. A more detailed explanation of approximation
schemes and fully polynomial approximation algorithms is given in [Vaz01].

A.3.1 Runtimes
When we analyze the runtime of an algorithm, we are often interested in its asymptotical
behavior. Therefore, we use the standard notation for denoting asymptotical upper
bounds.

Definition A.18 (Landau Symbol O). Let g : NÑ R be a function. Then

Opgq :� tf : NÑ R | Dc P R, n0 P N such that fpnq ¤ cgpnq for all n ¥ n0u.
We write g P ppxkq in the case that g is a polynomial p with variable n P N whose largest
leading exponent k P N is known.

In the case of mathematical problems P , the runtime analysis is usually based on the size
of the corresponding instance I. The size of an instance is the binary encoding length
of I, which we denote by |I|B. Accordingly, the unary encoding length of an instance I
will be denoted by |I|U . Note that in general, any encoding scheme with at least two
symbols is suitable for the following explanations and definitions.

Definition A.19 (Polynomial runtime algorithm). Let P be any mathematical problem
and let I be an instance of P . Let A be an algorithm solving P with runtime TApIq for
instance I of P . The algorithm A solving P is said to have polynomial runtime if there
exists a constant k P N such that TApIq P O

�|I|kB� for all instances I of P with size |I|B.

In this section we will always denote the encoding type when necessary but note that it
is usually omitted in the thesis and can be deduced from the context.

A.3.2 Complexity classes P and N P

The notion of decision problems is necessary in order to define the classes P and N P.
A decision problem is a problem in which for any instance the existence of a solution is
sought after, i.e., the sought answer is either “yes” or “no”. The corresponding instance
is then called a yes-instance or no-instance, respectively. As an example, consider the
Hamiltonian circuit problem and its close relative, the traveling salesman problem (TSP).

Definition A.20 (Hamilitonian circuit [GJ90, Chapter 2.5],[Wil96, Section 4]). Let G
be a simple (un)directed graph. A cycle P in G is called a Hamiltonian circuit (cycle), if
|P | � |V | and every vertex is contained exactly once in the cycle.

Problem A.21 (Hamiltonian circuit problem [GJ90, Problem GT37]). Given an undi-
rected graph G � pV, Eq. Does G contain a Hamiltonian circuit H � G?
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For the reader’s convenience we restate the TSP here.

Problem A.22 (Traveling salesman problem [GJ90, Problem ND22], [Wil96, Section 8]).
Given an undirected graph G � pV, Eq, a cost function C : E Ñ Z�0 and a threshold B P N.
Does there exist a Hamiltonian circuit ( tour H) H � G such that

°
ePH Cpeq ¤ B?

A yes-instance for the Hamiltonian cycle problem would be a graph G such that there
exists a Hamiltonian circuit in G. The complexity of problems is also linked with the
existence of a certificate S for feasible instances I of the problem, which has to be
polynomially bounded in |I|B, and confirms that I is a yes-instance.

Definition A.23 (Problem class P [GJ90, p. 2.2]). The complexity class P contains all
decision problems which are solvable in polynomial time.

Definition A.24 (Problem class N P [GJ90, p. 2.3]). The complexity class N P contains
all decision problems P for which there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, for a
given instance I and given certificate SpIq, e.g., a solution candidate, verifies whether
the given instance I is a yes-instance.

Note that in the second definition, no assertion regarding the time necessary to find
a solution for the instance has been made. In general it is assumed that an N P-hard
problem cannot be solved in polynomial time, unless P � N P.
Comparison of problems is essential to establish the difficulty of a problem. To this end
the notion of polynomial-time reduction was established. Let the two problems P and P 1

be members of the same problem class. We then say that P 1 reduces to P in polynomial
time if there exists a mapping f from the set of instances of P 1 to the set of instances of
P obeying the following conditions for all instances I of P 1:

a) fpIq P P ,

b) the time necessary to construct fpIq is bounded by pp|I|kBq for fixed k P N, and

c) I is a yes-instance for P 1 if and only if fpIq is a yes-instance for P .

Definition A.25 (N P-hard and strongly N P-hard problems [GJ78]). A problem P is
N P-hard if all problems P 1 P N P are polynomially reducible to P .
A problem P is strongly N P-hard when it remains N P-hard, even if all numbers in the
input are bounded by some polynomial in the length of the input.
A problem P which is (strongly) N P-hard and member of N P is said to be (strongly)
N P-complete.

The first problem to be proven N P-complete was the satisfiability problem.

Definition A.26 (Literals, clauses and collections [GJ90, p. 2.6]). Let
X :� tx1, x2, . . . , xnu be a set of Boolean variables. If x P X is a variable, then x
and  x are literals over X.
A clause over X is a set of literals over X related by the logicals OR-operator, denoted
by _, e.g. px1 _ x2 _ xnq.
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A collection C of clauses over X is a conjunction of clauses, e.g. px1 _ x2 _ xnq ^ px1 _
x3 _ xn�1q.
Definition A.27 (Truth assignments, satisfying clauses and collections [GJ90, Section
2.6]). Let X :� tx1, x2, . . . , xnu be a set of Boolean variables. A function f : X Ñ
ttrue, falseu is called a truth assignment for X. The literal x is called true under f if and
only if the variable x is true under f , similarly  x is called true if and only if x is false.
A collection of clauses C over X is satisfiable if and only if there exists a truth assignment
f for X that simultaneously satisfies all clauses C.

Problem A.28 (SAT problem [GJ90, p. 2.6]). Let X :� tx1, x2, . . . , xnu be a set of
Boolean variables. Let C be a collection of clauses over X. Does there exist a satisfying
truth assignment for C?

Theorem A.29 (Cook’s Theorem [Coo71]). SAT is strongly N P-complete.

The existence of one N P-complete problem allows to prove the N P-completeness of
other problems in N P by means of the introduced reductions.
Naturally, the Hamiltonian circuit and TSP problems are both N P-complete as well.

Theorem A.30 ([GJ90, Problem GT39],[Kar72, Section 4]). Hamiltonian circuit is
strongly N P-complete.

Hardness of TSP follows directly from the hardness of Hamiltionian circuit.

Theorem A.31 ([GJ90, Problem ND22]). TSP is strongly N P-complete.

A.3.3 Relationship between optimization and decision problems
Every optimization problem P can naturally be associated with a decision problem by
introducing a bound K P Q on the cost function f . Thus, the decision version of an
optimization problem P consists of a pair pI, Kq, where I is an instance of P . In the
case that P was a minimization (maximization) problem, then I is a yes-instance if and
only if there exists a feasible solution to I with costs smaller (greater) or equal K. For
example, the decision version to Problem A.22 is the task to determine a tour with costs
less than K, where K is the additional bound parameter.
Optimization problems and their corresponding decision versions are polynomially equiv-
alent, see [GJ90]. Therefore, an optimization problem is polynomially solvable if and
only if the corresponding decision problem is in P . In a slight abuse of notation, we will
therefore call an optimization problem to be polynomially solvable if the corresponding
decision problem is in P.

A.3.4 Approximation algorithms and polynomial approximation schemes
As N P-hard problems cannot be solved in polynomial time, unless P � N P, approxi-
mating optimal solutions becomes a necessity.
Note that we solely discuss minimization problems here, but every notion can be intro-
duced for maximization problems as well.
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Definition A.32 (Approximation algorithms [Vaz01]). Let P be a problem. An algorithm
A is called a β-approximation algorithm for β ¥ 1, if A produces for every instance I P P
a feasible solution SpIq in a runtime polynomial in |I|B, such that fpSq ¤ βOPT pIq,
where OPT pIq denotes the optimal function value.

Some N P-hard problems even admit approximability to any required degree.

Definition A.33 (Polynomial-time approximation scheme [Vaz01, Chapter 8]). Let P
be an N P-hard problem with objective function f and ϵ ¡ 0 be an error parameter.
A polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) is an algorithm A with polynomial
runtime in I for every fixed ϵ ¡ 0 such that

fpSpIqq ¤ p1� ϵqOPT pIq.

Observe that the runtime in Definition A.33 does not need to be polynomial in 1
ϵ and

especially not in the encoding length of 1
ϵ . This is only the case for fully polynomial-time

approximation schemes.

Definition A.34 (Fully polynomial-time approximation scheme [Vaz01, Chapter 8]).
An algorithm A is a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS), if it satisfies
the conditions of a PTAS and has a runtime bounded by a polynomial in the size of the
instance and 1

ϵ .

Again, the runtime given in Definition A.34 is not polynomial in the encoding length of
1
ϵ , thus it can grow exponentially for ϵ Ñ 0. An example for a problem admitting an
FPTAS is the well known Knapsack problem, [Vaz01, Theorem 8.4].

Problem A.35 (Knapsack [Vaz01, Problem 8.1],[Kar72, Section 4]). Given a set S �
ta1, . . . anu with sizes spaiq P Z�, values vpaiq P Z� and a capacity B P Z�, find a subset
of S whose total size is bounded by B and total profit is maximized.

However, only few of the known N P-hard problems admit an FPTAS.

Theorem A.36 ([Vaz01, Corollary 8.6]). Let P be a strongly N P-hard optimization
problem with integer valued objective function f and on any instance I it holds that
OPT pIq   pp|I|U q. Then, P does not admit an FPTAS, assuming P � N P.

One strongly N P-complete problem is the TSP, which does not even admit an approxi-
mation algorithm unless P � N P, as any such algorithm would solve the Hamiltionian
circuit problem in polynomial time.

A.4 Algorithms for solving minimum cost flow problems
Theorem A.37 ([Vaz01, Chapter 12]). The minimum Cost Flow problem, Problem 3.24,
is polynomially solvable. Additionally, if C P Z|A| and b P Z|V |, then the problem has an
optimal integer solution, which can also be found in polynomial time.
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Algorithm Runtime
Cycle-canceling algorithm [AMO93, Chapter 9] OpmCUq
Successive shortest path algorithm [AMO93, Chapter 9] OpnUq
Primal-dual algorithm [AMO93, Chapter 9] Opn mintU, Cuq
Capacity scaling algorithm [AMO93, Thm. 10.1] Opm logpUqSpn, mqq
Cost scaling algorithm [AMO93, Thm. 10.9] Opn3 logpnCqq
Double scaling algorithm [AMO93, Thm. 10.10] Opnm logpUq logpnCq
Minimum mean cycle canceling algorithm [AMO93, Theorem 10.18] Opn2m3 logpnqq
Repeated capacity scaling algorithm [AMO93, Theorem 10.24] Opn2 logpnqSpn, mqq
Enhanced capacity scaling algorithm [AMO93, Theorem 10.35] Opm logpnqSpn, mqq

▲Table A.2 — List of algorithms for the minimum ps, tq-Flow problem (taken from
[AMO93]), n denotes the number of vertices in the network, m the number of edges,
U :� maxePEpupeqq the maximal capacity , C :� maxePE CpEq the maximal cost value,
and Spn, mq the time to compute a shortest path on a graph with n vertices and m edges.

A.5 XSAT and Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem
This section introduces the XSAT problem and states Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem.
Both are used in Chapter 4.
XSAT and k-SAT are special cases of the general SAT problem given in A.28 and are
formulated here by use of Definitions A.26 and A.27.

Definition A.38 (k-SAT). Let X :� tx1, . . . , xnu be a set of Boolean variables. Let
k P N. The k-SAT problem is the SAT problem over a collection of clauses, where every
clause contains at most k clauses.

Definition A.39 (XSAT and two variants). The Exact Satisfiability (XSAT) problem is
the SAT problem with the additional constraint that a clause is satisfied if exactly one of
its literals is true.
The positive Exact Satisfiability (XSAT�) problem is the XSAT problem only containing
unnegated literals.
The Exact 3-Satisfiability (X3SAT) problem is the XSAT in which each clause contains at
most three literals.

We state the dichotomy in its original form, a modern presentation is given, e.g., in
[All+09, Theorem 3.1] or [Che09, Theorem 3.20].

Theorem A.40 (Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem [Sch78, Theorem 2.1]). Let S be a
collection of clauses and let SATpSq be the corresponding satisfiability problem for S.
Then SAT pSq is in P if and only if at least one of the following conditions hold:

a) Every clause in S is satisfied when all literals are false.

b) Every clause in S is satisfied when all literals are true.
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c) The collection S can be transformed into 2-SAT in polynomial time.

d) Every clause has at most one negated literal.

e) Every clause has at most one unnegated literal.

f) Every clause in S is an affine clause.

Otherwise SATpSq is N P-complete.

The clauses mentioned in cases d) and e) are also known as Horn and dual-Horn clauses.
One of the many consequences of Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem is that XSAT as well as
XSAT� and X3SAT are N P-complete.

Theorem A.41 ([Sch78, Problem NP1], [GJ90, Problem L04]). XSAT, X3SAT and
XSAT� are N P-complete.

A.6 Proof of Lemma 6.41
This section shows how the closed-form for the number of solutions, see Lem 6.41 and in
particular equality (6.62), to the problem (6.61) can be derived.
For ease of reference, we restate the problem which consists of finding the number of
integral solutions to the following system.$''&''%

°M
i�1 xi � M tθu,

0 ¤ xi ¤ t2θu for all i P rM s,
xi P N for all i P rM s.

(A.14)

Finding the number of integral solutions for system (A.14) necessitates the use of formal
power series, coefficient extraction for formal power series, the partial geometric sum
formula, symmetry of binomial coefficients, and the binomial theorem.

Definition A.42 ([Niv69; Wil94]). Let R be a commutative ring and let pa0, a1, . . .q
be an infinite sequence with aj P R. The formal power series with unknown z is an
expression of the form

a0z0 � a1z1 �� . . . �
8̧

j�0
ajzj .

The operator to extract a coefficient of degree k from a formal power series fpzq is
denoted by rzks and extracts the coefficient of zk, so that

rzksfpzq � rzks
8̧

j�0
ajzj � ak.

We now assume a, z P R with z � 1 and use the following well known identity for the
partial geometric sum

a
ķ

j�0
zj � a

1� zk

1� z
. (pGS)
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Theorem A.43 (Binomial theorem [GKP94, Chap. 5] or [Arf85, Chapter 5.6]). Let
x, y P R and r P N0. Then

px� yqr �
ŗ

k�1

�
r

k



xkyr�k. (A.15)

In the case that r P Z�, then

px� yqr �
8̧

k�1

�
r

k



xkyr�k, (A.16)

but the sum only converges for |x{y|   1.

The Iverson bracket is a generalization of the Kronecker delta and will be used in the
proof of Lemma A.44. It is defined for logical statements P by

rP sI :�
#

1, if P true,

0, if P false.
(A.17)

Lemma A.44 (see e.g. [HK08, Thm. 2.1]). Let assumption 3.2 hold and α P SI pM, Nq.
Then

|VMtθupα, θq| �
m̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �M tθu� pt2θu� 1qj � 1

M � 1



, (A.18)

where m �
Y

Mtθu
t2θu�1

]
.

Proof. Let N be the number of integral solutions of (A.14). We use the notational
abbreviations H :� tθu and H2 :� t2θu. Application of the definition of the Kronecker
delta yields that N � °H2

x1�0 � � �
°H2

xM�0 δMH, x1�...�xM
. The term δMH, x1�...�xM

can be
written as a formal power series, see Def. A.42, with z P p�1, 1q for the unknown, where
the coefficient of MH gets extracted by r�s, the coefficient extraction operator,

δMH, x1�...�xM
� �

zMH� zx1�...�xM . (A.19)

Mathematical induction over M immediately provides the identity
H2̧

x1�0
� � �

H2̧

xM�0
zx1�...�xM � �

1� z � . . .� zH2
�M

. (A.20)

Using partial geometric sums (pGS) and the binomial theorem, see Thm. A.43, yields:

N �
H2̧

x1�0
� � �

H2̧

xM�0

�
zMH� zx1�...�xM

(A.20)� �
zMH� �H2̧

r�0
zr

�M

(pGS)�
zPp�1,1q

�
zMH� �1� zH2�1

1� z


M

� �
zMH� �

1� zH2�1�M

p1� zqM

Thm. A.43� �
zMH� � M̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
zH2�1�j

8̧

b�0

�
M � b� 1

b



zb

�

� �
zMH� � M̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


 8̧

b�0

�
M � b� 1

b


�
zpH2�1qj�b. (A.21)
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We now use coefficient extraction on (A.21) and write the condition imposed on the
exponent of z as an Iverson bracket, Definition A.17:

M̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


 8̧

b�0

�
M � b� 1

b


 �
pH2 � 1qj � b � MH

�
I

Symm. of�
binomial coeff.

M̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


 8̧

b�0

�
M � b� 1

M � 1


 �
pH2 � 1qj � b � MH

�
I

Rearrange�
Iverson

M̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


 8̧

b�0

�
M � b� 1

M � 1


 �
b � MH� pH2 � 1qj

�
I

Insertion for b�
and b¥0

M̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �MH� pH2 � 1qj � 1

M � 1


 �
MH� pH2 � 1qj ¥ 0

�
I

Rearrange�
Iverson

M̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �MH� pH2 � 1qj � 1

M � 1


 �
j ¤ MH

H2 � 1

�
I

Def. H�
Def. H2

m̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �M tθu� pt2θu� 1qj � 1

M � 1


 �
m �

Z
M tθu

t2θu� 1

^�
I

.

A.7 Derivation of (6.63) from [Ege14]
In [Ege14], an approximation is devised for the number of restricted integer compositions,
see equality (6.62) or (A.14), by using their connection towards the sum of discrete
uniform variables. To this end, an asymptotic distribution of the sum of discrete uniform
variables is defined, the exact form is derived and a central local limit theorem is applied.
We adopt the notation used in [Ege14] here and translate the notation back at the end of
the section. In particular, X � Y symbolizes that the value of X is similar to the value
of Y .

Definition A.45 ([Ege14, p. 3.1]). Let k P N and let ℓ P N0. Let Xj for j � 1, . . . , k be
identically and independently distributed random draws from the uniform distribution
on the set t0, . . . , ℓu and let Sk be their sum,

Sk �
ķ

j�1
Xj .

As the distribution was assumed to be uniform, the mean and variance of the random
variables Xj are given by

µ :� ErXjs � ℓ

2 , and σ2 :� VarrXjs � pℓ� 1q2 � 1
12 . (A.22)

Using multinomial distributions as well as isomorphic copies of the random variables, it
is then shown that the exact form for the probability to draw X1, . . . Xk with Sk � n for
0 ¤ n ¤ kℓ is given by

P rSk � ns � 1
ℓ� 1

k
�

k

n



l�1

, (A.23)
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where �
k

n



l�1

�
¸

k¥0,...,kℓ¥0
k0�����kℓ�k

0�k0�1�k1�����ℓ�kℓ�n

�
k

k0, . . . , kℓ



(A.24)

and
�

k
k0,...,kℓ

�
is a multinomial coefficient.

Note that the right-hand side of (A.24) describes the number of solutions of system (A.14)
and using the identities from Section A.6, in particular (A.19) and (A.20), as well as
(A.24) one has

rxns
�

1� x� . . .� xℓ
	k
�

�
k

n



l�1

(A.25)

with k � M and ℓ � t2θu and 0 ¤ n ¤ kℓ.

Application of the following result of Gnedenko and Kolmogorov then yields an approxi-
mation of the probability P rSk � ns for large values of k.

Theorem A.46 ([GK68, p.233]). If X1, X2, . . . are independent integer-valued random
variables with identical distribution with finite mean µ and variance σ2, such that the
greatest common divisor of the differences of all the values of Xj taken with positive
probability is 1, then ����?kσP rSk � ns � 1?

2π
e�

pn�kµq2

2σ2k

����Ñ 0 (A.26)

uniformly as k Ñ8.

As every Xj is taken from t0, 1, . . . , ℓu, the assumptions of Theorem A.46 are satisfied
and the approximation for large values of k is:

?
kσP rSk � ns � 1?

2π
e�

pn�kµq2

2σ2k (A.27)

For the case discussed in Section 6.3, particularly (6.63), we have that

n � M tθu, k � M, ℓ � t2θu, (A.28)

therefore

µ � t2θu

2 and σ2 � pt2θu� 1q2 � 1
12 , (A.29)

which leads to a slightly modified result in comparison to the one presented in [Ege14]
as the exponent of the exponential function in (A.27) is non-zero in our case. Note
that by (A.28) and (A.29) we have that 0 ¤ M tθu ¤ M t2θu for θ ¥ 1 and therefore all
assumptions made in [Ege14] are satisfied in our case.
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As �
tθu� t2θu

2

	2
¥ 0 and t2θu2 � 2t2θu ¡ 0 (A.30)

hold, we have for the exponent of e in (A.27) that

�pn� kµq2
2σ2k

(A.28)�
(A.29)

�

�
M tθu� Mt2θu

2

	2

2M pt2θu�1q2�1
12

� �6M

�
tθu� t2θu

2

	2

t2θu2 � 2t2θu

MPN¤ �

�
tθu� t2θu

2

	2

t2θu2 � 2t2θu

(A.30)
¤ 0. (A.31)

Using monotonicity of the exponential function yields

P
�
SM � M tθu

� (A.27)� 1?
kσ2π

e�
pn�kµq2

2σ2k

(A.28)�
(A.29)

1b
2πM p2tθu�1q2�1

12

e

�
����

�
Mtθu�

Mt2θu
2

�2

2M
pt2θu�1q2�1

12

�
��

(A.31)
¤ 1b

2πM p2tθu�1q2�1
12

e�0

e0�1¤ 1b
2πM p2tθu�1q2�1

12

(A.32)

Therefore, we have

P
�
SM � M tθu

� P O

�� 1b
2πM pt2θu�1q2�1

12

�. (A.33)

Utilizing the exact form from (A.23) and bringing the normalizing term pℓ � 1qk �
pt2θu� 1qM to the right-hand side, we obtain the claimed approximation for (6.63):

m̧

j�0
p�1qj

�
M

j


�
M �M tθu� pt2θu� 1qj � 1

M � 1



(A.20)� rxMtθus

�
1� x� . . .� xt2θu

	M (A.25)�
�

M

M tθu



t2θu�1

(A.23)� pt2θu� 1qM P
�
SM � M tθu

�
(A.33)P O

�
pt2θu� 1qM 1

pt2θu�1q2�1
12

?
M2π

�
� O

�� pt2θu� 1qMb
2πM pt2θu�1q2�1

12

�,

with m �
Y

Mtθu
t2θu�1

]
.
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Sol pM, tq Set of relaxed solutions at grid cell t

s Grid cell index for 2D-setting
T Discretized time horizon of MIOCP
t Index, usually referring to a grid cell of the discretized time
U Subset of V pT q
u Cardinality of U

up�q Vector-valued continuous control function
V p�q Vertex set representing the set or elements denoted by p�q
VVCp�q Vertex set under VC constraints
V pT q Vertex set representing the discretized rounding grid
V pSq Vertex set representing the superset of controls
V pFq Vertex set in network flow formulation
V pCq Vertex set of the (SCARP-IP)-DAG with controls
v Vertex in a graph
W Union of V pT q and V pSpq
wp�q Convexified discrete control as function
yp�q Differential state trajectory/function
zt,i,p Control literal for grid index t, control i and p-th activation

of i

Greek Symbols
α Discretized relaxed binary control function / Element of

SIpM, tq (worst-case proof of SCARP)
α Element of Iptq (worst-case proof of SCARP)rα Element of Sol pM, tq (worst-case proof of SCARP)
β Second discretized relaxed binary control function or approx-

imation constant
γ Parameter for the Moreau-envelope
∆k Distance between two consecutive grid points on a (rounding)

grid
∆t,s Length of shared interface between grid cells s and t

∆ Mesh size of a discretized (rounding) grid
δ Relaxation parameter for mixed-constraints
δmax Approximation tolerance for constraint violation in Alg. 2.2
κ Index for resource tuples



Φpα, θq XSAT formula for α and θ

Φp�qpα, θq XSAT formula with additional clauses depending on p�q
ζ Auxiliary variable for the CIA 1-norm formulation
λp�q Lebesgue measure
λ Maximum over the lebesgue measures for a given discretiza-

tion gridrλ Evaluated dual variables of the ODE constraints
νp�q Vector-valued discrete control function
σmax Maximum number of switches
σ�t,i Switching on indicator for control i at grid point t

σ�t,i Switching off indicator for control i at grid point t

θ Deviation parameter for (Slack)
θ Maximal allowed deviation parameter for (Slack)
θ� Optimal solution for CIA type problems
θ�t Vector-valued number of necessary activations at grid index t

θ�t Vector-valued number of maximally allowed activations at
grid index tpθ�i Necessary activations for control i P rM s over the whole time
horizonpθ�i Maximally permissible activations for control i P rM s over
the whole time horizon

τ Time variable
χp�q Characteristic function defined on sets
Ω Domain for the multidimensional numerical experiment
Ωs Design area for the scatterer in the multidimensional numeri-

cal experiment
Ωo Protected area in the multidimensional numerical experiment
ω Discretized binary control function represented as matrix

Calligraphic Symbols
Btp�, �q Set of binary feasible solutions
C Number of columns for SLAE control matrix
C� Convergence rate in Thm. 2.12
C0 Space of differentiable functions
D Dwell constraint
DD Dwell-down constraint
DD Largest dwell-down constraint
Dmax Maximum up time constraint



DU Dwell-up constraint
DU Largest dwell-up constraint
E Non-specified set for introducing the SCARP worst-case be-

havior
EpM, t, θq Non-specified set used in Conjecture 6.34
F Dwell time family
IpM, tq Subset of relaxed solutions Sol pM, tq with binary values
K Number of different resource tuples
Lp�q Label function for SCARP
M Matching
MA Matching on subset of vertices A � V pT q
MB Matching on subset of vertices B � V pSpq
N pvq Neighborhood of vertex v

N P Complexity class of nondeterministic polynomial time solv-
able decision problems

O Landau symbol
P Complexity class of deterministic polynomial time solvable

decision problems
R Number of rows for SLAE control matrix
SIpM, tq Subset of relaxed solutions Sol pM, tq with binary values and

similar growth
T Time horizon of MIOCP
V Codomain of discrete control function
Z Clause of control literals
Zp�q
p�q p�q Variants of control literal clauses depending on the arguments

p�q

Sans serif Symbols
A SLAE control matrix
bp�q Demand function in network flow formulation
cp�q,p�q Parameters for numerical experiments
dp�, �q Distance function for SCARP worst-case proofs
EpNq Time necessary to evaluate BC for fixed binary control on a

time horizon with length N

epNq
J,A Relative error of objective function J for rounding algorithm

A on a grid with N discretizations points in comparison with
the relaxed solution



epNq
y,A Relative error of the states y for rounding algorithm A on

a grid with N discretizations points in comparison with the
relaxed solution

F Set of forbidden controls
FSp Vertex for flow of necessary controls network flow formulation
FS Vertex for flow of remaining controls in network flow formu-

lation
FF Final vertex in network flow formulation
fp�q Flow function in network flow formulation
H Serialization order of a multidimensional grid
kp�q Parameter value for the three-tank problem
k0 Wave number in the multidimensional numerical experiment
m Induction value for distance d in the SCARP worst-case proofs
q Scatterer parameter in the multidimensional numerical ex-

periment
R Set of resource constraint tuples
RBp�q Multi-bang regularizer
rt,i Resource consumption of control i at grid index trr Right-hand side of a resource constraint
T Discretized multi-dimensional rounding grid
up�q Capacity function for network flow formulation
vp�q Discrete control realizations for numerical experiments
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